Handpicked villas with private pools
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Discover our handpicked collection
of villas with private pools. Explore
magical landscapes rich in history
and culture. Experience exceptional
service. Be our guest.
Welcome to Vintage Travel

La Castille, South West France

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

BE OUR GUEST
It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to our 2020 collection of
individual properties with private pools. As ever, I hope the pages of our
latest brochure encourage you to dream a little and inspire you to plan your
next escape with us.
I invite you to visit our website to discover the many new properties added
since publishing this brochure. Here you will find in-depth descriptions,
galleries of images to tempt you further and a wealth of information
about our destinations. This year we are pleased to add Cyprus and the
Spanish region of Valencia to our destinations where rugged natural beauty,
sun-soaked beaches and azure waters beckon.
We recognise that your holiday is precious and allowing us to take care
of every detail on your behalf is a privilege we never take for granted.
Whether booking with us for the first time or the twentieth, our mission
remains the same – to bring you carefully handpicked villas and,
importantly, service that is exceptional and very personal.
You can book online if you wish, but we love to talk to our clients
and our expert reservation team are at your complete disposal.
Call us on +44(0)1954 261 431, use the LiveChat facility on our website or
email holidays@vintagetravel.co.uk
We look forward to welcoming you in 2020.
With very best wishes

Steve Eccles
Managing Director

Image: Mas Gras, Catalunya
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100% FINANCIAL GUARANTEE
We realise that financial protection is a consideration when choosing a holiday company. To ensure you have complete peace of mind Vintage Travel holds an ATOL licence
(ATOL 2787) and is a member of ABTA with whom we have lodged a considerable bond. Prices shown in this brochure are correct at the time of going to press.

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

166
Vintage Travel is proud to be a Marie Curie We Care Partner. We are helping
Marie Curie Nurses provide care at home for cancer patients across the UK.
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EXCEPTIONAL
HOLIDAYS

INCLUDED IN YOUR HOLIDAY

OF NOTE...

Your chosen property will be as described, fully
prepared with beds made up and towels provided.
Bed linen and towels will be changed at least once
a week. A cot and highchair can be provided (in
most cases free of charge) if requested at the time
of booking. A complimentary welcome food pack
of essentials will be waiting for you on arrival and
most properties provide pool/beach towels. We
are happy to research flights and help with travel
or car hire plans if you wish; in any event we will
send you a pre-holiday information pack including
directions to the property, travel documents,
luggage labels and other useful information.

Look out for the ‘Of note…’ symbol,
which highlights a feature of a
property that we feel is particularly
eye-catching, for example its view,
its interior or its location.

SMALL PARTY RATE
If there are just a few of you travelling, outside of
the peak summer holidays, why not stay in one of
our larger houses and pay a reduced rental price.
Our unique pricing offers you the opportunity to
enjoy the extra space and the privacy provided by
a larger property. You will still have exclusive use
of the property, grounds and swimming pool.
Just look out for the ‘Small Party Rate’.

Sa Figuera, Mallorca

Breathtaking
views from
infinity pool

..

Manzara, Turkey

te.

Casa Caramiñal, Galicia

Staying in a private home is the perfect way to spend your holiday. Whether
your choice is a town house, a cottage in a village, a villa by the sea or a
country manor; from a hideaway for a couple, a two or three bedroom house
for a family holiday, to a mansion (or even a castle!) large enough for several
families wishing to holiday together, we have a property to suit.

o
Of n

MUCH MORE ONLINE
This brochure is just a taste of what we offer
across all of our destinations. There is so much
more online at vintagetravel.co.uk. Here you
will find full property descriptions for over 500
properties, many more photographs, guest
reviews, suggested great things to do, real time
availability and so much more.

MAPS & LOCATIONS
At the back of the brochure you will find a handy
fold-out map showing all the locations that we
feature.

I have booked holiday villas through Vintage Travel for several years.
The locations of their villas are always good and you feel part of the
local scene. The staff are knowledgeable and very helpful. We always
use Vintage for a special place.
The Wright family, Casa Maymi, Andalucía

El Dolmen de Alaju, Andalucía
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Lou Calvel, South West France

La Radura, Tuscany

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR SERVICE
It’s good to know you are in experienced hands when booking your villa
holiday. With over 29 years in business, Vintage Travel has a loyal and
experienced team of people, working both in our UK office and in our
overseas destinations. You can be sure that their personal and knowledgeable
service will help you create your best holiday ever.
GIVE US A CALL

100% FINANCIAL GUARANTEE

Our reservations team are here to guide you
through the selection process of finding the
perfect holiday. They regularly visit all our
destinations and have in-depth knowledge
of the houses that we offer as well as first-hand
experience of the unique character, traditions and
customs of each of their surrounding areas.

We realise that financial protection is a
consideration when choosing who to book
through. To ensure you have complete peace
of mind Vintage Travel holds an ATOL licence
(ATOL 2787) and we are also a member of ABTA
(V5643 P6716), with whom we have lodged a
considerable financial bond.

HERE TO HELP

OFFICE HOURS

Whether you decide to book online or prefer
to talk to us, rest assured that a member of our
knowledgeable team will always be available to
offer personal help with all aspects of your
holiday plans.

We can be contacted on 01954 261 431. We
are open Monday to Friday 9am to 5.30pm and
on Saturday 9.30am to 1pm. We are closed on
Sundays and Bank Holidays.

BOOKING YOUR TRAVEL
ARRANGEMENTS
With all aspects of your holiday, the watchword is
flexibility. This is true of your travel arrangements
and although we are not a ‘package holiday’
company, we are happy to help you organise
flights, ferry transfers and car hire.

Image: Assos, Kefalonia

We have just booked our villa in Menorca
for June 2020 and the four of us cannot
wait to return. This is our third time! We
were recommended Vintage Travel by a
friend who uses the company on a regular
basis and gave them high praise. The staff
are very professional and seem to know
every villa in all of the countries they use.
It made it so much easier the first time
because we were not sure of exactly
where to go. They asked our requirements
and we ended up with those and more.
Thank you Vintage Travel.
The Sargent family, Sa Mosquera, Menorca

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

SPAIN
CATALUNYA ANDALUCÍA GALICIA
VALENCIA REGION
Our travels have taken us across the length and breadth of
Spain’s varied regions, over its wide plains and imposing
‘sierras’, through charming villages, historic cities, and along
an extensive coastline of dramatic scenery and hidden coves.
It is however the picturesque scenery and hidden coastlines of
Catalunya, Andalucía, Galicia and Valencia that have captured
our attention.
In the north east, the pine-clad hillsides that tumble down into
idyllic coves draw ‘aficionados’ of Catalunya back to its shores
time and time again. Further south, in the region of Valencia,
the heady aroma of orange blossom wafts along a coastline of
white sands from the abundant groves that lie behind. In the
west, it is the Caribbean-like sandy beaches and historic cities
that make Galicia such a favoured destination, whilst in the
southerly climes of Andalucía café terraces line the palm-filled
squares of dazzling white ‘pueblos blancos’ and seemingly
endless golden sands line the shores.
Image: Cala Canyelles, Catalunya
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
THE CITIES OF ANDALUCÍA
Silhouetted against vast plains of neatly ordered groves of olive and
fruit trees, Andalucía’s principal cities are not to be missed. Islamic
arches, breathtaking palaces and hidden inner patios of abundant
carnation pots create the atmospheric scenes to be found in the
historic centres of Granada, Sevilla, Córdoba and Ronda to name
but a few.

THE BEACHES OF CATALUNYA
It is easy to see why artists have been drawn to the Costa Brava’s
picturesque shores for so many centuries. In this north eastern
pocket of Catalunya, pine-clad hillsides tumble down to the water’s
edge into idyllic bays of crystal clear Mediterranean that are
perfectly explored by boat or on foot via a scenic coastal path.

THE ORANGE GROVES OF VALENCIA
A wander along the white sands of the Valencian coastline will
frequently be accompanied by the heady scent of orange blossom,
which emanates from the abundant groves that hug the shoreline.
At the same time, the region’s world-famous paellas simmer gently
alongside the catch of the day in shady ‘chiringuitos’ to tempt the
hungry onlookers.

FESTIVALS
The exuberance and traditions of Spain are never more evident
than at festival time. Fiestas in honour of the ‘Virgen del Carmen’
take place on Andalucía’s Costa de la Luz; on the eve of Sant Joan
the Catalans light bonfires and enjoy a traditional after-dinner
dessert of ‘coca’ with a glass of cava; in the region of Valencia
exquisite costumes are paraded through the streets and a fierce
battle is enacted to commemorate the invasion of the Moors; in
Galicia dancers fill the streets of mountain villages to celebrate
each local festival.

MARKETS
Mingle with the locals amongst the lively stalls that fill village
and town squares on market day and discover locally produced
handicrafts and delicacies: colourful ceramics in the Catalan pottery
centre of La Bisbal, freshly steamed ‘pulpo’ (octopus) in the fishing
villages of Galicia and locally woven rugs in the mountains of the
Andalucían Alpujarras.

THE SEAFOOD OF GALICIA
The fjord-like ‘rías’ lining the spectacularly indented coastline of
Galicia’s Rías Baixas are beautifully sheltered and their calm waters
are the source of some of the finest seafood in Spain. It is therefore
not surprising to see menu boards displaying ‘ostras’ (oysters),
‘mejillones’ (mussels) and ‘vieiras’ (scallops), the freshness of which
has to be seen to be believed.
Grazalema, Andalucía
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Pals, Catalunya
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SPAIN

Ca La Francesca

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu Catalunya

	

WEB REF: 187

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 700m • Restaurant 700m

Spain

Just 700m from the sandy curved beach and seafront restaurants of one of the coastline’s prettiest fishing villages,
this delightful property enjoys a privileged location. Comfortably furnished with bright, attractive Mediterranean colour
schemes, the well equipped interior enjoys airy living spaces that open directly into a mature southwest facing garden
of lawns, shrubs and natural woodland. The outdoor areas of this welcoming coastal home are sure to be the focal point
of your holiday. The garden enjoys excellent privacy with cork oaks, soaring pine trees, mimosas and lush foliage creating
hidden corners of cooling shade. Younger guests will undoubtedly relish the opportunity to explore the wooded copse that
lies within the grounds offering a natural, adventure-filled play area.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£1016 - £2648

PRICES FROM

Aldea Repos

Spain

Regencós Catalunya

Vall Llobrega Catalunya 

WEB REF: 177

Sleeps 16 • 8 Bedrooms • 8 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 5.5km • Restaurant 400m

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 5.8km • Restaurant 1.5km

Amidst multi-levelled gardens of lawns, olive groves and verdant shrubbery, this spacious and beautifully converted ‘masía’
enjoys an essentially rural location and is yet just a 20 minute drive from some of the coastline’s most picturesque beaches.
Comprising two adjoining and completely self-contained houses, Aldea Repos is perfect for larger groups who wish to
holiday together whilst retaining their independence. Its well appointed accommodation includes two open plan living/
dining areas and two fully equipped kitchens, whilst each bedroom has its own pretty en suite shower room. Just 400m
away is the medieval stone village of Regencós where evening meals can be enjoyed in the local restaurant.

Nestling at the bottom of a tree-clad hillside, just a 10 minute drive from the unspoilt beach of Castell, this smartly
appointed home enjoys a pleasing location in the pretty wooded area of Vall Llobrega. The light and spacious living area
opens directly onto a large covered terrace looking out towards the sea and an attractive lawned garden that is ideal
for young children. The accommodation is comfortable and well proportioned with furniture and fittings of the highest
standard. Being just 1.5km from the two restaurants of the local hamlet and within such an easy drive of the sea,
Cal Nano is perfect for those wishing to enjoy the pleasures of a stunning coastline whilst relaxing in the surroundings
of a recognised beauty spot.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

16

Cal Nano

WEB REF: 190

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£758 - £3598

Spain

Small
party rate*

INCLUDES USE OF MAIN
HOUSE (SLEEPS 8) ONLY

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - SEPTEMBER
£930 - £2498

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Casa Aillada

Llafranc Catalunya



WEB REF: 127

Sleeps 9-10 • 5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Heated Pool • Beach 1km • Restaurant 1km

Spain

A much sought after location amidst woods of Catalan pine is enjoyed by this charming coastal home, from where
guests can stroll just 15 minutes downhill to reach the elegant seafront village of Llafranc with its golden horseshoe
bay, traditional atmosphere and picturesque tree-lined promenade of bars, shops and restaurants. Inside, the spacious
accommodation is tastefully and comfortably furnished, with the large principal bedroom benefitting from its own sun
terrace and partial views of the nearby bay. Children will undoubtedly make full use of the table tennis, basketball net and
attractive fully enclosed garden, whilst the shaded terrace that overlooks the pool has the added safeguard of a gate.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Villa Santa Anna

Spain

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£520 - £3250

Small
party rate*

Casa de Campo, Palafrugell Catalunya



Mar Bona

WEB REF: 3516

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu Catalunya 

WEB REF: 163

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 3.5km • Restaurant 1.7km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.6km

Situated in the select residential neighbourhood of Casa de Campo, Villa Santa Anna is a delightful residence offering
sweeping views over pine-clad hillsides to the cerulean waters of the Mediterranean beyond. This beautifully presented
home exudes comfort and quality, with tastefully chosen furnishings and décor creating a pleasing balance of contemporary
and traditional styles. Outside, within spacious grounds adorned with lush shrubbery and mature trees, the focal point of the
holiday will undoubtedly be the pool area. Flanked by a capacious sun terrace and complimented by a superb covered dining
space, this is the perfect spot for relaxing during the day and enjoying candlelit meals in the evening. Nearby Palafrugell
(2.2km) offers all amenities and a good selection of restaurants whilst a short drive reveals many spectacular beaches
including the iconic sandy coves of Aigua Blava and a host of medieval towns and villages all worth exploring.

This eye catching property showcases modern Mediterranean architecture at its best. Cleverly designed to merge into the
hillside over three levels, Mar Bona enjoys wonderful sea views from its windows and terraces. The decked swimming pool
area, with its sweeping backdrop of azure Mediterranean sea, is a particularly striking feature. The well appointed house
boasts a contemporary and stylish interior. The living/dining room is large, airy and bright with panoramic windows and
doors opening onto a large sun terrace from where the magnificent views can be fully enjoyed. On the lower level all three
bedrooms are comfortably furnished. The sandy beach and restaurants of Tamariu are just a 5 minute drive away.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1590 - £3698

Spain

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - SEPTEMBER
£1298 - £2780

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Holganza

Sant Martí d’Empúries Catalunya 

WEB REF: 179

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.4km • Restaurant 700m

Spain

Architect designed by the renowned Josep Pratmarsó, this stylish villa is just over 1km from the magnificent mosaics
and stone columns that remain of the once glorious Greek-Roman city of Empúries. Lying below and benefitting from this
unique backdrop are sandy and unspoilt Mediterranean beaches. Laid over one level, the house is flooded with light, with
each bedroom opening to the garden and pool area. A splendid covered dining terrace is adorned with curtains to keep
out the midday sun or evening breeze and offers an ideal place in which to relax with a glass of wine. Families will
undoubtedly enjoy the larger than average swimming pool and lawned garden where children can play in the welcome
shade of soaring cypress trees.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

£898 - £2570

PRICES FROM

Mas Gras

Spain

Cruïlles Catalunya 

Vall Llobrega Catalunya 

WEB REF: 117

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 3.3km • Restaurant 1.2km

A classic example of its type, this early 19th Century country ‘masía’ stands proudly within an estate of over 70 acres just
outside the medieval village of Cruïlles and has been lovingly preserved by the successive generations in whose care it has
been entrusted. Distinctive original features such as vaulted ceilings, open fireplaces, ancient beams and stone floors grace
the large rooms, as do fine antique furnishings. There is a seemingly endless choice of quiet corners and shaded terraces
in which to enjoy a good book. Tucked away behind mature trees a huge swimming pool awaits, with two changing rooms
and a fridge for cooling drinks conveniently positioned alongside. Beyond, extensive woodland provides dappled shade for
walks and far reaching country views.

Many years of meticulous restoration have transformed this traditional ‘masía’ into a welcoming country home displaying
a happy blend of classic Catalan features such as stone walls, vaulted beamed ceilings and local ceramics, together with
modern day comforts and amenities. From the extensive garden of sweeping lawns, mature flowerbeds and covered
dining area far reaching views of the green hills that skirt the nearby coastline can be enjoyed. Part of a tiny Catalan hamlet
bordered by fields and pine woods, Mas dels Avis is within easy walking distance of two local restaurants and just a
12 minute drive from two beautiful sandy beaches. Also close by is the local fishing harbour of Palamós with its maze
of ancient back streets and array of restaurants.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

20

Mas dels Avis

WEB REF: 135

Sleeps 13-15 • 7 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£4398 - £5450

Spain

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£898 - £3070

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

te.
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Timeless
elegance and
spectacular
ocean vistas

o
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Mas Sureda

Spain

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu Catalunya

Llafranc Catalunya



WEB REF: 3555

In a lovely situation on the outskirts of the delightful fishing village of Tamariu, Mas Sureda is a gentle stroll downhill to the
sandy beach and seafront restaurants. Comfortably furnished with a bright and welcoming ambience, the spacious living/
dining room leads to a covered dining terrace from where children can be easily supervised in the pool. For added comfort
each bedroom is equipped with air conditioning. Early evening is the perfect time to soak up the gentle family atmosphere
of the stunning bay. Amateur jugglers and would-be violinists entertain along the attractive promenade whilst local artisans
offer their wares and fishermen prepare their nets for the evening catch under the light of burning gas lamps.

Spectacular panoramic vistas of the sparkling Mediterranean are among the many attractions of this elegant and sophisticated
property, which nestles in an enviable waterfront location above the rocky shoreline of Llafranc. Cleverly designed to
embrace the views, the principal rooms, inviting terraces and infinity pool all offer a seemingly private viewing gallery of the
shimmering ocean. Offering exquisite furnishings, spacious living areas and well-appointed bedrooms, all complemented by the
fashionable muted hues of fabrics and paintwork, this graceful residence exudes a restful ambience of sophisticated elegance.
A 750 metre walk downhill reveals the delightful sandy bay of stylish Llafranc, a jewel in this stunning corner of the Costa Brava,
boasting a yacht-filled marina, an elegant tree lined promenade and a sprinkling of renowned restaurants facing out to sea.

APRIL- SEPTEMBER
*£798 - £3470

PRICES FROM

Níspero

Spain

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

AVAILABLE

Begur Catalunya



PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

£1498 - £6020

PRICES FROM

Mas Noguer

WEB REF: 164

La Pera Catalunya 

WEB REF: 3116

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Beach 2.4km • Restaurant 1.1km

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool • Restaurant 250m

This charming and comfortably furnished semi-detached house is a good choice for couples or small groups wishing to be
close to amenities and a stunningly picturesque coastline. Níspero enjoys a sunny situation with a swimming pool to the
front, shaded lawned grounds to the rear and an attractive covered front terrace offering the ideal viewpoint to watch over
children in the pool. Close by lies the appealing hilltop town of Begur. Crowned with a spectacular 11th Century stone
castle, its narrow winding streets are home to boutiques and restaurants with peaceful romantic walled gardens that make
it a wonderful place for a pleasant evening stroll.

Sitting amidst picturesque countryside on the outskirts of the medieval village of La Pera, just a 250m walk from the local
restaurant and shop, this attractive 18th Century residence is a superb example of a lovingly restored Catalan ‘masía’.
Charm and character abound with exposed beams, sloping ceilings, low doorways and ancient under-roofing being just
some of the traditional features that sit happily alongside creature comforts. The one-time manger is now an eye-catching
dining room with vaulted ceiling whilst the kitchen retains a traditional rustic charm with its open fireplace and original
terracotta floor tiles. Outside, shaded areas for dining and lounging and a lawned garden surround the larger than average
fenced swimming pool.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

22

Villa Pinell

WEB REF: 137

Sleeps 7-8 • 4 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 750m • Restaurant 700m

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

Spain



Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 900m • Restaurant 900m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - SEPTEMBER
£525 - £1482

Spain

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - AUGUST
£1390 - £3098

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Stylish villa
in a prestigious
location
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L’Esquer

Llafranc Catalunya 

WEB REF: 3463

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 510m • Restaurant 510m

Spain

Truly Mediterranean in style and location, this coastal home enjoys a marvellous position just a 510m walk from the golden sands
of Llafranc beach, one of the area’s most coveted beauty spots and renowned for its excellent seafront restaurants. The interior
is spacious and classically Catalan with attractive beamed ceilings, traditional locally made ‘Bisbalenc’ glazed tiles and solid wood
furniture. From the outdoor terraces, sumptuous views stretch towards the pretty harbour and the boats in the bay. Strolling
down to the sea for an early morning swim, grilling fresh sardines on the covered barbecue or playing in the private swimming pool
that sparkles invitingly below the covered outdoor dining terrace… all such delights are the very essence of a summer break
away. L’Esquer offers all this and more with picturesque coastal villages such as Calella (1km) and Tamariu (7.9km) only a short
drive away.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Villa Marta

Spain

Aigua Blava Catalunya 

MAY - OCTOBER
*£890 - £4698

Small
party rate*

Mont Ras, Palafrugell Catalunya 

WEB REF: 3765

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Table Tennis • Beach 400m

Sleeps 8 • 5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 6.8km • Restaurant 1.7km

Oozing charm and character, this wonderful Renaissance-style villa enjoys a unique and privileged location in Aigua Blava,
just a 10 minute walk from the tiny harbour of Fornells, the virgin beach of Platja Fonda and a selection of restaurants.
The private manicured grounds are filled with soaring cypress trees, scented lavender and cascading bougainvillea in the
style of a truly classical Mediterranean garden. Exuding quality and elegance, the exquisite interior is beautifully furnished.
Uninterrupted sea views can be enjoyed through the arched patio windows of the living/dining room from where a
sweeping staircase leads to the bedrooms, each of which opens onto a covered terrace running the length of the house
and looking out across the bay.

It is hard not be seduced by the character and atmosphere of this elegant abode, which sits within expansive landscaped
grounds adorned with mature trees, aromatic plants, lush shrubbery and lawns that wrap around an inviting swimming pool.
The spacious living accommodation and well-equipped kitchen are thoughtfully designed to open onto a spacious terrace,
considerately furnished with summer outdoor living and relaxation in mind. Four of the bedrooms are to be found on the
ground floor, whilst upstairs the master suite enjoys the benefits of a private terrace with panoramic views of countryside and
the sea beyond. Positioned just outside the sleepy village of Mont Ras, this alluring escape is within easy reach of some of the
finest coves in this part of the Costa Brava such as Llafranc, Calella de Palafrugell and Platja d’en Castell and the local area is
home to some highly renowned restaurants.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

24

Villa Margarita

WEB REF: 171

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£3750 - £5250

Spain

THURSDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JULY - AUGUST
£2798 - £3098

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Casa Encantadora

Órgiva, Alpujarras, Granada Andalucía 

WEB REF: 761

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 350m

Spain

Houses with just one bedroom offering a private pool are hard to find and in Casa Encantadora we have uncovered a gem.
This attractive cottage is set in pretty gardens that are enclosed and private and yet only a 5 minute stroll from the bustling
centre of Órgiva. Its slightly elevated position on the edge of town means that a splendid mountain vista can be enjoyed
from the garden which is so neat and inviting that much of your time is likely to be spent here soaking up this picturesque
scene. Inside, the charming rooms are cheerful and appealing with smart terracotta floors, beamed ceilings and colourful
fabrics creating a perfect base for couples wishing to explore this picturesque area.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£640 - £898

PRICES FROM

Casa Maria

Spain

Ronda Andalucía



Hacienda Los Olivos

WEB REF: 712

Ronda Andalucía



WEB REF: 711

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Tennis Court

This pretty and immaculately kept villa sits on a hillside neighbouring the spectacular ridge that announces the
‘pueblo blanco’ of Ronda, just a 30 minute walk away. Being within such easy reach of one of Andalucía’s most picturesque
historic hilltop towns, with its dramatic river gorge, the oldest and most splendid bullring in Spain and a charming
labyrinth of cobbled streets, makes Casa Maria a popular choice. The welcoming interior is bright, fresh and attractively
decorated, its beamed ceilings combining with tasteful furnishings and fabrics. Outside, mature gardens of lawns and olive
trees surround the house and swimming pool. To one side of the poolside terrace is a most impressive, well equipped,
covered barbecue area.

Hacienda Los Olivos enjoys an enviable location deep in the countryside and yet only a 10 minute drive from Ronda.
Reached by an unmade country track winding past mature holm oaks and olive groves, the interior is appealing and
inviting with quality fabrics and pretty hand painted local tiles adding attractive decorative touches. Downstairs lie
two twin bedrooms and a shower room, whilst upstairs two further beautifully decorated bedrooms, each with en
suite bathroom, open onto a sun terrace which runs the length of the house and enjoys panoramic views across open
countryside towards the hills beyond. The spacious, mature gardens are home to a large swimming pool, tennis court
and a lovely barbecue area.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

26

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£698 - £1498

Spain

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£698 - £2598

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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te.

Stunning
views

..

SPAIN

o
Of n

Casa Maymi

Conil de la Frontera Andalucía



WEB REF: 783

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Gated Pool • Village House • Beach 780m • Restaurant 850m

Spain

Favourably positioned alongside a sweeping shoreline of long beaches and sheltered coves, the picturesque fishing village
of Conil de la Frontera oozes charm within its higgledy-piggledy labryrinth of narrow streets and whitewashed buildings.
Nestling amongst other properties in a residential area of the village, just 780m from the beach and a short walk from
shops, restaurants and bars, Casa Maymi instantly welcomes with its well presented interior of timber beams, terracotta
tiles, crisp white walls, smart rustic furniture and stylish soft furnishings. The pretty garden is laid mainly to lawn with a
covered terrace providing welcome shade. Beyond lies the swimming pool, separated by a gate and therefore ideal for
those wishing to keep a close eye on younger members of the party.
THURSDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Cortijo Alcornocosa

Spain

Finca Cigüeña

WEB REF: 725

APRIL - OCTOBER
£584 - £1560

Hozanejos, Conil de la Frontera Andalucía



WEB REF: 732

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Fenced Pool

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Fenced Pool

Set amidst the unspoilt beauty of the Alcornocales National Park, the private driveway of this grand country estate
meanders through grounds of cork oaks before revealing the truly magnificent setting of Cortijo Alcornocosa. Overlooking
the shimmering waters of the Embalse de los Hurones and what seem to be miles and miles of breathtakingly beautiful
scenery, exquisitely furnished rooms exude comfort and style. Panoramic vistas unfold from picture windows running the
length of the spacious living room and off a wide inner hall four smart bedrooms each benefit from en suite facilities.
From the dining area, French windows open onto a covered terrace beyond which a pretty stone pathway leads to a
swimming pool enjoying the same stunning vistas.

Boasting wonderful rural views from its garden across open fields, Finca Cigüeña is an immaculate and well presented
house in an appealing situation. A combination of white walls, tiled floors and thoughtful decorative touches combine
to create an inviting light and airy interior. The well designed kitchen with its wealth of appliances and conveniently
incorporated eating area will without a doubt delight keen cooks whilst for meals al fresco the poolside terrace with its
outlook across such a pleasing countryside vista provides an ideal setting. Golden sand beaches lie a short drive away,
as do the restaurants and supermarket of nearby El Colorado.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

28

El Bosque, Arcos de la Frontera Andalucía 

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1550 - £2898

Spain

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£650 - £1840

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Villa Alaju

El Gastor, Ronda Andalucía



WEB REF: 708

Sleeps 5 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Spain

Boasting a spectacular location atop a private peninsula on the shores of the shimmering Embalse de Zahara lake,
Villa Alaju is situated in an area of outstanding natural beauty with breathtaking views to be savoured in all directions.
Inside, local fabrics and tiles complement beamed ceilings and homely furnishings. Outside, the attractive barbecue area
with its adjacent terrace overlooking the private swimming pool is a superb place in which to relax and enjoy a meal.
In the pretty, nearby ‘pueblo blanco’ of El Gastor (5km) you will find all amenities and some typical restaurants serving
traditional local cuisine, whilst a drive of just 30 minutes will take you to Ronda, one of the most charming and spectacular
cities in all of Spain.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

*£750 - £1798

PRICES FROM

Hacienda la Parrilla Alta

Spain

Casa El Valle

WEB REF: 723

Órgiva, Alpujarras, Granada Andalucía 

WEB REF: 771

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Fenced Pool

Originally built in 1881 this unique and imposing property lies in an estate of some 900 acres in the heart of the countryside
near the spectacular hilltop town of Arcos de la Frontera and has been in the family of one of the world’s most famous and
respected sherry producing dynasties for over two generations. Surrounded by groves of almond trees and vineyards that still
form an integral feature of the ‘hacienda’, it commands impressive views across quintessentially Andalucían rural surroundings
and its tastefully furnished interior retains the delightful character of a bygone era in elegant, generously proportioned rooms.
Offering an attractive retreat for relaxing by the pool and dining under the shade of the barbecue terrace, this is also an ideal
location from which to explore this wonderful region: Arcos de la Frontera is only 25km away whilst Cadiz and the unspoilt
beaches of the Costa de la Luz are a one-hour drive.

Nestling amongst olive groves in the pretty Tíjola valley this charming cottage enjoys an idyllic location, perfect for a couple
or small group. A backdrop of the imposing Sierra Nevada mountains makes Casa El Valle ideal for trekking enthusiasts
and nature lovers. The pretty garden offers a pleasant spot from which to soak up the vista and parents will appreciate the
added security of the fence enclosing the pool. Inside, the accommodation is equally appealing, the warm hues of colour
washed walls blending beautifully with exposed beams and attractive furnishings. Whilst its setting is essentially rural, a
short scenic drive brings you to the local town of Órgiva with its range of shops, restaurants and colourful weekly market.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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San Jose del Valle, Arcos de la Frontera Andalucía 

Small
party rate*

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1690 - £3450

Spain

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£598 - £1006

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

SPAIN

Casa de las Higueras

Spain

Roche Viejo, Conil de la Frontera Andalucía



Llanama

WEB REF: 3614

El Gastor, Ronda Andalucía

WEB REF: 767

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.3km • Restaurant 200m

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Tennis Court

Just 1.3km from the picturesque cove of Cala del Aceite, Casa de las Higueras sits amidst a lovingly tended garden of
wide lawns, colourful flowerbeds and the mature fig trees after which the house is named. Inside, an equally welcoming
ambience prevails within cheerful rooms which display tastefully coordinated colour schemes, attractive artwork and some
unique features to catch the eye, including a circular sitting room and an elegant shower room that captures the shapes
and style of Morocco. A holiday here will no doubt include many happy hours exploring this stunning coastline since the
sandy shore is just a short distance from the house.

Just off a rural lane, surrounded by fields of olive groves and commanding breathtaking views across the shimmering lake
of Zahara to the Grazalema mountains, the setting of Llanama is an idyllic spot. Within its spacious grounds pretty stone
flowerbeds are stocked with colourful plants, olive trees cast dappled shade and an attractive swimming pool, barbecue
and covered terrace await. Inside, the accommodation is warm and inviting with soft tones of orange and gold blending
attractively with chestnut wood beams and areas of exposed stone to create an appealing space. A 5 minute car journey
brings you to the charming local village of El Gastor which provides all amenities including some excellent restaurants.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

Spain

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£798 - £2120

PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£624 - £2010

PRICES FROM

El Palmer

Casa Jose

Spain

El Palmar Andalucía

Los Milagros

WEB REF: 3744

El Gastor, Ronda Andalucía



WEB REF: 773

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Just 700m from the golden sands and picturesque shoreline of El Palmar, Casa Jose is an ideal choice for those wishing
to enjoy the advantages of the property’s own private pool and outdoor dining facilities whilst at the same time being
within easy reach of the beach, its water sports and adjacent bars and restaurants. From the house itself you can wander
down the lane to a butcher’s shop for locally sourced meat to cook in the garden’s in-built barbecue or stroll just a little
further to enjoy a meal in one of the local restaurants that line the waterfront. Inside, the owner’s skills as a carpenter can
be appreciated in the beautifully carved wood of furniture and fittings, which perfectly complement traditional tiles and
furnishings of local design.

Breathtakingly pretty countryside and sweeping panoramic views unfold around this attractive rural home. Country lanes
wend their way through olive groves and in the distance the turquoise waters of the Embalse de Zahara inland lake glimmer
invitingly beneath the imposing mountains of the Sierra de Grazalema. Amidst this picture postcard setting we discovered
Los Milagros, a delightful and beautifully presented cottage that provides an ideal retreat for couples or small groups.
Within its charming rooms, striking features such as exposed stone walls and vaulted ceilings are set off against a décor
of pretty colours. From the poolside terraces guests can relax over an al fresco meal and drink in the stunning vistas.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

32



Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • Beach 700m • Restaurant 500m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£750 - £2298

Spain

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£398 - £1230

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Casa de Anunciada

Baiona Galicia



WEB REF: 912

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.7km

Spain

Displaying beautifully furnished rooms, polished wooden floors, stylish soft furnishings and sea views from the balcony of
its principal bedroom, Casa de Anunciada exudes comfort and quality. Situated in a pretty locale of similar properties, it sits
amidst a substantial garden which is backed at one end by woodland and looks out towards the sea at the front. In one
corner an impressive stone built barbecue house comes complete with fitted kitchen; adjoining the house is an attractive
tiled dining terrace and on a slightly lower level is the swimming pool, flanked by lawns. The chic coastal town of Baiona
with its array of excellent restaurants, smart shops and sandy beaches is just 1km away.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

*£698 - £2548

PRICES FROM

Small
party rate*

Playa America

Eido Vello

Spain

Gondomar Galicia

El Castillo de Playa America

WEB REF: 3141

Playa America Galicia

	

WEB REF: 3212

Sleeps 9 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beachfront Property • Games Room

Nestling in the rural hamlet of Vilas with panoramic vistas across gently undulating countryside towards the ocean,
this charming stone cottage is an idyllic retreat. Situated in an area where time seems to have stood still, a traditional
and unhurried way of life prevails. Narrow country lanes wind past traditional smallholdings and country homes amidst
a picturesque patchwork landscape and yet the ocean that sparkles so invitingly in the distance is only 13km away.
Exuding the welcoming ambience of a typical country cottage, the house is adjoined on its upper level by a swimming
pool and surrounding lawns from where steps lead down to further lawns and a charming stone terrace.

Stunningly positioned atop its own private headland at the end of this impressive golden beach, El Castillo de Playa
America sits like a fairytale castle, its imposing tower and stone turrets silhouetted against the shoreline. Immaculately
tended grounds spread out before you; a well proportioned swimming pool occupies a sunny lawned corner and light
floods into the spacious interior through wide windows and pretty French doors that perfectly frame the sea views.
Simply styled with a neat and unpretentious decor, the rooms are bright and each upstairs bedroom enjoys garden or
sea views from its own balcony. Slip the catch of the garden gate and you will find yourself directly on the beach; then
wander along the shoreline to discover the local shops, restaurants and cafés.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

34



Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£698 - £1490

Spain

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£798 - £3698

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Playa de Limens

La Pintoresca

Playa de Limens, Cangas Galicia



WEB REF: 920

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 180m

Spain

Set just back from the unspoilt dune-backed beach of Limens with its fine white sands, local beach bar, restaurant and shop,
La Pintoresca enjoys one of the most sought after locations in this pretty corner of Galicia. A covered terrace, accessed
by steps, leads you inside to a cosy and welcoming living area. Upstairs, wooden floors and ceilings add character to the
comfortable bedrooms and an open terrace looks out across the garden to the nearby water. Whilst much of your time
will no doubt be spent on the nearby beach, when wishing to retreat to the privacy of your own pool the neatly presented
grounds with their wide lawns and spacious barbecue area offer a thoroughly attractive setting in which to do so.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£598 - £2070

Playa de Aguete

La Torre

Spain

Playa de Aguete, Marín Galicia

Casa Cándida

WEB REF: 903

Vilariño de Arriba, Nigran Galicia



WEB REF: 3589

Sleeps 16 • 8 Bedrooms • 8 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room • Ball Games Court • Beach 3.3km • Restaurant 600m

If we were to compile a list of prime locations, this would undoubtedly be at the top! Sitting amidst mature enclosed
gardens only 150m from the golden sands of Playa de Aguete, this attractive home is within walking distance of a pretty
sheltered cove, a picturesque port and a local restaurant with spectacular views across the water. Smart and well
equipped, the interior is equally appealing with its comfortable, welcoming ambience and air of spaciousness. Downstairs,
the bedrooms are accessed from a wide hall, whilst French windows lead from the living room onto the covered terrace at
the front. There is a further sitting room upstairs, where sloping ceilings and exposed beams in all rooms add character
and charm.

A strikingly symmetrical design lends an instant air of grandeur to the sweeping grounds of this substantial family home,
making it an eye-catching and comfortable base for a holiday near the golden sands and charming fishing villages of
Galicia’s beautifully unspoilt southern coast. Just a 10 minute drive from the sandy bay of Playa America, it sits within
extensive grounds of wide lawns, colour-filled flowerbeds, a 12-metre swimming pool and a court for games of paddle.
Designed by a local family to create independence for its own various generations, the property cleverly incorporates two
individual houses, each with its own entrance door, four bedrooms, a kitchen and living room. Completely symmetrical in
layout, they both open onto the grounds via patio doors from their living areas, enabling residents to enjoy the substantial
grounds and facilities together or retreat to independent quarters if desired.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

36



Sleeps 14 • 8 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 150m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£598- £4370

Spain

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£798 - £3990

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

INCLUDES USE OF MAIN
HOUSE (SLEEPS 8) ONLY

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Torre de Valle Miñor

Chaín, Gondomar Galicia



WEB REF: 3522

Sleeps 8 • 5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Tennis Court • Table Tennis • Gym • Beach 7.5km

Spain

The thoughtfully planned rooms of this much-loved summer retreat ooze comfort and style. Topped by lofty ceilings and
illuminated by contemporary spotlights, the spacious living area incorporates kitchen and dining on an upper level and a
cosy sitting room just below. Its open plan design allows views from all parts through patio doors to the garden where
lovingly tended lawns weave their way between shrub filled flower beds. Beyond the neatly clipped hedges that line the
boundary a verdant expanse of treetops stretches out towards forested hills to provide the most restful of backdrops and
an essentially rural feel, whilst a good selection of restaurants can be found just 1.5km away and sandy beaches just a
15-minute drive.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Pazo de Mendez

Spain

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1198 - £2898

Vilariño de Arriba, Nigran Galicia



Casa del Molino

WEB REF: 3139

Samieira Galicia



WEB REF: 922

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 4.5km • Restaurant 900m

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room • Beach 1.5km • Restaurant 1.1km

Behind the castellated stone walled entrance of this charming 300 year old Galician property the most captivating of
scenes awaits. Pretty cobbled terraces, immaculate lawns dotted with fruit trees and a large swimming pool sit against
a panoramic backdrop of lush rolling hillside. Nestling attractively amidst orange trees within these ample grounds, this
welcoming and characterful home includes not only a two bedroom stone cottage but also a spacious garden house
incorporating a dining room and charming traditional kitchen that are ideal for barbecues. The hamlet of Vilariño de Arriba
is home to a local restaurant which can be reached on foot from the house whilst the sweeping golden sands of
Playa America are just 4.5km away.

Situated in a privileged position above the waterside village of Samieira, Casa del Molino is a spacious family home which
enjoys stunning views over the Ría de Pontevedra. The impressive panorama that stretches out across the water towards the
golden sands of the Cangas de Morrazo peninsula can be taken in both from the broad lawns surrounding the large private
swimming pool and inside the property too, from the spacious living room and principal double, one of six bedrooms that all
enjoy their own en-suite facilities. Classically furnished throughout, this charming abode provides comfort and relaxation
together with the provision of table tennis and table football for hours of family fun. Within walking distance of the property
you’ll find a sheltered beach, small shops and local restaurants, whilst the historic city of Pontevedra is just a 20-minute
drive away.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£598 - £1586

Spain

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£598 - £4290

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPAIN

Casa Alcalali Alcalali, Jalon Valley

Valencia Region

WEB REF: 3785

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 450m

Spain

Situated on the edge of the small medieval village of Alcalali, local dining can be enjoyed just a 5 minute walk from Casa
Alcalali where tasty tapas can be savoured in the shady church square. The Moorish 18th Century tower can be admired
from the pool terrace, whilst nestled at the foot of the Serra del Ferrer, the neighbouring village of Parcent plays its part in a
resplendent scene of undulating mountains, rural walking trails, vineyards and olive groves surrounding this perfectly placed
gem. Beamed ceilings throughout add to the ‘home from home’ aura, with snug furnishings and communal areas bestowing
personal touches to make your stay a memorable one. A small east-facing terrace lends itself nicely for a sunny breakfast,
whilst a larger pool terrace, shaded by overhanging vines and bougainvillea, will witness evenings of sizzling barbecues
accompanied by wine from the local bodega.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£1430 - £2304

PRICES FROM

Casa Soleada

Spain

Orba, Orba Valley Valencia Region 

Orba, Orba Valley Valencia Region

WEB REF: 3780

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 800m

From its elevated position, overlooking a lush vista of orange and almond groves thriving in the fertile valley, as its name
suggests Casa Soleada is advantageously positioned to catch the sunlight from the beginning of the day. Exuding a
comfortable, idyllic ambience in which to relax and unwind, its contemporary furnishings occupy spacious surroundings,
distributed over two levels (with two separate entrances), whilst a glimpse of that mesmerising view of the valley as it
meanders down to the white sands of the Costa Blanca coastline can be appreciated from every window. A sun terrace and
chillout area offer perfect niches in which to settle down with a good book, whilst the inviting pool juts out towards the sea,
mimicking a Spanish Mirador. Dining al fresco on the poolside terrace can be enjoyed with ease although just a short drive
away (1.7 km) the village of Orba offers a choice of culinary delights and rural walks amidst the Sierra Bernia mountains.

From its privileged mountainside position on the edge of the Orbeta woodland, Casa Manseneda surveys the panorama of the
village with its dramatic backdrop of rugged mountain peaks - a hint of the intricate labyrinth of natural caves and springs that
lie beneath. Whilst situated in a residential area, from where a 5 minute stroll will bring you to the centre of Orba, wildlife and
fauna are vastly evident, with a rural trail starting right outside the front door. The accommodation is on one level, offering
four bedrooms furnished with distinctive good taste, two spacious bathrooms and an open plan kitchen and living space, all
with direct access to an imposing, half covered terrace with impressive 3m long, solid wood table. The infinity pool is tucked on
a lower level, creating a natural, secluded suntrap, complete with barbecue and ornate summer kitchen.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Casa Manseneda

WEB REF: 3781

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 1.7km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1698 - £2584

Spain

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1384 - £2486

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CATALUNYA

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

Villa Sophia

Sleeps 4

Villa Alicia

Sleeps 6

Can Jomil

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Mas Ambros, Calonge

WEB REF: 3706

WEB REF: 3728

WEB REF: 138

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Beach 1.2km
Restaurant 745m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 4.7km
Restaurant 1km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.1km
Restaurant 1.1km • Small Party Rate*

Available JUL-AUG
Price £2290

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £990 - £2270

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£598 - £2598

Sleeps 6

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Cal Pescador, Catalunya

Casa Leanor

Sleeps 6

Begur

La Mar

Sleeps 6

Begur

Casa Florencia

WEB REF: 184

WEB REF: 3142

WEB REF: 3358

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Town House
Beach 4km • Restaurant 70m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 3.7km
Gated Pool • Restaurant 1.1km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 4km
Restaurant 1.5km

Available MAR-SEPT
Prices from £1090 - £2850

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £950 - £2350

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £950 - £2698

Selva del Mar

Sleeps 6

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Casa Mimoseta

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Sleeps 6

Casa Safir

WEB REF: 141

WEB REF: 3748

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 1.2km • Restaurant 800m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Beach 950m • Restaurant 950m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £1398 - £2550

Available MAY-AUG
Prices from £1222 - £2590

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

Bell Lloc, Calonge

WEB REF: 167

42

Sleeps 6

Casa de Campo, Palafrugell

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £1198 - £2098
El Gastor, Andalucía

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CATALUNYA

Villa Nuria

Sleeps 6

Begur

Casa Torre Vella

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

Casa Verity

Torre Vella, Torroella de Montgrí

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

WEB REF: 3576

WEB REF: 3232

WEB REF: 128

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 4.7km
Restaurant 1.2km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Fenced and Heated Pool • Beach 3.8km
Restaurant 250m

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Beach 490m • Restaurant 490m
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £960 - £2620

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from £1198 - £2350

El Jardi Bonic

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £634 - £2150

Sleeps 6

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Sa Blava

Sleeps 6

Puig Rumi, Llafranc

Cal Pescador

Sleeps 6

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CATALUNYA

Irina

Sleeps 8

Regencós

Sleeps

7-8

Aigua Xelida

vintagetravel.co.uk

Mas Mascaró

Sleeps 8

Nous Pins

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

WEB REF: 193

WEB REF: 194

WEB REF: 192

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 5.5km
Restaurant 400m

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms
WiFi • Fenced Pool

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 490m
Restaurant 490m • Small Party Rate*

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £750 - £2690

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £1342 - £3360

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£650 - £2490

Tramontana

Sleeps 8

Cala Canyelles

Villa Farigola

Sleeps 8

Casa del Turó

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Saus

WEB REF: 188

WEB REF: 121

WEB REF: 3610

WEB REF: 3398

WEB REF: 166

WEB REF: 3520

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 750m • Restaurant 750m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 3km • Restaurant 2.4km

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 12m • Restaurant 1.6km

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 800m • Restaurant 800m

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Beach 650m • Restaurant 650m

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 15km • Restaurant 1km

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £970 - £2200

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1176 - £2490

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £3798 - £4498

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £3072

Available APR-SEPT
Prices from £898 - £2886

Available JUL-AUG
Prices from £2220 - £2590

Els Pins

Sleeps

7-8

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Villa Teresa

Sleeps 8

Villa Montgri

Sleeps 8

Casa Malta

El Racó del Bosc

Sleeps 8

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

Villa Dami

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

WEB REF: 133

WEB REF: 3749

WEB REF: 3362

WEB REF: 3397

WEB REF: 140

WEB REF: 3396

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Heated and Gated Pool • Beach 420m • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 2.7km
Restaurant 950m

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 475m • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 800m • Restaurant 800m

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Heated and Gated Pool • Beach 450m • Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 4.5km
Restaurant 1km

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£542 - £3380

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £1498 - £2498

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from *£1198 - £3498

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £3072

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£542 - £3380

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £898 - £3298

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Cala Canyelles

Sleeps 8

Begur

44

Sleeps 8

Planils, La Bisbal

Sleeps 8

Sleeps 9

Cala Canyelles

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CATALUNYA

Can Pitu

Sleeps 9

Villa Petunias

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 10

Can Lari

Sleeps 10

Ullastret

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

WEB REF: 120

WEB REF: 183

WEB REF: 116

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Fenced Pool • Games Area
Table Tennis • Restaurant 500m

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room
Beach 1.4km • Restaurant 1.4km

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Beach 5.9km • Restaurant 1.5km • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £2706

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from *£1160 - £3120

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £998 - £3398

Vall Llobrega

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ANDALUCÍA

Casa Rustica

Sleeps 2

vintagetravel.co.uk

Doña Juana

Sleeps 4

Cortijo Las Gallinas

Algodonales

El Gastor

Órgiva, Alpujarras, Granada

WEB REF: 3565

WEB REF: 3598

WEB REF: 785

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurant 1km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Restaurant 600m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £580 - £1490

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £796 - £1098

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Air Conditioning
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £520 - £1316

Sleeps 4

A fabulous family holiday
in a wonderful house in a
really interesting part of the
world.
The Landray family, Mas Noguer,
Catalunya

Casa Susana

Sleeps 12

Can Perals

Sleeps 12

El Tajaral

Sleeps 4

La Zarza

Sleeps 4

Casa Buganvilla

Platja de Pals

Aigua Xelida, Tamariu

El Gastor

El Gastor

WEB REF: 3412

WEB REF: 191

WEB REF: 3400

WEB REF: 715

WEB REF: 774

6 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.2km
Restaurant 900m • Small Party Rate*

6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Beach 860m • Restaurant 860m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms
Air Conditioning • WiFi

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom
Air Conditioning • WiFi

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Restaurant 350m • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£690 - £3230

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1098 - £3752

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £580 - £1490

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £498 - £1250

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£640 - £1056

Casa de la Fuente

Tamariu, Catalunya
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Sleeps 4

Sleeps 4

Órgiva, Alpujarras, Granada

Casa Benisalte

Sleeps 4

La Alegría

Libreros, Vejer de la Frontera

Orgiva, Alpujarras, Granada

Orgiva, Alpujarras, Granada

WEB REF: 727

WEB REF: 3488

WEB REF: 3501

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi
Table Tennis • Enclosed Pool

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi
Air Conditioning • Restaurant 750m

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Village House
Restaurant 230m • Small Party Rate*

Available JAN-DEC
Prices from £540 - £1498

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £796- £1098

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£640 - £1056
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

Sleeps 4

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ANDALUCÍA

El Bocao

Sleeps 5

La Almena Blanca

Ronda

El Gastor

WEB REF: 3533

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Restaurant 1.3km
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £690 - £1698

El Patio

Sleeps 6

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 5

El Balcón

Sleeps

5-6

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ANDALUCÍA

Huerta Atienza

Sleeps 6

vintagetravel.co.uk

El Huertecillo

Sleeps 6

Casa Montaña

El Gastor

Ronda

El Gastor

Grazalema, Near Ronda

WEB REF: 3482

WEB REF: 776

WEB REF: 754

WEB REF: 3750

WEB REF: 779

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms
Air Conditioning • WiFi

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Enclosed Pool • Games Room • Gym

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Enclosed Pool

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £632 - £1890

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £738 - £1890

3 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi
Enclosed Pool • Small Party Rate*

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £698 - £1540

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £998 - £1940

El Hoyillo

Sleeps 6

La Torre de Fuente del Gallo

Sleeps 6

La Olgava

Sleeps 6

Rancho del Marques

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3391

WEB REF: 3590

WEB REF: 3593

WEB REF: 784

WEB REF: 722

WEB REF: 3498

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Restaurant 2km

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 220m • Restaurant 100m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £698 - £1890

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £798 - £2398

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £920 - £2278

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£998 - £2350

El Nogal

Sleeps 6

El Cortijo de Beatriz

Sleeps 6

Hacienda La Viña

Libreros, Vejer de la Frontera

El Gastor

WEB REF: 707

WEB REF: 778

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Ball Games Court

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Fenced Pool • Small Party Rate*

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £760 - £1850

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£898 - £2118
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Sleeps 6

Cuartillos, Jerez de la Frontera

El Dolmen de Alaju

El Gastor

Ronda

El Gastor

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£490 - £1482

El Gastor

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £750 - £1964

Fuente del Gallo, Conil de la Frontera

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £1880

Villa Fuente Redonda

Sleeps

6-7

Casa Luz

Sleeps 6

El Gastor

Sleeps

6-8

La Pozailla

Paternilla, Zahora

Vejer de la Frontera

WEB REF: 3256

WEB REF: 3363

WEB REF: 3196

WEB REF: 3140

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 3.2km • Restaurant 2.3km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Town House • Restaurant 10m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Additional Mezzanine • Gated Pool

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £650 - £2150

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £998 - £2860

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £750 - £1856

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £788 - £2080

Sleeps 6

Sleeps

6-8

Grazalema, Near Ronda

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ANDALUCÍA

Casa Irene

Sleeps 7

Casa Zahora

El Gastor

Zahora, Near Vejer de la Frontera

WEB REF: 3326

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Gated Pool • Small Party Rate*
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£480 - £1798

Sierravista

Sleeps 9

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 8

Casa Rilke

Sleeps 8

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN GALICIA

Los Tendales

Sleeps 2

WEB REF: 701

WEB REF: 3752

WEB REF: 931

WEB REF: 3493

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 1.9km • Restaurant 250m

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Town House • Fenced Pool

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Beach 8.3km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Mini Golf • Beach 8km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi
Beach 8.2km

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £898 - £2646

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £950 - £2150

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £798 - £1630

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £598 - £1598

El Molino del Pilón

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Small Party Rate*
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£890 - £2450

Sleeps 10

Gondomar

Casa das Rozadas

WEB REF: 3206

WEB REF: 3405

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £530 - £1298

La Casa de Oia

Sleeps

4-5

Finca Xesteira

Sleeps 6

La Casiña del Picón

Vilariño de Arriba, Nigran

WEB REF: 724

WEB REF: 3347

WEB REF: 3380

WEB REF: 3410

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Fenced Pool
Small Party Rate*

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 4km • Restaurant 300m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Pool Table • Beach 3.3km • Restaurant 600m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Restaurant 700m

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£898 - £2170

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £798 - £1990

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £898 - £1998

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £698 - £2098

Sleeps

Oia

7-8

Sleeps 4

As Rozadas, Nigran

Oia

Villa Caridad

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 4

Moreira, Cesantes

Arcos de la Frontera

50

La Solana

Ronda

Órgiva, Alpujarras, Granada

Zahora Beach, Andalucía

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

Fornelos, O Rosal

A’Rabela

Sleeps 8

Saiáns

Casa Susi

Sleeps 8

Baiona

WEB REF: 3480

WEB REF: 3453

WEB REF: 3230

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room
Beach 1.3km Restaurant 1.1km • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 650m • Restaurant 300m

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Restaurant 300m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£698 - £2490

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £1694- £2752

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £2298
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN GALICIA

Casa Aréas

Sleeps 8

Albores

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 8

Muiño de Parente

Playa de Limens, Cangas

Gondomar

Santiago de Compostela

WEB REF: 927

WEB REF: 3528

5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 300m • Ball Games Area

4 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Gym • Beach 8km • Small Party Rate*

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £750 - £2290

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£698 - £2598

Sleeps 8

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN GALICIA

Os Padrons

Sleeps 12

vintagetravel.co.uk

Pazo de Ceilan

Sleeps 13

Casa do Conde

Sleeps 16

Pintens, Hio

Ceilan, Negreira

WEB REF: 905

WEB REF: 930

WEB REF: 3337

WEB REF: 3454

5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Beach 100m • Small Party Rate*

7 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Pool Table

8 Bedrooms • 8 Bathrooms • WiFi • Town House
Beach 200m • Restaurant 200m • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1398 - £2390

O Grove

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £798 - £2598

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£898 - £3554

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£798 - £4220

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN THE VALENCIA REGION

Sotoxusto

Sleeps 8

Cesantes

O Chapitel

Sleeps 10

Baiona

Villa Enoterra

Sleeps 10

Goian

Villa Xalo

Sleeps 4

Jalón, Jalón Valley

Casa Sa Pau

Sleeps 6

Jalón, Jalón Valley

Casa Lliber

WEB REF: 3703

WEB REF: 910

WEB REF: 3341

WEB REF: 3782

WEB REF: 3784

WEB REF: 3783

5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Table Tennis
Beach 600m • Restaurant 800m • Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated Pool • Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Basketball Court
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Restaurant 700m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Restaurant 850m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Townhouse
Beach 15km • Restaurant 1km

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£698- £2598

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£596 - £2184

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from *£1120 - £2798

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1312 - £1836

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1312 - £2246

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £972 - £1388

Casa Camboa

Sleeps 10

Carqueixa

Sleeps 10

Casa Caramiñal

Sleeps 11

Vilacoba

Punta Montalvo, Portonovo

Panxón

WEB REF: 904

WEB REF: 3372

WEB REF: 3407

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi

6 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 150m • Small Party Rate*

7 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Beach 700m • Restaurant 700m • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£798 - £3284

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£798 - £3186

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £2290 - £2898
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Casa Sabater
Xàbia

Sleeps 6

Sleeps 6

Lliber

Villa Noguera

Sleeps 8

Finca Teulada

Denia

Teulada/Moraira

WEB REF: 3786

WEB REF: 3787

WEB REF: 3788

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 10.5km • Restaurant 1km

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 250m • Restaurant 3km

11 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 6.5km • Restaurant 1km

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £856 - £2458

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1296 - £3214

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £2614 - £6338

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

Sleeps 22

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

SPANISH
ISLANDS
MALLORCA MENORCA LANZAROTE
Sparkling aquamarine waters and sandy beaches are never
far from our island properties, making these destinations
an ideal choice for a holiday by the sea. The Balearic
Islands of Mallorca and Menorca and the Canary Island of
Lanzarote exude a charm that leaves their visitors wanting
to return year after year.
Scenic lanes wend their way through undulating
countryside to hidden coves and sandy beaches, quaint
villages and picturesque fishing ports hum with the sounds
and sights of local life and traditional fiestas are maintained
with colour and exuberance. For those seeking more
tropical environs and an enviable climate for holidays all
year round, Lanzarote’s varied coastline offers something
for everyone, from bustling resorts to secluded coves,
whilst in its tranquil interior rolling countryside encircles
flower-bedecked villages.
Image: Algaiarens, Menorca
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
MALLORCA’S MILLS
Mills have been an important economic part of the Mallorquin
landscape for centuries, some pumping water, others grinding
cereals. Many have disappeared whilst others have been restored
as loyal companions to the island’s cultural heritage, standing
tall in their bright blue and white coats, silhouetted against the
bright sky.

THE COASTLINE OF MENORCA
Circumnavigating some 220km of stunningly picturesque coastline,
the recently restored Cami de Cavalls offers walkers, cyclists and
horse riders the most wonderful views and access to Menorca’s
maritime gems. Follow the signs to this footpath or simply drive
along the country lanes to discover sheltered coves of turquoise
blue.

Yaiza, Lanzarote

We returned two hours ago from our first trip with
yourselves to Menorca! This was our 19th visit to the
island. From the moment we paid the holding fee last year
for the villa the level of service we received from you has
been exceptional! Thank you! The villa was immaculate,
pool wonderful, garden glorious. Thank you for letting us
hire such a beautiful villa. We will be back next year!
The Terry family, Dar Es Salaam, Menorca

THE CLIMATE OF LANZAROTE
“I wish there were a month when I could feel chilly and put on
a jumper”. This is a phrase frequently uttered by our hosts in
Lanzarote, whose island is bathed in over 2500 hours of sunshine
every year and enjoys an annual average temperature of 22˚C.
It makes it an ideal destination for winter breaks.

DRAMATIC LANDSCAPES IN LANZAROTE
Lanzarote’s status as a UNESCO Biosphere Reserve recognises the
uniqueness of its dramatic landscape. Here you will
discover the spectacular volcanic scenery of the Timanfaya
National Park, the neatly ordered vineyards of La Geria and pristine
whitewashed villages that glow with the bright blooms of flower
filled balconies and palm lined squares.

Pollença, Mallorca
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Pollença, Mallorca

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPANISH ISLANDS
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Comfort and
convenience
on a grand
scale

o
Of n

Ca’n Pep

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 270

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Heated Pool • Beach 6.3km • Restaurant 300m

Mallorca

On the road leading from Pollença to Lluc monastery and the scenic west coast mountains, the location of this attractive,
stone clad cottage is convenience itself. Comfortable, homely and unpretentious, Ca’n Pep is an excellent choice for
those not wishing to rely on a car to make the most of their holiday. A 650m stroll takes you to all the atmosphere and
history Pollença can offer as well as a selection of supermarkets, bakeries, boutiques, banks, bars and a wonderful range
of restaurants. Inside, the décor features local tiles, traditional Mallorcan fabrics and tastefully selected pieces of family
memorabilia. Parents will appreciate the option of being able to relax on the shaded dining terrace while keeping an eye
on younger party members in the pool just across the lawn.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£796 - £2624

PRICES FROM

Sant Jordi

Mallorca

Pollença Mallorca

Oliveres

WEB REF: 292

Port de Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 3572

Sleeps 16 • 8 Bedrooms • 8 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Table Tennis • Beach 600m • Restaurant 300m

Comfort and convenience are not often found in such great measure. Hidden in a backstreet behind a classically
unprepossessing Mallorcan façade, this gorgeous three storey town house enjoys a marvellous location in the very heart
of historic Pollença. Inside, the largely open plan accommodation flows elegantly across three levels. Sliding doors invite
you into a compact courtyard at the rear where there is a dedicated barbecue house and excellent privacy to enjoy cooling
dips in the plunge pool before relaxing either on the adjacent sun terrace or the first floor sun terrace. Each of the three
bedrooms has its own en suite facilities and all are tastefully furnished and decorated (an impressive four poster bed graces
the principal bedroom). All amenities including many excellent restaurants are within walking distance.

This impressive property ticks virtually every box when it comes to accommodating a larger party - spacious and thoughtfully
furnished living areas, excellent dining space (both inside and out), a large, well equipped kitchen and eight comfortable
bedrooms perfectly complimented by an equal number of bathrooms. Add to this heady mix a larger than average swimming
pool, covered barbecue/dining area, ample sun terracing… and table tennis for those with some energy to spare! This location
is similarly desirable being an easy, level walk of 300m to a local restaurant, 600m to the large sandy beach, a minimarket
and other shops similarly distant. Many visitors will surely feel limited need to rely on a car, appreciating the increased level
of independence this creates. Notable nearby activities include water sports, scuba diving, beach volleyball, boat trips, nature
reserves plus a vast selection of cycling and walking routes.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Beach 7km • Restaurant 300m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£642 - £1998

Mallorca

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£1198 - £11,498

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Pontarro

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 3604

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 8km • Shops/Restaurants 1.5km		

Mallorca

Rich in history and character this gorgeous and meticulously renovated farmhouse, nestled in the scenic Busqueroles
Valley close to the Roman town of Pollença, has been in the same local family since the mid-seventeenth century.
Notable features which include the original cobblestoned entrance courtyard, pretty sandstone façade, beamed ceilings
and floors of varnished wood or cooling ceramics seamlessly harmonise with fashionable furnishings, contemporary fittings
and a sympathetic décor of soothing colours and vibrant artwork. Outside space is equally impressive with lawned grounds
surrounding the large private pool, an in built barbecue and extensive terracing. To one side an ancient, beautifully preserved
olive oil press further adds to the gentle pastoral ambience and such beautiful rural views only encourage effortless relaxation.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

*£746 - £5498

PRICES FROM

Ca’n Torres

Mallorca

Pollença Mallorca

Son Aloy

WEB REF: 279

Búger Mallorca



WEB REF: 3773

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Beach 6.3km • Restaurant 300m

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Covered Heated Pool • Restaurant 700m		

Properties of this quality and specification in such an exceptional location are rare indeed. Ca’n Torres nestles in a typical,
narrow backstreet of atmospheric Pollença within easy walking distance of an abundance of amenities. The spacious
living/dining room is made bright and welcoming by the glass-panelled, Andaluz-style patio to one side. The kitchen/
breakfast room is another large, airy space opening directly out to the poolside terrace. Each of the bedrooms is a very
good size with its own shower or bathroom facilities. Wherever you are in this lovely house the furnishings, fabrics and
décor are hard to fault. All in all, Ca’n Torres is a comfortable and convenient oasis offering visitors the perfect opportunity
to immerse themselves in the very best of island life.

This characterful, stylishly traditional country home has been tastefully transformed into modern day chic whilst still
retaining its conventional heritage. An ancient millstone and windmill stand proudly in the grounds, embraced by local
foliage and colourful flora, whilst inside a cosy interior allures with snug beds, fluffy pillows and a relaxing ambience.
Traces of the love and care invested in the restoration can be seen throughout and a stone clad terrace offers shade over
a summer kitchen, promising memorable evenings dining al fresco. The pool, however, will no doubt become a favourite
feature, being heated and enclosed in the cooler months or open and offering shade for a refreshing dip in the heat of
summer. The charm of Búger village is just minutes away (700m), for croissants and freshly squeezed orange juice from the
family bakery, or tapas in the square during the warm summer evenings.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

60



Small
party rate*

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£998 - £3948

Mallorca

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1898 - £4548

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Marinella Blanca

Cala d’Or Mallorca



WEB REF: 3241

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Town House • Beach 700m • Restaurants 300m

Mallorca

Tucked into a sedate side road a stone’s throw from the exclusive marina (with a lovely view of the yachts from the second
floor terrace) this smart, well-designed home boasts all the superb facilities of family-friendly Cala d’Or virtually ‘on the
doorstep’; guests not only have two appealing sandy cove beaches within walking distance but also all the shops, bars and
restaurants one could wish for. Modern and stylishly minimalist the property interior is bright and appealing with muted
colours and a subtle nautical flair. Patio doors open onto a shaded dining terrace overlooking the pool while two of the first
floor bedrooms lead onto a further terrace from where views to the marina and across to the town itself can be enjoyed.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£896- £3526

PRICES FROM

Sa Figuera

Mallorca

Son Mesquida Mallorca



Sa Cova d’es Pujol

WEB REF: 3735

Felanitx Mallorca



WEB REF: 3027

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Restaurant 3km

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Fenced Pool • Beach 14km • Restaurant 3km

Peaceful and pastoral, Sa Figuera invites visitors to discover the Mallorca of the past. Calming environs dotted only with
a sprinkling of farmhouses and views over the fields towards the iconic hilltop monastery of San Salvador are to be found
at this stone clad hideaway which sits amidst leafy country lanes and extensive meadows on the Son Mesquida plain, just
outside the lively market town of Felanitx. Enhancing the country charm you will find vaulted white ceilings in the principal
rooms, terracotta tiled flooring and a simple décor of soothing pastel shades. A backdrop of colourful bougainvillea creeps
across the wall between the in-built barbecue and poolside covered terrace. A wide choice of local gastronomy awaits in
nearby Felanitx (3km) with a further range of national and international cuisine options found in abundance just a little
further afield, whilst numerous craggy ‘calas’ and picturesque sandy coves are easily found all along the indented coastline.

Peacefully tucked into a gently sloping valley, Sa Cova d’es Pujol is a most impressive farm house in a lovely location. From
the grounds, private pool, dining and sun terraces you have nothing less than front row seats for an inspiring panorama;
a gorgeous, undulating rural landscape crowned by the iconic hilltop monastery of Sant Salvador in the near distance.
The living accommodation is open and spacious allowing effortlessly relaxed summer living. A fresh, uncomplicated décor
tastefully blends antique and modern furnishing; original, patterned ceramics and local Mallorcan fabrics merge seamlessly
with contemporary soft furnishings. The larger than average pool with infinity edge, makes the very most of those bucolic
views and can be fenced on request for parental peace of mind. Felanitx (3km) has all amenities.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£696 - £2824

Mallorca

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£726 - £2998

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Es Rafal Nou

Santanyi, Ses Salines Mallorca



WEB REF: 206

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Children’s Poo • Fenced Pool • Beach 6km • Restaurant 1.5km

Mallorca

This magnificent property consists of an old, fully restored farmhouse with a more recent addition designed along
traditional lines to remain perfectly in keeping. The accommodation is spacious, very attractive and well suited to families or
larger groups. The open plan interior gives an unfettered feeling of space, with an elegant sitting/dining room opening onto
the shady covered terrace directly overlooking the pool. The large, shaped swimming pool with its own separate children’s
section is surrounded by a mature garden that looks out over picturesque countryside. While peaceful and totally rural, the
amenities of Ses Salines village, which include a minimarket and local bar, are just 5 minutes by car, or the market town of
Santanyi (5km in the other direction) offers an excellent choice of amenities and restaurants.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

Mallorca

Es Carritxo, Cala d’Or Mallorca



Sa Marina

WEB REF: 3512

Cala Sa Nau, Cala Mitjana Mallorca



WEB REF: 208

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedroom • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 10.5km • Restaurant 2.2km

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beaches 750m • Restaurant 2km

Tailor-made for a relaxing family holiday this substantial stone built property, set in picturesque countryside, is only a short,
easy drive from good amenities and several wonderful beaches of soft sand and tranquil turquoise waters. Spacious living
rooms flow across the ground floor onto a wide part-shaded terrace overlooking the pool. Upstairs, sweeping rural views
stretch to the sparkling Mediterranean and each of the well-appointed bedrooms is complimented by its own bathroom,
ensuring an even balance of comfort levels for the whole party. Scenic country lanes criss cross this sedate part of Mallorca
bypassing fields of almond, fig, carob and olive trees. Drifting across the countryside, the gentle comforting tinkle of sheep
bells as they graze in meadows of wild flowers will forever remain a joy to the ears!

‘Privileged’ is the only way to describe this splendid property: in terms of style, décor, excellent facilities but, perhaps most
of all, for its location. Tucked into pretty countryside on the outskirts of Cala d’Or (8km), Sa Marina sits in private grounds
of nearly nine acres and is just a few hundred metres from two of the prettiest cove beaches to be found on the east coast.
Designed, furnished and equipped with care and attention to detail, the house is generously proportioned and easy to live
in with a welcoming feel and light, airy rooms. Outside, extensive sun terraces surround the impressive pool with two sets
of family friendly Roman steps and a shallow, circular section incorporated into one end that younger guests are sure to enjoy.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

64

Small
party rate*

*£974 - £3548

PRICES FROM

Rito Nou

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£698 - £2948

Mallorca

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£1298 - £4998

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Baldregat

Pollença Mallorca 

WEB REF: 259

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 12km • Restaurant 5km

Mallorca

Uniquely located on a verdant wooded hillside in the Ca’n Bosc Valley, this alluring rural hideaway offers privacy, tranquillity
and superlative views as well as the convenience of having all amenities nearby. Baldregat is a perfect retreat for a smaller
party or couple seeking a welcoming, spacious and well equipped holiday home. Both bedrooms are air conditioned and
en suite (built directly into the hillside, the ingeniously designed shower room, features a wall of natural mountain rock!).
However it is from the large oval pool and spacious terraces that breathtaking sea views are revealed. Taking in the entire
Bay of Pollença and beyond (even Menorca on a clear day) the views from here are quite simply amongst the best we have
on offer in Mallorca.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£724 - £2574

PRICES FROM

te.

..

Walk to
beach and all
amenities

o
Of n

S’Olivar

Mallorca

Felanitx Mallorca

El Cano

WEB REF: 3236

Port de Pollença Mallorca 

WEB REF: 3508

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Beach 250m • Restaurant 150m

Delightful, sleepy surroundings, spectacular views, peace and privacy are all assured in this gorgeous location which is within
easy distance of all amenities and many lovely sandy beaches. Bursting with Mallorcan character the interior is generously
proportioned and oozes charm with vaulted beamed ceilings, terracotta tiles, oversized ‘Victorian-style’ shower heads as
well as recycled antique hooks and door handles. You might say this is stylish country living… with a 21st Century twist.
The bucolic vista encompasses Felanitx, Campos, hilltop Sant Salvador, the Tramuntana Mountains and, on occasion even the
sea and Cabrera island. Excellent amenities at Felanitx and Cala d’Or are a 10 minute drive with the waterfront cafés of Porto
Colom (fine seafood) just 12km. Many unspoilt sandy beaches including Cala Sa Nau and Cala Mondragó are easily reached.

The location of this splendid town house is convenience itself! Tucked away along a side street directly off the seafront,
El Cano is a mere 250m from the gorgeous sandy beach that fringes the scenic Bay of Pollença and has a complete range
of amenities, including a comprehensive choice of restaurants to suit all tastes and pockets, within easy walking distance.
A predominantly open plan layout and thoughtful design provides excellent internal space for visitors to enjoy. Three
bedrooms and three bathrooms is a perfect balance and there is even a private pool and dining area in the rear courtyard.
With so much to do ‘on your doorstep’ you could easily choose to ignore your hire car for the entire duration of your stay!

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

66



Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 13km • Restaurant 3km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£726 - £2998

Mallorca

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£676 - £2524

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Ca’n Bennassar

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 257

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 9km • Restaurant 2.5km

Mallorca

Bordered by olive and citrus groves Ca’n Bennassar is a delightful country hideaway just 2km from Pollença. Quintessentially
Mallorcan, this pretty, stone cottage looks out across the Colonya Valley with the imposing craggy peaks of the Sierra
Tramuntana as a backdrop. Generous proportions of both house and grounds ensure there is more than ample space for two
people to easily enjoy a comfortable, relaxing holiday. Traditionally open plan, the living/dining room has a feature fireplace
and a vaulted, beamed ceiling inset with attractive, curved terracotta tiles. Complementing the comfortable double bedroom
just alongside are air conditioning and an en suite shower room. A spacious, ivy clad rear terrace looks over the good size
private pool and impressive, lawned grounds of fruit trees, flowering shrubs and mature palms.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£626 - £1652

PRICES FROM

Es Mirador

Mallorca

Campanet Mallorca



Camp d’Avall

WEB REF: 283

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 3473

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Sauna • Beach 16km • Restaurant 2.5km

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Gated & Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Beach 12Km • Shops/Restaurants 5.5km

Just outside the sleepy country town of Campanet we came across what is, undoubtedly, one of the most appealing
hideaway cottages we have ever discovered on Mallorca. Discretely tucked away in a wonderfully private location,
thoughtfully appointed and comfortably furnished Es Mirador offers everything needed for a carefree, relaxing holiday.
Both inside and out, attention to detail is impressive. Décor and equipment are of a very high standard, all furnishings
chosen with taste and care. From the spacious terraces bordering the house, poolside and landscaped grounds, sweeping
panoramic views can be savoured across the undulating Campanet Valley. Indeed, it is impossible to do their beauty justice
in these accompanying photographs. For those seeking a taste of the ‘real’ Mallorca, this place is very hard to beat!

Quintessentially Mallorcan in style, this gorgeous farmhouse looks out across a magnificent vista of tree-lined valley edged
by dramatic foothills. Dating from 1883, character features such as the cobbled front patio, patterned floor tiles, sturdy
wooden beams and a wealth of exposed stonework are artfully balanced with contemporary interior design. Decorative
touches include attractive local fabrics and an eclectic selection of artwork consisting of both modern and vintage prints.
The air-conditioned bedrooms are comfortably appointed and the bathrooms are fresh and bright. Excellent restaurants
and amenities in the old Roman town of Pollença are just 6km away, whilst the sandy cove beaches of Cala Sant Vicenç
and long sweeping bay of Port de Pollença are both 12km.

SATURDAYCHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

68

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1048 - £2074

Mallorca

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1098 - £5648

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Ca’n Jaume Barretes

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 3778

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 9km • Restaurant 6km

Mallorca

The rural location of this enchanting property is conveniently centred between the old quarters of Pollença and Alcudia,
both brimming with history and narrow cobbled streets offering quaint boutiques peddling local handicrafts, superb
gastronomy and an insight into the Mallorcan way of life. The picturesque, sandy coves of Manresa and Joan are just a
short drive away. Ca’n Jaume Barretes is set amidst beautiful, mature Mediterranean gardens, with far reaching views
across natural countryside to the magnificent Tramuntana mountain range. The 12m long pool is the focal point of this
oasis, encompassed by palms, bougainvillea and a lovingly cared for lawn. A covered terrace with solid wooden beams and
terracotta tiled summer kitchen completes the scene. The spacious interior includes a split-level living area, with a bright
and airy modern kitchen, transforming the art of cooking into an absolute pleasure.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£1152 - £4298

PRICES FROM

Villa Pepi

Mallorca

Pollença Mallorca

Villa Rafael

WEB REF: 3779

Pollença Mallorca



WEB REF: 3777

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 9km • Restaurant 6km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 4km

Sitting conveniently between the old quarters of Pollença and Alcudia, this delightful country home enjoys an attractive
rural setting amongst the meadows of Pollença. Stone clad walls, lovingly nurtured lawns, shady terraces and an irresistibly
refreshing pool conjure up a charming, rustic appeal. The interior terracotta tiling complements the cosy allure of modern
bedrooms with en suite facilities, an embellished farmhouse kitchen and strategically placed ornamental mementos of its
agricultural legacy. Just a short drive away one discovers the hustle and bustle of the historic, medieval towns of Alcudia
and Pollença, an array of gastronomic delights by night and nearby sandy, lesser known, coves by day. Mesmerising
mountain vistas envelop an ideal base from which to explore the diversities of Northern Mallorca.

Villa Rafael offers spacious lawns, landscaped gardens and shady olive trees which blend together to provide a perfect
retreat for all members and generations of the family. A covered terrace overlooking the pool offers a welcome shady
escape from the midday sun, ideal for lazy days and chilled out evenings savouring this rural hideaway. A cosy, bright
interior incorporates a modern kitchen with open plan dining area and lounge with vaulted ceiling and doors leading out
to the terrace, whilst the Puig de Maria looms up in the distance, providing an imposing backdrop to this fine country villa.
The shady squares, tapas bars and handicraft shops of historic Pollença are just a short drive away, as are the sandy coves
of Cala San Vicente and wider stretches of golden sand in Playa de Muro.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£848 - £2598

Mallorca

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£724 - £2948

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Ca’n Nito

Na Furadada, Ferreries Menorca



WEB REF: 3339

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Menorca

An impressive 14 metre swimming pool and beautifully presented accommodation are to be found at this scenic rural
location, amidst the meadows and orchards lining the valley of Na Furadada. Enjoying a pleasant outlook towards gently
undulating bush clad slopes, this is an ideal choice for couples or a small group. The open plan living area, topped with high
pitched ceilings and exposed beams, incorporates stylishly appointed kitchen, dining and sitting areas. Outside, the in-built
barbecue and spacious eating area are perfect for dining al fresco whilst a stroll around the well-kept grounds is a delightful
way to spot some local wildlife. The nearby town of Ferreries (3km) offers a choice of cafes and restaurants, a bakery,
greengrocers and some larger supermarkets.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£498 - £1598

PRICES FROM

Talati de Dalt

Menorca



Sa Ferradura

WEB REF: 3745

Cales Piques, Cala en Blanes Menorca



WEB REF: 3481

Sleeps 8 • 5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 10km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 550m • Restaurant 230m

Amidst scenic countryside of meadows, wild olives and indigenous shrubs we were delighted to discover this charming
early 19th Century farmhouse which has been refurbished over the years by its proud local owners to provide a
characterful rural retreat. Lofty ceilings and deep walls of crisply painted white ensure a pleasing sense of spaciousness
throughout its smartly furnished rooms whilst original fittings such as an eye-catching front door embedded with colourful
stained glass and some typical fireplaces are just some of the charming features that have been carefully retained. Outside,
the secluded garden provides the most picturesque of surroundings in which to enjoy the generously proportioned pool,
sun terraces and barbecue area. At the same time, the island’s south eastern towns and beaches are within easy reach and
just 4km away is the city of Maó with its restaurant lined harbour.

On a residential street, just 230m from the nearest path that leads down to the sheltered sandy cove of Cales Piques, this
beautifully presented home is stylishly minimalist and its smart interior has been thoughtfully laid out for relaxed holiday living.
Neat and attractive, the open plan living room is complemented by a smartly furnished outdoor dining area where stylish garden
furniture occupies a spacious covered terrace with views across the garden. Clearly created with outdoor living in mind, this
is the perfect setting for dining al fresco and lounging by the pool. Whilst the beaches, shops, bars, restaurants and bustling
ambience of Cala en Blanes are within walking distance, short journeys by car will uncover many of the island’s unspoilt coves
and the historic city of Ciutadella. Stunning sea views can also be enjoyed on foot along the ancient ‘Cami de Cavalls’ coastal path.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Alaior Menorca

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£560 - £2698

Menorca

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£650 - £2198

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Villa Sonya

Menorca

Torre Soli, Son Bou Menorca

Cala Morell Menorca



WEB REF: 3489

The azure waters of the Mediterranean shimmer enticingly beyond the poolside terraces and light-filled living room of this
attractive coastal home, which looks south towards the seemingly endless golden sands of Son Bou, Menorca’s longest
stretch of uninterrupted beach. Flanked by a deep covered veranda that spans the entire width of the property’s façade,
Villa Sonya has been designed to ensure that whether you are relaxing on a sofa in the living room, lounging by the pool or
enjoying dinner al fresco the pleasing maritime scene will stretch out ahead of you to form an absorbing outlook. From the
property’s privileged setting in Torre Soli, a 25-minute stroll will take you to the unspoilt sandy beach of Atalis, accessible
only on foot, whilst for those seeking a livelier ambience, the family-friendly resort of Son Bou with bars, restaurants and
shops is approximately 1km in the other direction.

Looking out onto a verdant backdrop of woodland, this stylish property is situated on a residential lane just 1.1km from
steps that lead down to the cove of Cala Morell on Menorca’s beautifully unspoilt north-western coast. With an elegant
and up-to-the-minute décor, Garbo offers two double rooms, two twin rooms and a single bedroom. The heart of the
home is however the south-facing living room which flows seamlessly through French windows to a covered outdoor
dining terrace. With barbecue facilities so conveniently to hand, as well as a pleasing choice of poolside lawns and terraces
available for lounging, guests may not wish to venture far. Cala Morell’s waterfront restaurant is just 600m from the house,
all amenities and a mouth-watering choice of restaurants can be found in historic Ciutadella (8km), whilst the twin sandy
beaches of Algaiarens are just a 10-minute drive away.

Menorca

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Casa Maria Jesus

Torre Soli, Son Bou Menorca

*£598 - £3160

PRICES FROM

	

Torroelleta

WEB REF: 3761

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£798 - £2898

PRICES FROM

Cala Morell Menorca

Small
party rate*

	

WEB REF: 3021

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.9km • Restaurant 800m

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Fenced Pool • Beach 700m

An enviable position on the western edge of the pretty coastal neighbourhood of Torre Soli provides this attractive holiday
home with rustic country views to the rear, an outlook onto the shimmering waters of the Mediterranean to the front
and easy access to the restaurants, bars, shops and long golden beach of Son Bou. Within its attractive grounds you will
find a pretty lawned garden, shaded to the rear by the leafy boughs of an elegant palm tree, a welcoming sun terrace
alongside the pool and a conveniently positioned barbecue for dining al fresco. Inside, the attractively presented interior is
thoughtfully arranged over two floors with both first floor bedrooms enjoying sea views from their south facing windows.

A charming and uniquely Menorcan design is displayed throughout this spacious, well presented coastal home, which
sits within ample grounds just a few hundred metres from the steps leading down to the pretty coved bay itself. Enjoying
enticing views across countryside and over the tops of whitewashed homes towards the sea, the property’s pretty gardens
are enviably positioned. Lawns dotted with shrubs and shady palm trees stretch out beyond a fenced pool, a selection of
covered and open terraces provide a choice of al fresco dining venues and all enjoy this picturesque outlook. The interior
is equally appealing with airy rooms, polished wood floors, high pitched ceilings, reclaimed beams, feature stone walls, and
many windows looking out to sea.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Garbo

WEB REF: 3760

Sleeps 8-9 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.1km

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

Menorca

	

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.6km • Restaurant 400m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£650 - £2990

Menorca

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£590 - £3098

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPANISH ISLANDS

Dar-es-Salaam

Binibeca Menorca



WEB REF: 812

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 200m

Menorca

The prime location of this smart coastal home is appealing. A 200 metre stroll from its garden gate brings you to the pretty
beach of Binibeca with its waterfront restaurant and fine golden sands, just beyond which is a nearby mini supermarket and
other pleasant seafront restaurants. The house itself sits in a beautifully lush Mediterranean garden of shady olive trees,
cacti and an abundance of colourful flowering plants. Inside, the well equipped accommodation is equally inviting with
high, sloping ceilings adding a feeling of light and loftiness. With such enticing amenities on the doorstep, you could be
forgiven for not wishing to stray too far.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Sa Mosquera

Menorca

MARCH - OCTOBER
£698 - £2590

Ses Mongetes, Ciutadella Menorca



Torralba d’en Salort

WEB REF: 804

Alaior Menorca



WEB REF: 3502

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Fenced Pool

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 6.7km

Warm coloured fabrics, family heirlooms, beamed ceilings and attractive archways lend a homely and inviting feel to
this beautifully presented property, which sits amidst mature and spacious grounds in the rural neighbourhood of Ses
Mongetes. A covered arched terrace, ideal for dining al fresco, leads you into the open plan living area which is topped by
a high pitched ceiling of wooden beams and overlooked by a galleried landing. Three colourful bedrooms are upstairs,
whilst the fourth sits under an impressive vaulted ceiling on the ground floor. Appealing as the interior is, there is much to
enjoy outside: wide terraces, an abundance of shady trees, a large open patio with in-built barbecue and a swimming pool
that is thoughtfully fenced.

Contemporary design and traditional architecture are perfectly entwined at this delightful country home which sits amidst a
quintessentially Menorcan landscape just a 10-minute drive from the sandy coves and turquoise waters of the island’s southern
coastline. Within its thick 17th Century walls and elegant archways, generously proportioned rooms have been furnished with
the muted colours and elegant furnishings of current design to produce a stylish fusion of old and new. Beyond the traditional
façade of whitewashed walls and green shuttered windows, a smooth terrace of modern design leads the way to the swimming
pool, via a covered outdoor dining area. Just a few metres away a cycle path follows a 9km trail to the island’s capital of Maó.
Also appealing is the proximity of the local restaurants, shops and bars of Alaior which lies just 3.2km from the house.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£772 - £2580

Menorca

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£698 - £3190

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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SPANISH ISLANDS

Villa La Acequia

Tinajo Lanzarote



WEB REF: 2503

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

Lanzarote

Against a backdrop of gently rolling hills, looking out towards the shimmering blue waters of the island’s northern coastline,
Villa La Acequia enjoys a private location whilst being conveniently situated just 500m from the centre of the traditional
village of Tinajo. The house is stylishly decorated and the bright gallery-style lounge enjoys a stunning panoramic view
over the village, surrounding countryside and out to sea. Outside, the pool area with its covered dining terrace and in-built
barbecue is pleasingly private, making the perfect retreat. Tinajo has all amenities and some good local restaurants whilst
nearby you will find the breathtaking volcanic landscapes of the Timanfaya National Park and the dramatic sweep of golden
sands that is the surfers’ paradise of Famara.
THURSDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JANUARY - DECEMBER
*£730 - £1398

Small
party rate*

Puerto Calero

Casa Antonio

Lanzarote



Villa Tara

WEB REF: 3553

Puerto Calero Lanzarote



WEB REF: 3469

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Gated Pool Area • Waterfront Restaurants 600m

Enjoy a laidback lifestyle in a quintessential Canary Island home in the sleepy village of Guatiza, just 3km from Lanzarote’s
rugged north eastern shoreline. Ideally located in the heart of the village, just 100m from a minimarket and 2 local
restaurants, this elegant, much-loved family home of high ceilings and spacious yet comfortable rooms is ideal for
immersing yourself into the relaxed way of life enjoyed by the locals. At the rear of the house the picturesque rural
backdrop of mountains will have you mesmerized as you soak up the sun by your private pool. With a spacious seating
area and barbecue, you will be forgiven for spending many a day and night simply enjoying the large terrace and beautifully
unspoilt landscape vista.

Enviably located on Lanzarote’s sheltered southern coast, Villa Tara offers beautifully presented accommodation just
a 600m stroll from the exclusive marina of Puerto Calero. Entered via a deep veranda, perfect for dining al fresco and
supervising activities in the pool below, the elegant interior fuses classical and contemporary styles and welcoming
bedrooms all enjoy en-suite facilities ensuring maximum comfort and privacy for guests. Whilst you’ll find an enticing
range of waterside restaurants, elegant boutiques and local mini-markets in Puerto Calero, you are conveniently situated
to explore Lanzarote’s varied and fascinating landscape. Just a 30 minute drive south lie the unspoilt beaches of Papagayo;
some 15 minutes inland you’ll find the otherworldly volcanic landscape of the Timanfaya National Park or for a livelier
scene, the buzzy resort of Puerto del Carmen can be reached via water taxi or an easy 10-minute drive.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

78

Guatiza Lanzarote

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Village House • Restaurant 160m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JANUARY - DECEMBER
*£798 - £1598

Lanzarote

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JANUARY - DECEMBER
*£998 - £2198

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MALLORCA

Ca Na Reieta
Pollença

Sleeps 2

Ca’n Paner
Pollença

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 2

Bon Jesus

Pollença

Sleeps 4

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MALLORCA

Ca’n Mateu

Pollença

Sleeps 4

vintagetravel.co.uk

Marina de na Jero

Sleeps 4

Pollença

Fort de l’Eau

Randa, Llucmajor

WEB REF: 253

WEB REF: 3264

WEB REF: 3263

WEB REF: 250

WEB REF: 284

WEB REF: 287

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 4.4km • Restaurant 1km

1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 11.5km • Restaurant 3.1km

2 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 6km • Restaurant 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Town House • Beach 6km • Restaurant 300m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 9km • Restaurant 2.4km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £678 - £1898

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £548 - £1648

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £676 - £2598

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £2348

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £2474

Busqueroles Petit

Pollença

Sleeps 4

Casita Miguel
Pollença

Sleeps 4

Ca Na Tonina
Pollença

Sleeps 4

Rafalet d’Alt

Pollença

Sleeps 4

La Tierra Buena

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £874 - £1998

Sleeps 4

Cala Sa Nau

Sleeps 4

Marinara

Sleeps 4

Pollença

WEB REF: 246

WEB REF: 3478

WEB REF: 3243

WEB REF: 3607

WEB REF: 210

WEB REF: 3370

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 6km • Restaurant 2.5km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 6.1km • Restaurant 550m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Table Tennis • Hot Tub • Beach 3.9km • Restaurant 3km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Table Tennis • Beach 9km • Restaurant 4km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 800m • Restaurant 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 7km • Restaurant 3km

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £2178

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £698 - £1198

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £626 - £2374

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £674 - £2698

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £862 - £2398

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £654 - £2498

Ca’n Gató Vives

Pollença

Sleeps 4

Ca’n Puput

Pollença

Sleeps 4

Ca’n Joan

Pollença

Sleeps 4

Serelleta

Pollença

Sleeps 4

Ca Na Teresa
Pollença

Sleeps 4

Ca’n Cirerol

WEB REF: 286

WEB REF: 3262

WEB REF: 3374

WEB REF: 261

WEB REF: 3487

WEB REF: 3586

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 5km • Restaurant 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 5km • Restaurant 1.6km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 7.9km • Restaurant 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Gated Pool • Beach 12km • Restaurant 5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Table Tennis • Beach 4km • Restaurant 3.4km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 3.2km • Restaurant 2.7km

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £596 - £1948

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £676 - £2598

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £576 - £2298

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £724 - £2574

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £626 - £2548

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £548 - £1624
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps

4-5

Porto Colom, Cala d’Or

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MALLORCA

Ca’n Demana

Pollença

Sleeps 5

Ca’n Menonge

Pollença

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 5

Ses Crestes

Sleeps

5-6

Portocolom

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MALLORCA

Ca’l Rei d’en Font
Pollença

Sleeps 6

vintagetravel.co.uk

Rafalet de Baix

Sleeps 6

Pollença

Marinella Gris
Cala d’Or

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3369

WEB REF: 271

WEB REF: 282

WEB REF: 3539

WEB REF: 3608

WEB REF: 3242

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Hot Tub • Table Tennis • Small Multi-Sports Court
Putting Green • Beach 11km • Restaurant 3.7km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 6.3km • Restaurant 300m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Fenced Pool • Cycle Storage
Beach 125m • Restaurant 125m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 5.2km • Restaurant 2.8m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Table Tennis • Beach 8km • Restaurant 3km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Town House • Table Tennis • Beach 700m • Restaurants 300m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £2674

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £724 - £2752

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £896 - £3526

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £726 - £3058

Arengada
Pollença

Sleeps 6

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £846 - £2924

Ca’n Biel
Pollença

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £698 - £2598

Sleeps 6

Sa Cadernera

Felanitx

Sleeps 6

Sa Rota Nova
Santa Margalida

Sleeps 6

Ses Tanquetes

Sleeps 8

S’Horta, Cala d’Or

Es Puig

S’Horta, Cala d’Or

Sleeps 8

WEB REF: 3266

WEB REF: 3403

WEB REF: 3265

WEB REF: 3776

WEB REF: 201

WEB REF: 204

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Cycle Storage • Beach 4.2km • Restaurant 1km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 4.5km • Restaurant 2.7km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 19km • Restaurant 2.5km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurant 1.7km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 4.5km • Restaurant 1.4km

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis Fenced
Pool • Beach 5km • Restaurant 750m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £776 - £3398

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £976 - £3098

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £576 - £2548

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £674 - £2848

Available JUN-OCT
Prices from £1374 - £2548

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £894 - £3298

Casa Chacon
Pollença

Sleeps 6

Son Monavi

Son Vent, (Ca’s Concos)

Sleeps 6

Ca’n Roca
Pollença

Sleeps 6

L’ Horta

Pollença

Sleeps 8

Ca’n Catalina
Pollença

Sleeps X
8

Dues Illes
Portocolom

WEB REF: 3321

WEB REF: 3183

WEB REF: 3756

WEB REF: 3323

WEB REF: 3775

WEB REF: 3509

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Town House • Gated Pool • Beach 7km • Restaurant 100m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 8.5km • Restaurant 500m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurant 1km • Beach 8km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Town House • Beach 7km • Restaurant 300m

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurant 2.4km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Town House • Beach 2.3 km • Restaurant 500m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £828 - £2998

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £798 - £2528

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £852 - £2948

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £748 - £2924

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £952 - £3052

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £676 - £2798
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MALLORCA

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

Villa Valldemossa

Valldemossa

Sleeps 8

Ca la Tieta

Sleeps

8-10

Búger

Son Genet
Búger

Sleeps 10

WEB REF: 269

WEB REF: 3774

WEB REF: 260

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Town House • Restaurant 300m

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Townhouse • Restaurant 140m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1974 - £2776

Available APR-SEPT
Prices from £1194 - £4298

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
• Gated Pool Table Tennis • Pool Table • Beach 15km •
Restaurant 850m
Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1096 - £4498

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN MENORCA

Cala Sa Nau, Mallorca

Sa Tanca

Cala Morell

Sleeps 6

Villa Lola

Cales Piques, Cala en Blanes

Sleeps 6

Casa Sueños
Binibeca

WEB REF: 3219

WEB REF: 3753

WEB REF: 3191

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 1.6km
Small Party Rate*

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 550m • Restaurant 230m

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 300m • Small Party Rate*

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£898 - £2750

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £650 - £2198

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£598 - £3070

Sleeps 8

Another wonderful holiday with Vintage. This is
our fourth booking and all have been perfect. Your
standards are extremely high and for us knowing we
will not be disappointed means we always book with
confidence. Thank you Vintage. We’ll be back!
J.Bennett, La Tierra Buena, Mallorca

Casa Aina
Son Parc

Sleeps 8

WEB REF: 802

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 1.1km • Small Party Rate*
Ca’l Rei d’en Font, Mallorca
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Santandria, Menorca

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£598 - £2772
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

PORTUGAL
COSTA VERDE AND MINHO ALGARVE
Situated at the western end of Iberia where the land ends
and the sea begins, Portugal has so much to offer: a dramatic
shoreline of stunningly unspoilt beaches, quaint fishing
villages, medieval walled towns, castles galore, vineyards
producing exquisite local wines and charming people from
whom a warm welcome can always be assured.
The two regions we feature offer distinct landscapes and
their own unique personalities. In the north-western corner,
local life evolves in a delightfully unhurried way in the
stone villages, lush wooded landscape and sandy shores of
the Costa Verde. Occupying the southernmost province,
bustling resorts and charming fishing villages can be found
along the Algarve’s dramatic shoreline, whilst typical villages
and traditional market towns nestle amongst the almond
groves that cover the hillsides above.

Image: Carvoeiro, Algarve
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
SIGHTSEEING FROM THE RIVER MINHO
Separating the northernmost tip of Portugal from the Spanish region
of Galicia, the River Minho wends its way through a lush landscape
of wooded hills and neatly ordered vineyards. Admire the stunning
landscapes of these two neighbouring countries from a boat trip or
have a go at wakeboarding and simply enjoy being on the water!

THE UNSPOILT BEACHES OF THE COSTA VERDE
Sweeping sandy beaches stretch as far as the eye can see in the
beautifully unspoilt north western corner of Portugal. Backed by
dunes, wooded countryside and traditional fishing villages, this
picturesque coastline offers open stretches of water for surfers,
sheltered inlets for bathing and a delightful sense of calm even in
the height of summer.

THE HERITAGE OF THE CITY OF PORTO
Moledo, Costa Verde and Minho

Multi-coloured houses rise up the hillside in a delightful labyrinth of
narrow cobbled streets, steep alleys and mosaic pavements in the
ancient centre of Porto. Down below on the other side of the river,
port lodges line the waterfront and offer a fascinating insight into
and tastings of the region’s most famous product.

THE FABULOUS COASTLINE OF THE ALGARVE
Lined with dramatic cliffs, pretty coves and long stretches of golden
sands, the Algarve’s beautiful and diverse coastline can claim to be
one of Europe’s finest. Over 70 accredited Blue Flag beaches offer
the highest standards of water quality and facilities to make this one
of Europe’s best beach destinations.

GASTRONOMY ON THE ALGARVE
A rich maritime history coupled with the ever present Atlantic ocean
has led the Portuguese to develop a cuisine that is rich in seafood
and fish dishes. This is clearly evident on the Algarve where local
eateries offer a delicious choice of freshly made specialities such as
fish cataplana, monkfish rice or flavoursome grilled sardines.

Casa da Gale exceeded our expectations. Gorgeous home in a
beautiful unspoilt area of Portugal that offered so much to new
visitors. The beach was wonderful with great walks through
the pine forest that backed onto it. Local towns of Caminha,
Valenca and Ponte de Lima offered great days out as did a
visit to the bustling huge market of Barcelos. We loved Viana
do Castelo for wandering around the small shops and market
and enjoying superb lunches next to the port. A great holiday
in an area we would love to come back to - with the property
offering everything you could need and more.
The Lumb family, Casa da Gale, Costa Verde and Minho
Costa Verde and Minho
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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PORTUGAL

Casa do Lagar

Porto d’Ave, Povoa de Lanhoso Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 341

Sleeps 2-3 • 1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

Portugal

Exuding charm, character and a stylishly spacious interior, this former olive press has been imaginatively converted and
extended to create a striking and comfortable home. Perfect for a couple or small family, it sits privately within an extensive
garden of gently rolling lawns, colourful shrubs and ancient olive trees in the local village of Porto d’Ave, just 5.5km from
the town of Povoa de Lanhoso. The interior welcomes you into an impressive open plan room. In its centre, elegant sofas
surround a wood-burning stove; on a slightly raised level is a charming dining area whilst off to one side a single bedroom
is ingeniously hidden behind a wall and ornate screen. The spacious master bedroom is bright, airy and opens directly onto
the poolside terrace.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - AUGUST

AVAILABLE

£998 - £1384

PRICES FROM

Casa da Galé

Portugal

Moledo do Minho Costa Verde and Minho

Casa da Encruzilhada

WEB REF: 3138

Cabração, Ponte de Lima Costa Verde and Minho 

WEB REF: 314

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Tennis Court • Table Tennis

In the heart of the picturesque coastal village of Moledo do Minho, within walking distance of one of the area’s most
scenic sandy beaches and an appealing selection of local restaurants and village shops, we discovered this charming stone
cottage. Amidst spacious grounds of lawns and fruit trees, Casa da Galé has been cleverly designed by its architect owners
to blend seamlessly into its natural surroundings. On its lower level an open plan living area sits cosily within thick stone
walls; upstairs the bedrooms and bathrooms lie off a central landing whilst patio doors lead out onto a pretty terrace. From
here, pathways and steps wind their way through terraced grounds to the spacious garden where the swimming pool sits
amidst a wide expanse of lawn.

Beautifully furnished rooms and uninterrupted panoramic vistas await at this finely restored country home. Carved wooden
ceilings reflect the traditional style, attractive fabrics are carefully coordinated and each bedroom benefits from en suite facilities
displaying pretty combinations of wood and marble. From the spacious living room doors open out onto the smart lawned
gardens and pretty stone terraces that surround the house. The property sits in an elevated position on the slopes of a tree
covered river valley just 12km from the riverside town of Ponte de Lima and commands impressive views across the hillside. On
an upper level sits the house and a stylishly furnished summerhouse, from where steps lead down to the large swimming pool,
which sits on a lower level surrounded by wide terraces. Below this, the tennis court lies amidst spacious landscaped grounds.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 4 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Village House • Beach 1.1km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£590 - £1380

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
*£1450 - £3190

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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PORTUGAL

Casa da Cuquinha

Moreira do Lima, Ponte de Lima Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 3231

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis

Portugal

Traditional architecture and a contemporary interior design are beautifully interwoven throughout this stylishly restored country
home which sits amidst picturesque countryside just a 10 minute drive from historic Ponte de Lima. Originally a traditional family
home and discretely attached to its sister property, Casa da Cuquinha has been creatively transformed into an elegant retreat.
Its bedrooms replicate the ambience of a smart hotel, their sleek furnishings, en suite facilities and muted colour schemes
exuding style and comfort. Spacious living areas display exquisitely restored original features, open stone walls and polished
wood ceilings. Stepping onto the terrace you will find yourself looking across lawned terraces and cobbled patios to the
attractive swimming pool, to the side of which a spacious garden house provides the perfect setting for outside dining.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£698 - £1998

PRICES FROM

Casa do Eido da Devesa

Portugal



Casa da Trindade

WEB REF: 310

Moledo do Minho Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 3003

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Village House • Beach 900m

Complete with sauna, small gym, large and well equipped kitchen and dining area, and tasteful furnishings of the highest
standard, this superbly restored 17th Century property provides ideal accommodation for large groups. Just 8km from
the riverside town of Ponte de Lima, it sits on the slopes of the wooded valley of Labruja, its pool, terraces and lawns
commanding impressive views across lush green hillside. The restoration has combined two houses and created a pleasing
blend of old and new. Whilst the poolside wing with its tall windows and cheery atmosphere is modern in style, a wander
through an arched corridor reveals the beautifully furnished bedrooms where open stone walls, pretty window seats and
typical furniture of solid wood evoke a more traditional feel.

Locations on this blissfully unspoilt coastline do not come much better than this! Situated in the heart of the seaside
village of Moledo, this impressive architect designed property is 900m from the sandy beach, 200m from the nearest
restaurant and just across the road from the local shop. Dating back to the 18th Century, Casa da Trindade is one of the
oldest and most prestigious residences in the village. Recently restored and remodelled, it boasts a contemporary interior
which showcases the very best of modern design within its ancient walls. Outside, the surprisingly spacious grounds of this
centrally located village property stretch out to the side and back of the house in a series of beautifully maintained lawned
terraces, the uppermost of which incorporates the swimming pool.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Bárrio, Ponte de Lima Costa Verde and Minho

Sleeps 16-18 • 8 Bedrooms • 7 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool • Gym • Sauna • Table Tennis

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£1598 - £3496

Portugal

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£768 - £2598

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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PORTUGAL

O Vergel

Argela, Caminha Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 317

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room

Portugal

Charming accommodation is provided within this attractive stone property, which has been designed in the style of a ‘pazo’,
the smart country home so typical of the owners’ native Galicia. Marble surfaces, attractive handmade tiles, solid wood
ceilings and floors are some of the many attractive interior design features, whilst the stylish décor of the bedroom suites
and their adjoining bathrooms ensure that the feeling of comfort is complete. Outside in the mature terraced gardens a
spacious barbecue house overlooks the swimming pool and wide expanses of well tended lawn are bordered by shrubs
and trees. The situation is equally appealing. In the heart of Argela with two small shops within walking distance, the house
enjoys the advantages of a village location within a picturesque rural setting.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

*£698 - £2570

PRICES FROM

Casa de Gondarem

Portugal

Gondarem, Vila Nova de Cerveira Costa Verde and Minho 

Casa de Sequiade

WEB REF: 343

Sequiade, Barcelos Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 333

Sleeps 7 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool • Games Room • Village House

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Games Room

Looking out across a scenic landscape towards the sparkling waters of the River Minho, this beautifully presented home
sits within a mature multi-levelled garden of lawns, flowers, lush trees and shrubs in the village of Gondarem and provides
the most comfortable of bases from which to explore this charming unspoilt corner of Portugal. Stylishly restored, the
interior displays a chic décor of warm coloured paintwork, rich fabrics and classical furniture which creates a striking sense
of style and flair; on a lower level the one-time stable is now home to a charming games room. Just 800m from the house
is an elegant restaurant with wonderful views across the River Minho whilst a short walk in the other direction brings you
to a local café/bar.

The restoration of this fine 18th Century country home has been a true labour of love for its proud owners who have
combined charming original features with the high degree of comfort that today befits a property of such status. Your
entry through the main gates will reveal sweeping lawns, stone terraces and a well equipped barbecue area. Further
investigation will uncover an impressive games room and a covered terrace offering more activities including table tennis
and table football. Ideal for large groups or sharing families who may prefer a degree of privacy, the three bedrooms in the
main house are complemented by three self contained suites, each finished to the same high standard as the rest of the
accommodation and boasting balconies overlooking the pool.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Small
party rate*

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JULY - AUGUST
£990 - £2098

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1290 - £3250

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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PORTUGAL

PORTUGAL

Casa da Cuca

Portugal

Moreira do Lima, Ponte de Lima Costa Verde and Minho

Facha, Ponte de Lima Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 3393

A property that combines the tranquillity of a rural setting with easy access to amenities is always a pleasure to discover.
Nestling in colourful gardens amidst fields of vines and rolling woodland, the surroundings of this pretty stone cottage
are truly rural and yet the picturesque market town of Ponte de Lima is an easy 10 minute drive. Original 18th Century
features add character to the delightful interior: a vast hearth spans one wall of the kitchen, a vaulted wooden ceiling
covers the sitting room and throughout, open stone walls combine with pretty archways. Outside, abundant foliage and
covered patios provide welcome shade around the pool, whilst on a lower level lies a lawned area with badminton net.

Amidst flower-filled meadows and wooded countryside in the local hamlet of Facha, this beautifully restored stone ‘quinta’ and
its spacious grounds offer a winning combination of historic character and contemporary design to provide the most stylish and
idyllic of retreats. On the upper floor original stone seats sit either side of traditionally painted windows; in the atmospheric
kitchen stone ovens have been retained alongside the gleaming units of their up-to-date equivalent. Outside, the gardens enjoy
scenic views towards the gently undulating slopes of the Serra de No. Olive, fig and orange are just some of the fruit trees that
are dotted across the extensive lawns surrounding the swimming pool, whilst pretty terraces are bordered with the colourful
foliage of flowering plants. Just 600m away is the local café/shop which provides basic provisions.

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Casa Cristelo

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

£525 - £1290

Cristelo, Moledo do Minho Costa Verde and Minho

PRICES FROM



PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1498 - £2550

Casa Monte Santo Antão

WEB REF: 3621

Caminha Costa Verde and Minho



WEB REF: 3415

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Beach 2.4km • Restaurant 2.2km

Sleeps 7-8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 4.8km

Lush foliage and tree-covered slopes form a picturesque, natural backdrop for this strikingly up-to-the-minute home, which
offers contemporary living and scenic surroundings in the charming village of Cristelo. Enviably situated just beyond the
chic coastal neighbourhood of Moledo, Cristelo’s delightful cluster of attractive homes and typically cobbled lanes is only
2.4km from the sweeping sands and seafront restaurants of Moledo. Tucked away amidst enclosed grounds at the back of
the village, Casa Cristelo is the much-loved creation of its local owners whose architectural background and expertise have
allowed them to incorporate innovative design techniques and their own unique style into a light home that is practical and
elegant in equal measure. Its enticing pool is perfect for a refreshing dip before heading off to explore the nearby beaches,
whilst basic groceries can be found just 500m away in the local village shop.

Panoramic coastal views spread out before you like a picture at this eye-catching contemporary home, which sits amidst
the picturesque hillside of meadows and woodland that rises above the waterside town of Caminha. Inside, a stylish
combination of light wooden floors, crisp white walls and fashionable furnishings features throughout the smartly presented
rooms, the majority of which face west through wide glass windows to make the most of their proximity to the sea. Admiring
this vista from the terrace or from one of the smart living room sofas, you will be able to spot the places you plan to visit.
Shopping and dining out will be a pleasure in the pretty central square and cobbled streets of Caminha, which is just 2km
from the house, whilst the first of many sandy beaches lie just south of here at Foz do Minho.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Quinta de São Sebastião

WEB REF: 301

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

Portugal



Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Pool Table

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£530 - £1320

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£798 - £2540

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Villa Gomes

Portugal

Estoi Algarve

Alto do Botelho

WEB REF: 3188

São Brás de Alportel Algarve



WEB REF: 1014

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms • WiFi • Beach 21km • Restaurant 3km

Elegantly situated within fully enclosed grounds, surrounded by an undulating landscape of open countryside, Villa Gomes is a
wonderful spot in which to enjoy a relaxing holiday. Stepping inside you will find a contemporary, unfussy and roomy interior
where the tasteful furnishings and terracotta floors combine to create a peaceful ambience. Patio doors open directly from
the living area onto a dining terrace that looks across to the large swimming pool, perfectly positioned to catch the glorious
sunshine, while upstairs, each bedroom offers air conditioning and also access onto a spacious sun terrace, from where you can
enjoy the stunning views and warm sunshine. Close by, the pretty village of Estoi (2.5km) boasts a magnificent 19th Century
rococo palace, while the restaurants along Olhão sea front (10km) serve some of the freshest fish and seafood in the region.

Inviting and stylish, this beautiful property sits in a lovely rural position close to all amenities at the country town of
São Brás de Alportel. The exceedingly spacious, landscaped grounds bordering the shaded terraces and enticing swimming
pool are most impressive. Italianate in design, featuring an amazing array of shrubs, plants, trees, statues, rockeries and
sculpted hedgerows, the garden at Alto do Botelho is a haven of secluded tranquillity. Extending easily over one level, the
equally tasteful interior is adorned with eye-catching features such as a traditional vaulted entrance hall, frescoes of rural
scenes and distinctive Toile de Jouy wall covering in the dining room. Each bedroom is comfortable and well appointed; the
principal bedroom benefitting from not one but two, individual en suite bathrooms.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

98



Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Tennis Court • Table Tennis • Beach 10km • Restaurant 3km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£690 - £2246

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - SEPTEMBER
£1606 - £2336

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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PORTUGAL

Casa Mocho

Murta, Estoi Algarve



WEB REF: 3612

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms • WiFi • Beach 16km • Restaurant 3.8km

Portugal

Casa Mocho sits within extensive grounds of tall palm, gracious carob-trees and time-worn olives. The property boasts an impressively
large swimming pool with attractive outdoor dining areas. The villa hints strongly at tradition which contrasts pleasingly with a
contemporary fitted kitchen, modern appliances along with well-appointed living spaces. There is plenty of convenient access
to the outdoors and a wonderful relaxed atmosphere is created thanks to the owner's keen eye for comfortable interiors. The
spacious covered terrace offers an excellent space to enjoy outdoor dining, whilst the impressive swimming pool and large sun
terrace will entice many a keen swimmer! Nearby, the pretty white washed village of Estoi (4km), and the sleepy market town of
São Brás de Alportel (6km) both offer a choice of several excellent eateries. Beach lovers will enjoy a short trip to Fuzeta (16km),
famed for dune backed golden beaches and simple quayside restaurants serving delicious freshly caught seafood.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£915 - £2218

PRICES FROM

Casa do Ludo

Portugal

Almancil Algarve



Papoila

WEB REF: 3195

Torre, Armação de Pera Algarve



WEB REF: 3019

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Tennis Court • Table Tennis • Beach 7km • Restaurant 5km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Heated Pool • Beach 2km • Restaurants 2km

Hidden away at the end of a country lane and facing the beautiful Ria Formosa Natural Park, Casa do Ludo sits within fully
enclosed grounds that include a private tennis court and its very own pine woodland. Décor throughout the property is
admirably detailed; a combination of beautifully laid terracotta wall and floor tiles, exposed stone and intricate brick work.
Convenient access onto the terraces, garden and pool area also keeps the thoughtfully designed living space filled with light.
The bedrooms, nicely distributed over both levels, offer a double and a twin bedroom on the ground floor and a principal
double bedroom with en suite shower room on the first floor. Close by, the exclusive enclaves of Quinta do Lago and Vale do
Lobo are easily accessible, as well as the glorious sandy beaches and excellent restaurants of nearby Almancil (6km).

Named after the owner’s favourite flower, Papoila sits peacefully off a country lane in the little hamlet of Torre between
Armação de Pera and Porches. South facing, fully enclosed and offering good privacy, the grounds at Papoila, have been
thoughtfully landscaped to provide a mixture of colourful plants, attractive shrubs, fruit trees and abundant shade, and also
boast appealing views out over the valley to the glittering ocean. A thoroughly modern home, light floods into the spacious
ground floor open plan living area and well equipped kitchen, which open out onto the poolside terrace, an ideal spot for
relaxed summer dining. The impeccable bedrooms, each with an en suite, also have air conditioning, while the two first
floor bedrooms have either a terrace or Juliette balcony.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£698 - £2394

Portugal

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£940 - £2330

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN COSTA VERDE AND MINHO

Quinta de São Simão
Couto, Santo Tirso

Sleeps 4

Casa do Santa

Azoes, Vila Verde

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 4

Casa Picolino

Moledo do Minho

Sleeps 4

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN COSTA VERDE AND MINHO

Casa do Picasso

Sleeps 6

Quinta Souto Chão

Aspra, Vila Praia de Âncora

Gondufe, Ponte de Lima

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps

6-7

Casa do Monte do Moledo
Moledo do Minho

Sleeps 7

WEB REF: 329

WEB REF: 318

WEB REF: 320

WEB REF: 3395

WEB REF: 324

WEB REF: 347

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Games Room

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Small Party Rate*

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Village House • Beach 1.2km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 2.6km • Restaurant 1.7km

4 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Games Room • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 2.2km

Available JUL-AUG
Prices from £1390 - £1620

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£598 - £1374

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £898 - £1450

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £620 - £1820

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£560 - £2198

Casa do Bosque

Lugar da Marasca, Ponte de Lima

Sleeps 4

Casa de Nasce

Nasce, Povoa de Lanhoso

Sleeps 4

Casa da Horta

Sleeps

5-6

Moledo do Minho

Casa de Campo

Sleeps

7-9

Quinta da Lua

Venade, Caminha

Barbudo, Vila Verde

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £650 - £2190

Sleeps 8

Casa do Moinho

Palmeira de Faro, Esposende

WEB REF: 342

WEB REF: 3712

WEB REF: 3257

WEB REF: 340

WEB REF: 3334

WEB REF: 3734

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £630 - £1390

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Table Tennis • Games Room • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £630 - £1370

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Village House • Beach 1.4km • Restaurant 700m

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 6km
Restaurant 1.1km • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £630 - £1690

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£598 - £2180

Casa Reserva do Poeta

Afife

Sleeps 6

Casa dos Fernandos

Pico de Regalados, Vila Verde

Sleeps 6

Quinta da Pousada

Vitorino das Donas, Ponte de Lima

Sleeps 6

Quinta de Cartemil
Gemeira, Ponte de Lima

Sleeps

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1162 - £2328

8-9

Quinta da Bemvisa

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£998 - £2798

Sleeps 10

Calheiros, Ponte de Lima

Casa Beiral

Beiral do Lima

WEB REF: 3754

WEB REF: 349

WEB REF: 3137

WEB REF: 3202

WEB REF: 346

WEB REF: 3622

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Beach 2km • Restaurant 1.5km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Village House • Fenced Pool

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi
Games Room • Table Tennis

5 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi
Tennis Court

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £750 - £2098

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £698 - £1980

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £926 - £2060

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1498 - £2676

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1678 - £3170

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£698 - £2598
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 8

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

Sleeps 10

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 103

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN COSTA VERDE AND MINHO

Quinta do Ouro

Travassos, Povoa de Lanhoso

Sleeps 10

Casa da Eira

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 10

Gondomil, Valença

Quinta de São Bento
Vila de Prado, Braga

Sleeps 12

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ALGARVE

Casinha Goa
Ferragudo

Sleeps 4

vintagetravel.co.uk

Oliveira

Sleeps 4

Guia

Casa da Areia
Olhos d’Agua

WEB REF: 3479

WEB REF: 303

WEB REF: 311

WEB REF: 3409

WEB REF: 3016

WEB REF: 1016

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Gated Pool Area • Games Room • Village House
Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis

6 Bedrooms • 7 Bathrooms • WiFi • Tennis Court
Pool Table • Restaurant 800m • Small Party Rate*

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Village House
Beach 850m • Restaurant 100m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Childrens Pool • Beach 5km • Restaurant 1km

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1220 - £2698

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1498 - £3090

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £710 - £1368

Available APR-SEPT
Prices from £530 - £1558

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Fenced and Heated Pool • Children’s Pool
Beach 1.5km • Restaurant 50m

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1322 - £2706

Quinta da Agra
Ponte de Lima

Sleeps 16

We spent a glorious week at Casa da Horta in June 2019. After
a day of exploring the many sights, towns and villages nearby
it is wonderful to return and relax in the beautiful grounds.
There are numerous excellent restaurants and cafes in the area.
Spain is very easy to get to by ferry or bridge. A Guarda, a small
fishing village in Spain, is a great destination for lunch. Be sure
to go to one of the restaurants on the harbour. This is the fourth
time that we have booked with Vintage Travel. Their properties
are always exactly as described.
The Sklar family, Casa da Hora, Costa Verde and Minho

Casa da Palmeira

Malhão, Boliqueime

Sleeps 6

Sleeps 6

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1856 - £3696

Casa da Fonte

Sleeps 6

Santa Barbara de Nexe

Casa Por do Sol

Vale de Telha, Aljezur

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 325

WEB REF: 1013

WEB REF: 3619

WEB REF: 3012

8 Bedrooms • 8 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Billiard Table • Small Party Rate*

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Games Room • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool
Beach 12km • Restaurant 4km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Restaurant 1.6km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool
Beach 1.9km • Restaurant 200m • Small Party Rate*

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from £998 - £2420

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£652- £1458

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1798 - £3494

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1324 - £3299

Jasmineiro

Santa Barbara de Nexe

Valenca

104

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

Quinta dos Bisavos
Ferreiras, Guia

Sleeps 6

Sky 1

Malhão, Boliqueime

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3365

WEB REF: 2320

WEB REF: 3757

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 14km • Restaurant 1km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 7km • Restaurant 1.5km

Available JUN-OCT
Prices from £750 - £2200

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £556 - £1544

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Games Room • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool
Beach 12km • Restaurant 4km
Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1693 - £4092

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 105

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ALGARVE

O Ninho

Alcaria Cova, Estoi

Sleeps 6

Miguel

Alcaria Cova, Estoi

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

Vista da Montanha

Quinta do Rosal, Carvoeiro

Sleeps 6

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ALGARVE

Casa das Pedras

Boliqueime

Sleeps 10

vintagetravel.co.uk

Casa do Inglês

Sleeps 10

Malhão, Boliqueime

Casa do Sol
Olhos d’Agua

Sleeps 12

WEB REF: 3531

WEB REF: 3532

WEB REF: 3591

WEB REF: 999

WEB REF: 993

WEB REF: 1015

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 16km • Restaurant 1.7km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 16km • Restaurant 1.7km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurant 400m • Beach 4km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Children’s Pool
Heated Pool • Beach 12km • Small Party Rate*

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £525 - £1782

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £525 - £ 1782

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £702 - £2150

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Tennis Court • Games Room • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool
Beach 12km • Restaurant 2.5km • Small Party Rate*

6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Tennis Court • Fenced and Heated Pool • Children’s Pool
Beach 1.5km • Restaurant 50m • Small Party Rate*

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1862 - £5376

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£998 - £3316

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£2580 - £6948

We were very impressed with your
service which was superb and
we very much hope to use your
company again in the future. Thank
you for making it so easy for us!
Mr B.Sutton, Solar da Montanha

Solar da Montanha
Santa Barbara de Nexe

Sleeps 6

Monte de Aguia

Picota, Tavira

Sleeps 6

Casa Branca

Altura

Sleeps 8

Casa Cahombo

Malhão, Boliqueime

Sleeps 14

Casa da Montanha

Sleeps 16

Malhão, Boliqueime

WEB REF: 3013

WEB REF: 3346

WEB REF: 3592

WEB REF: 986

WEB REF: 992

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 17km • Restaurants 1.2 km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 7km • Restaurant 5.6km

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Town House • Beach 1km • Restaurant 500m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £894 - £2380

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £886 - £2448

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £768 - £2368

7 Bedrooms • 7 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Games Room • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool
Restaurant 4km • Small Party Rate*

9 Bedrooms • 9 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Table Tennis • Games Room • Heated Pool
Children’s Pool • Restaurant 4km • Small Party Rate*

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1651 - £7713

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£2664 - £8948

Casa Laguna
Fuzeta

Sleeps 8

Casa Sky

Malhão, Boliqueime

Sleeps 8

Casa de Baixo

Malhão, Boliqueime

Sleeps 8

WEB REF: 3535

WEB REF: 3762

WEB REF: 987

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 3.5km • Restaurant 3.5km
Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool • Games Room
Beach 12km • Restaurant 4km

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Games Room • Children’s Pool • Heated Pool
Beach 12km • Restaurant 4km

Available MAR-SEPT
Prices from *£599 - £2498

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1992 - £4897

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1976 - £4798
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Ferragudo, Algarve

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

FRANCE
CÔTE D’AZUR PROVENCE
SOUTH WEST FRANCE
Mesmerising scenery, irresistible food and wine, and a
fascinating heritage are just a few reasons why France
remains a favourite holiday destination for so many.
We are pleased to feature properties in three regions
across France, each unique in flavour and character.
In South West France, we focus on rural charm: swathes
of orchards and vineyards punctuated by picturesque
villages and châteaux. In the heart of Provence, backdrops
of lavender and olive groves contrast with dramatic
mountains and gorges, dotted with hilltop towns. On the
Côte d’Azur, a wealth of cultural and coastal attractions
can be enjoyed alongside the timeless allure of sleepy
villages.

Image: Provence
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
MARKETS
A vital feature of French life, the weekly market is a wonderful
experience for visitors: colourful arrays of fresh produce,
locally grown or reared, as well as sweet treats and typical dishes
to try. More than this, the marketplace is an opportunity to meet
local people and see the ‘real’ France.

FESTIVALS
Numerous fêtes and festivals take place throughout the year which
are fun to be a part of, often involving cuisine or traditions unique to
the area. Flower battles in the perfume town of Grasse, the theatre
festival and ‘fringe’ street performances in Avignon, and medieval
fairs in the bastide towns of South West France are just some of the
amazingly diverse festivities that you may be able to enjoy during
your stay.

THE HERITAGE OF SOUTH WEST FRANCE
Enviable for its cultural and historical breadth, the south west
corner of France boasts Roman remains, Cathar fortresses,
Renaissance cathedrals, fairytale châteaux and perfectly preserved
medieval bastide towns. It is also a treasure trove for the arts,
from prehistoric cave paintings to masterpieces by artists such as
Toulouse-Lautrec.
Massif-de-l'Esterel

What an absolute delight it's been to stay at Maison
Fleurie! Why did we only book one week? What were
we thinking? Many thanks to our generous hosts for
their lovely house... Beyond the house, the area is also
a joy – steeped in history with stunning views and great
markets. We're planning our next visit already.
The Paul party, Maison Fleurie, South West France

THE CUISINE OF PROVENCE
Classic Mediterranean ingredients such as tomatoes and olives
blended with aromatic herbs are the basis of many typical Provençal
dishes. The fishy speciality ‘bouillabaisse’ is a must try, perhaps
followed by goat’s cheese and honey, or an almond sweet. And the
perfect accompaniment is a chilled glass of the local rosé!

THE COASTLINE OF THE CÔTE D’AZUR
From the dramatic red cliff scenery of the Esterel mountains to the
glitz and bustle of Riviera towns such as St Tropez and Cannes, the
Côte d’Azur will delight nature lovers and thrill seekers alike. Don’t
miss strolling Nice’s famous Promenade des Anglais which runs the
length of the bay, or driving one of the iconic Corniche roads with
stunning views of the Mediterranean at each bend.
Najac, South West France
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FRANCE

Vue du Lac

Montauroux Côte d'Azur



WEB REF: 3759

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

Valbonne Côte d'Azur



..

Le Pastre

WEB REF: 3739

Montfuron, Manosque Provence



WEB REF: 3277

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms • WiFi • Restaurant 1km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Restaurant 300m

Light and spacious, La Pervenche is a comfortable villa within 1.5km of fashionable Valbonne and just 30 minutes’ drive to the
coast. Inside, curved walls and archways create appealing angular views and a lovely sense of space and proportion. Cool tiled
floors extend from the living room through to a large and well designed kitchen. Two double en suite bedrooms complete the
ground floor and two further en suite doubles on the first floor each have their own balcony. Outside dining is a delight beside
the built-in barbecue and pizza oven, overlooking spacious Mediterranean gardens and the kidney shaped pool. This villa
affords privacy in an easily accessible location, just a 5 minute drive from Valbonne where the pretty main square is blessed
with bustling cafés and restaurants. Days out may include Antibes (18km), Mougins (8km) or Grasse (9km).

With classic Provençal charm and views from the swimming pool terrace stretching across the Luberon towards the fabled
Mont Ventoux, Le Pastre is a rural hideaway yet only a short stroll from the quaint village of Montfuron. Tiled floors and
uncluttered furnishings allow you to enjoy cool Provençal living at its best. A spacious living room is suffused with light
from the sun terrace, and a cool kitchen leads out to the covered dining area. Two of the bedrooms are doubles and benefit
from the same glorious views across the surrounding hillsides. From the garden a short path leads to the charming village
of Montfuron complete with renowned restaurant, boules pitch and tennis courts. Nearby Manosque (13km) offers further
amenities and wine lovers will enjoy tasting the locally-produced wine in Pierrevert (7km).

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

£2750 - £3672

PRICES FROM

France

o
Of n

JUNE - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

La Pervenche

Spectacular
Provençal
views

te.

France

Vue du Lac’s hillside location affords magnificent views over the woods towards the sparkling blue Lake Saint-Cassien. The oval
pool and summer kitchen are on a lower level, along with an externally accessed bedroom with en suite facilities. Above, the
spacious main floor has two further bedrooms, each walking onto the terrace with beautiful lake views. A traditional style with
good quality furniture and fixtures is evident throughout. For al fresco meals you can choose from the balcony, a shady dining
gazebo or the summer kitchen. The villa sits in a well-tended Mediterranean garden, within a private Domaine with tennis courts.
You will surely spend time at the Lac de Saint-Cassien (3km), relaxing or hiring canoes or paddle boards, and exploring nearby
hilltop villages such as Montauroux (5.5km), Callian (7.5km) and Fayence (15km). The closest beaches are in Mandelieu (29km).

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£2250 - £3886

France

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - OCTOBER
£1848 - £3492

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431
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Mas Cléa

Le Rouret, Grasse Côte d'Azur

WEB REF: 3145

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 2km

France

Situated in a small cluster of Provençal villas, with luscious wooded hillside views, Mas Cléa effortlessly blends contemporary
design with the best of outdoor living. The views are perhaps best appreciated from the picture windows in the two upstairs
bedrooms, whilst the master bedroom on the ground floor benefits from en suite facilities. The open plan living/dining
room and sleek ultra-modern kitchen each lead out onto a covered terrace, housing a beautiful infinity pool and an al fresco
dining area respectively. Local amenities are around 2km away in the small centres of Le Rouret and Roquefort-les-Pins, and
among the many places warranting exploration in the area are the dazzling town of Cannes (18km) famed for its film festival
and yacht-studded harbour, the perfume capital of Grasse (10km), and Gourdon (15km), a classically beautiful hilltop town
renowned for its glass production.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Mas des Oliviers

France

JULY - AUGUST
£3798 - £3998

Spéracèdes, Grasse Côte d'Azur

Villa Eloi

WEB REF: 1229

Biot Côte d'Azur



WEB REF: 3518

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Enclosed & Gated Heated Pool • Jacuzzi

Built into the hillside between sea and mountain, this wonderful stone Mas enjoys outstanding views from its secluded grounds
and has been lovingly restored in keeping with its typical Provençal exterior. A blend of contemporary furnishings and traditional
décor extends throughout the interior, accentuated by plentiful natural light through the south-facing French windows. Cosy
bedrooms and local handcrafted tiles from Salernes in the bathrooms and kitchen further enhance the theme. Outside, a spacious
terrace extends the length of the house offering breathtaking panoramic views, whilst the attractive tiered garden cascades from
a manicured lawn garden beside the house down to the private pool terrace. Just 200m down the hill from the property there is a
restaurant and the small picturesque village centre of Spéracèdes is only half a kilometre away, offering a local shop for essentials.

Taking full advantage of its elevated position, Villa Eloi boasts sweeping panoramic views from its terraces and balconies
over the hilltop village of Biot and the surrounding countryside. Large glass doors in the spacious living/dining room also
frame the views, whilst the carefully considered décor creates a comfortable yet sumptuous feel. Each bedroom benefits
from air conditioning and access to the outdoors, with the three first floor bedrooms enjoying a lovely curved balcony.
Outside, the enclosed grounds include a gated pool and an outdoor jacuzzi. Biot (3.5km) is famous for glassmaking and
offers amenities and restaurants, with a further choice in chic Antibes (10km). The coast is a mere 6km away, as is the
Aquasplash water park, whilst the ‘capital’ of the Côte d’Azur, Nice (24km), is just a 30 minute train ride from Biot station.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£2160 - £4020

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - AUGUST
£4905 - £5495

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431
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La Mente



La Garde-Freinet Côte d'Azur

WEB REF: 3560

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Restaurants 5km

France

Nestling in a secluded location in the valley and enjoying panoramic views, this single storey villa is centred around a beautiful
enclosed courtyard with comfortable seating, and a raised covered area for al fresco dining. A professionally equipped kitchen,
four bedrooms and a living room in soft contemporary colours, with quality furnishings and stone floors, create the feeling
of a much-loved home. The grounds are on different levels and the private pool is accessed via a small path to a lower level
of the garden. Five minutes’ drive uphill is the village of La Garde-Freinet (5km), a vibrant town with cafés, restaurants and a
twice weekly market. Five minutes in the other direction brings you to the medieval hilltop village of Grimaud (5km) with its
vineyards and castle. Sainte Maxime and the beaches of Saint-Tropez are a short drive away.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

£1748 - £4300

PRICES FROM

Lou Lume

France

Peymeinade, Grasse Côte d'Azur



Mas du Val

WEB REF: 3416

St Paul de Vence Côte d'Azur 

WEB REF: 3361

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Gated Pool • Restaurant 1.1km

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

The contemporary fittings and striking artwork at Lou Lume are worthy of an interior design magazine, including fun
features such as bar stools with wrought iron tractor seats. Each floor has two bedrooms, making it suitable for two
families or multiple generations. Outside, dedicated dining and seating areas overlook the enclosed pool area and there
are far reaching views to admire. Palm, fig and olive trees provide dappled shade in the garden and there is a small boules
area. Just below the house, Peymeinade offers all amenities including a supermarket and a selection of restaurants, and in
Grasse (9km) you can visit the town’s famous perfumeries or play at world class golf courses. Water sports can be enjoyed
on Lake St Cassien (16km) or on the coast at Mandelieu-La Napoule (20km) with its sandy beaches.

Perfectly capturing the flavours of the Mediterranean with its sun yellow façade, olive green shutters and azure swimming
pool, and with St Paul de Vence just under a kilometre away, this superlatively comfortable villa has become a firm favourite.
A wraparound covered dining terrace provides cooling shade and overlooks the attractive garden, whilst the interior is amply
proportioned and tastefully furnished. A twin bedroom on the ground floor has direct access to the pool terrace, and three
double bedrooms on the first floor complete the picture. Popular St Paul de Vence is well worth the short steep walk uphill,
and further afield the delights of Antibes, Cannes and the beaches of the famous Côte d’Azur are all within easy reach for a
day trip.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1210 - £3934

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

JUNE - AUGUST
£1996 - £4596

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431
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FRANCE

FRANCE

Les Lavandes

France

Seillans Côte d'Azur 

Mas St Siffrein

WEB REF: 3009

Caromb Provence



WEB REF: 1210

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Fenced Pool • Table Tennis

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool • Village House • Restaurants 350m

Spacious and elegant, this substantial property offers comfort and quality in equal measure, as well as a blissfully secluded,
peaceful setting amid woodland, just a short drive from the atmospheric cobbled streets of the beautiful hilltop village of
Seillans, which offers dining options and local shops. It is a modern house, built with a nod to Provençal style: wide arches and
cool flooring inside, terracotta roof tiles and dry stone terracing outside, with rows of olive trees, rosemary and lavender in
the sprawling grounds. At the hub of the house, light floods into the spacious living room with its double height ceiling, two
comfortable seating areas and more informal mezzanine above. Various terraces enjoy stupendous views across the wooded
hillsides where trails can be explored on foot or bike directly from the house.

Mas St Siffrein is a charming village house which combines easy access to village life with breathtaking vistas. The façade
of the house overlooks a village street in Caromb, whilst the rear courtyard, with its shaded terrace and enclosed pool,
boasts far-reaching countryside views to the fabled Mont Ventoux. Spread over three floors, the rooms are light and
airy with a mixture of pale colours, exposed stone and thick white-painted wooden beams. Caromb, with its choice of
restaurants, is on your doorstep, but no visit here would be complete without exploring the area. Small country roads
wind their way up into the Dentelles de Montmirail hills, where there are plenty of marked walking routes and renowned
vineyards to discover.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

*£998 - £3498

PRICES FROM

France

PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£726 - £2600

te.
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Walk to
historic village
of Goult

o
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La Farigoule

France

Goult, Luberon, Provence

Mas la Jasse

WEB REF: 3599

Gordes Provence



WEB REF: 3147

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Restaurant 1.3km

A spacious and traditional Provençal villa set on a sunny hillside just 350m below the picturesque hilltop village of Goult.
Colourful oleanders surround the private pool with views over the Luberon mountains. A perfect base to explore much of
Provence. La Farigoule has spacious rooms and traditionally French furnishings throughout. Doors from the principal living
area with beamed ceiling lead out onto a pretty pool terrace with shaded area for dining from where guests will undoubtedly
enjoy the views across the valley, whilst dining al fresco. There are weekly markets in Goult selling Provençal delights as well
as a boulangerie and restaurants. On your doorstep is the Luberon National Park and day trips to beautiful medieval villages
such as Bonnieux, Lacoste and Lourmarin. Gordes (10km) is also worth a trip, clinging to the edge of a spur of Mont Ventoux, it
boasts sandstone houses tumbling down narrow cobbled streets.

Boasting impeccable standards and an enviable location in the Luberon valley, close to the stunning hilltop town of Gordes (4km),
Mas La Jasse offers contemporary style alongside a quintessential Provençal ambience. The focal point of this property is surely
the delightful foliage-draped terrace under which your enjoyment of the local gastronomy will be enhanced by the dappled
Provençal light and the view of the beautiful pool. Inside, the stylish kitchen in hues of blue and cream and the welcoming living/
dining area offer families or sharing couples the perfect space in which to relax. Upstairs, each of the bedrooms is tastefully
decorated and enjoys views over the surrounding countryside. There are ample opportunities for walking and hiking along the
footpaths of the Vaucluse hills, whilst Gordes has a fine choice of restaurants and chic shops.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Village House • Restaurant 500m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£950 - £2450

France

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£986 - £2812

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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FRANCE

Les Ramiers

Le Barroux Provence



WEB REF: 1219

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Gated Pool • Table Tennis • Restaurants 700m

France

Les Ramiers is ideal for those seeking a countryside setting yet wishing to be within walking distance of a village. This
bright and spacious property nestles on the edge of picturesque Le Barroux, whose narrow cobbled streets are lined
with beautiful stone houses. Here you will find three restaurants, a shop and, dominating the skyline, an impressive
12th century château. Colourful pieces of artwork, originals by the artist owner, as well as interesting antiques help to
enhance the unique and authentic style of the house. Accessed via a gate, the pool area is a pretty spot with a decking
surround punctuated, at one end, by a shady pergola, whilst the rest of the garden has been left ‘au naturel’ to reflect
the local style.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Le Mazet

France

Eyragues Provence

MAY - SEPTEMBER

Maison de La Boutière

WEB REF: 3579

Small
party rate*

*£1286 - £2998

Méthamis Provence



WEB REF: 3766

Sleeps 4 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 2km

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Football • Pool Table • Restaurant 6km

A perfect villa for four with air conditioning and en suite throughout. The owner, who has impeccable standards, has gone
to great lengths to ensure the villa is a relaxing and comfortable holiday home. Sliding doors open onto an attractive pergola
covered terrace that overlooks the pool and good-sized verdant garden with private parking. The villa is on a small road
1.7km outside the village of Eyragues where you will find a bakery, small supermarket, restaurant and a weekly market. The
area is steeped in history. Le Mazet enjoys a great location on the edge of the Alpilles National Park just 10 minutes drive
from St Rémy-de-Provence, a beautiful historic town with fabulous weekly markets that take over the centre and will fill your
senses with the tastes and sounds of Provençal life. Just outside the town is the Roman site of Glanum, one of the largest
archaeological sites in Europe.

This impressive stone farmhouse is set on a hillside near to the little village of Méthamis with lovely views over vineyards.
A spacious property, it has been renovated to a high standard and is tastefully decorated throughout. Outside, the extensive
grounds include a garden laid to lawn, established trees, various terraces, with both shaded and sunny spots. There is ample
space for large parties to enjoy sociable meals together but also split off to relax! Much of your time will probably be spent in
and around the large pool (12m x 6m) and adjacent pool house. But should you venture out, you will find the beautiful scenery
of the Nesque Gorges on your doorstep, and Mont Ventoux and the picturesque villages of the Luberon within easy reach.
Local amenities and restaurants can be found in Malemort-du-Comtat (6km) and Pernes-les-Fontaines (15km).

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£882 - £2450

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£2100 - £4750

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431
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La Vallée

France

La Fouillade (Najac), Aveyron South West France

St André-de-Najac, Aveyron South West France



WEB REF: 452

At the head of a hidden valley with dramatic views over the surrounding countryside, La Vallée is a beautiful house in a
location which is hard to rival. The comfortable interior opens out onto a spectacular dining terrace overlooking the inviting
pool area. Children will love the games room and the 1.6 hectares of grounds to explore. Only 6km away, the medieval bastide
of Najac is classed as ‘one of the most beautiful villages in France’ and offers some great eateries. More restaurants and amenities
are available close by in La Fouillade (3km) and, further afield, the charming towns of Cordes-sur-Ciel, Villeneuve and Villefranche
are all worth exploring.

Surrounded by two acres of landscaped gardens, Soulages boasts stunning unspoilt panoramic views over tree clad hills
and the deep river valley below. The property itself, an impeccable stone building, stands alongside the very best in our
portfolio. Inside, an impressive double-height living room exudes warmth and grandeur. The ‘home-from-home’ kitchen is
well equipped, while the bedrooms are decorated with charm and taste, each with its own bathroom facilities. Outdoor living
is most attractive; step out of the house onto the balcony leading to the dining terrace, which is perfectly positioned to enjoy
the views as well as overlooking the pool area. The nearest restaurant and shop are in St André de Najac (1km) and one of our
favourite villages, Najac, is only 6km away.

La Cour

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

Gaillac, Tarn South West France



*£702 - £3188

PRICES FROM

La Tourette

WEB REF: 3564

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

*£750 - £2974

PRICES FROM

France

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

Mirandol-Bourgnounac, Tarn South West France



WEB REF: 3151

Sleeps 6 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Town House

Sleeps 14 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis

Surrounded by vineyards, Gaillac has forever been intertwined with wine. In one of the side streets radiating from the
centre, we discovered La Cour, a townhouse with its own private swimming pool, only a short walk (300m) to a tree lined
square with cafés and restaurants. Its façade hides surprisingly spacious accommodation over three floors. A contemporary
kitchen leads through to a dining room with traditional fireplace and doors onto the rear courtyard, where there is space
for a swimming pool and terrace, as well as table tennis on the upper level. With amenities, museums and markets on
the doorstep, a week could pass by without use of the car but take a day to explore the bastide towns of the area and, of
course, a day along one of the wine routes to discover the Gaillac wines.

Within a sleepy hamlet bordering a peaceful village, this lovingly restored mid-19th century manor house enjoys sweeping
views across the verdant Tarn region. The owners have taken great care to retain the architectural integrity of the building,
retaining original features such as the intricately tiled floors and painted beams. Cool bright interiors and comfortable
stylish furniture throughout ensure an inviting atmosphere. Leading out from the ground floor, ample terraces surround the
heated swimming pool and an excellently appointed summer kitchen makes al fresco dining a delight. Just a short distance
away, the village of Mirandol-Bourgnounac (3km) offers a small range of shops for essentials and a couple of restaurants.
Carmaux (12km) provides further shopping options and the regional capital Albi (30km) is well worth a visit.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

122

Soulages

WEB REF: 446

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Heated Pool • Restaurant 1km

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

France



Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Games Room

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1082 - £1812

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - SEPTEMBER
*£1106 - £3180

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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FRANCE

FRANCE

Pech Marty

France

Montagnac-sur-Lède, Monflanquin, Lot et Garonne South West France

Castillonnès, Lot et Garonne South West France



WEB REF: 3475

A sparkling retreat which offers something for everyone, Pech Marty will delight all who stay there. Set in spacious grounds
with views over the countryside towards the 'bastide' town of Monflanquin, this lovely stone building has been sympathetically
restored to become a most relaxing and comfortable 'home from home'. A profusion of colour and greenery greet you on arrival,
created by a wonderful variety of trees, plants, flowers and orchard. The interior is decorated with flair and imagination. Looking
out over the enclosed garden, the open plan dining room/kitchen is equipped for all self catering needs whilst the comfortably
furnished living room has colourful paintings and artefacts on the walls. Monflanquin (7km) offers all amenities from a large
supermarket, bakeries and shops to a range of restaurants and bars.

Enjoy French country living at this beautifully restored 18th century stone bastide which offers charm and style in abundance.
With its elegant balance of soft linens, rustic pieces carefully sourced from local ‘brocantes’ and a colour palette inspired by
nature, the interior of La Castille could easily grace the pages of any French country chic magazine. The gorgeous kitchen/diner is
flooded with light and well equipped to ensure effortless self-catering, and double doors open out to the garden with its dedicated
areas for dining al fresco and sunbathing by the fenced pool. The pretty bastide village of Castillonnès (3km) offers a selection of
restaurants and shops, and historic Bergerac is easily accessible for a day out (23km). The surrounding area is great for sightseeing,
wine tasting, and activities such as canoeing on the River Dordogne.
FRIDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

Castelnau-de-Lévis, Tarn South West France

£1196 - £2784

PRICES FROM



La Levaille

WEB REF: 412

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

£842 - £2090

PRICES FROM

Le Colombier

France

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Landerrouat, Duras, Gironde South West France



WEB REF: 3584

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

This charming dovecote restoration will delight honeymooners or couples seeking a romantic break. Situated in an elevated
position, surrounded by rolling countryside, it is constructed from golden stone with a distinctive turreted roof. The living
accommodation is open plan with a high ceiling to maximise the sense of space, and exposed stone and wooden beams
create true atmosphere. A thoughtfully designed kitchen borders the pretty living area and on the first floor a double bed
with beautifully ornate wrought iron bedhead takes centre stage. Le Colombier is just under 2km from Castelnau-de-Lévis and
just 7km to the east is Albi with its distinctive red brick cathedral; be sure to visit the beautiful walled cathedral gardens
and the 11th century Pont Vieux, said to be the oldest bridge in France.

Orderly rows of vines cover the undulating landscape on the approach to La Levaille, a beautiful stone farmhouse nestled
amongst the vineyards between Duras and Ste-Foy-la-Grande, an area renowned for its wines. This lovely backdrop is enhanced
by La Levaille’s established mature garden, filled with a magnificent array of trees and plants, with the pool in an elevated
position. The generous living room is furnished with elegant sofas and contemporary lighting, and the kitchen/dining room has
beautiful wood cabinets, an impressive range oven and French doors that lead out to the dining terrace. The nearest wine
domaine is in Landerrouat (2km) with Duras only 11km away. For amenities, head to Ste-Foy-la-Grande (12km), a medieval
bastide town with half-timbered buildings, on the banks of the Dordogne. Canoeing on the river is also possible nearby.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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La Castille

WEB REF: 423

Sleeps 8 • 5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

France



Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Enclosed Heated Pool • Table Tennis

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£602 - £1594

France

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£630 - £2378

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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facilities,space
and setting
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Tournesol

France

Salvagnac, Rabastens, Tarn South West France

Castelnau-de-Montmiral, Tarn South West France



WEB REF: 413

Sitting in four acres of spacious grounds close to the ancient bastide town of Salvagnac, this smart country retreat comprises a
main house and two independent cottages, with a private tennis court as well as a fenced heated pool. The combination of
space, facilities and quality proves attractive for large groups. The ample terrace is perfect for outdoor dining and relaxing
and far reaching views of the Tarn countryside can be enjoyed from the pool area in particular. Tournesol’s interior is
equally appealing: a well equipped kitchen makes self-catering holidays a pleasure, colourful artwork adorns the walls and
plump sofas and king sized beds are standard. Exploring the surrounding region is a delight: scenic drives could include the
Gaillac vineyards or the beautiful hilltop town of Cordes-sur-Ciel.

Situated on the edge of the ancient Grésigne forest, this former hunting lodge is now an elegant and deceptively spacious
abode, ideal for large family gatherings. Much care has been taken with the renovation and the interior combines rustic
touches with a modern day décor. In the grounds there are various spots for adults to relax and children to play, and the
whole party can dine together outdoors or indoors. Four hectares of woodland await exploration behind the property, whilst
watersports and other activities are available in the area. It is only a 5 minute drive to the charming bastide town of Castelnaude-Montmiral, offering a number of shops and restaurants, and a visit to the picturesque perched villages of Puycelci and
Bruniquel is highly recommended.

*£2196 - £3596

PRICES FROM

La Sérénité

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

La Fouillade (Najac), Aveyron South West France

*£1162 - £3480

PRICES FROM



La Paillère

WEB REF: 451

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

Small
party rate*

Béffery (Miramont-de-Guyenne), Lot-et-Garonne South West France



WEB REF: 3763

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Heated Pool

Sleeps 10 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool • Table Tennis

La Sérénité nestles in secluded, lawned gardens on a hillside at the end of a hidden valley. Exposed stone walls and wood
beams throughout create a traditional feel. Also reflecting its farmhouse origins, the principle living spaces are on the first
floor, leading out to a fabulous decked balcony furnished with outdoor sofas from which to soak in the view. The top floor is
dedicated to two bedroom suites with air conditioning, with two further bedrooms on the ground floor. Outside, two ancient
walnut trees by the dining terrace provide natural shade whilst the heated pool has been positioned to capture the sun and
the superb infinity views over the Aveyron river gorges. Shops and a couple of cafés are close at hand in La Fouillade (3km) and
the picturesque ‘bastide’ of Najac (6km) offers excellent eateries.

This beautifully presented home is surrounded by a patchwork of fields, vineyards and woodlands. Bordered by hedges
and trees, the garden encompasses terraces, table tennis, lawn and the swimming pool, whose waters mirror the sky-blue
shutters. There is a welcoming, stylish feel through the house, which has two comfortable living rooms and a well-equipped
kitchen. The first floor bedrooms are accessed by two separate staircases, effectively creating two independent sleeping
areas, ideal for families holidaying together, whilst the sixth (ground floor) bedroom has access to the side terrace. La Paillère
is a five minute drive from Miramont-de-Guyenne with its selection of shops and weekly market. Nearby visits include Duras
(22km) and the bastide of Eymet (15km). For longer days out, head to Saint Emilion (68km) for its wines, beautiful Bordeaux
(1hr 30mins) or the coast at Arcachon (2 hrs).

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

126

La Brisée

WEB REF: 457

Sleeps 12-14 • 7 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

France



Sleeps 16 • 7 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Heated Pool • Tennis Court • Table Tennis

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£980 - £3290

France

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£682 - £2634

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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FRANCE

Blanche d’Armagnac

Fourcès, Gers South West France



WEB REF: 3499

Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

France

This stunning white villa, set in verdant parkland, has been recently refurbished and now has a contemporary and stylish
interior featuring travertine floors and painted wood beams, creating a harmonious backdrop to the elegant furniture. There
is a feeling of spaciousness throughout the property, from the open plan living areas with their wide French doors to the light
and airy bedrooms. The large garden and pool overlook idyllic countryside, inviting leisurely meals outdoors, perhaps finished
by a glass of world renowned Armagnac from a local producer. Nearby Fourcès (3km) is quite simply a delight. Classed as one
of France’s ‘Most Beautiful Villages’, the village square is actually round and is surrounded by beautiful half-timbered arcade
houses. More amenities can be found in the larger towns of Condom (14km) and Nérac (23km), both on the River Baïse.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

Le Presbytère

France

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£834 - £3250

Small
party rate*

Ribagnac, Dordogne South West France



Belair

WEB REF: 3613

Iffour (Miramont-de-Guyenne), Lot et Garonne South West France



WEB REF: 3746

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Tennis Court • Table Tennis

Sleeps 11-12 • 6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis

This fine country house, between Eymet and Bergerac, offers extremely comfortable accommodation and excellent facilities. Full
of character, it sits in mature grounds, complete with boules court, table tennis and tennis court, not forgetting the private
swimming pool. Behind the pretty stone walls of Le Presbytère lies an interior that is warm and relaxing, with exposed
stone, wood beams and original fireplaces. Each bedroom has en suite facilities, making it eminently suitable for a group of
friends or two families. Nearby places to discover are: Issigeac (12km) for its Sunday market; Monbazillac (4km) for wine
tasting; Bergerac (12km) for its ‘Vieille Ville’ and boat trips on the River Dordogne. The historic Château de Bridoire (7km)
has been restored and is now furnished with games (indoor and out) of days gone by for children of all ages.

This beautiful French ‘domaine’ features magnificent landscaped gardens, beautiful views across undulating countryside,
two lakes and a heated pool. Large families or groups of friends will appreciate not only the extensive grounds, but also the
impressive and spacious interior which combines formal elegance, character and contemporary living. Whilst Belair enjoys a
rural setting, local amenities are close to hand in the village of St Pardoux Isaac (2.5km) and in the bastide towns of Miramontde-Guyenne (4km) and Eymet (6km). A perfect location in which to rest and recharge, but also to explore the charming Dropt
Valley, the châteaux of Lauzun (8km) and Gageac (24km) and the vineyards of Monbasillac, Duras and Buzet. Days out may
include canoeing or a boat trip on the River Lot or visiting the graceful city of Bordeaux (1 hr 30 mins) with its interesting
museums and wonderful architecture.

FRIDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£896 - £2954

France

Small
party rate*

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

AVAILABLE

JUNE - AUGUST

PRICES FROM

*£2956 - £4580

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 129

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN PROVENCE

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CÔTE D'AZUR

vintagetravel.co.uk

vintagetravel.co.uk
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Contemporary
interiors

o
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Le Gustave

Sleeps 4

Le Mas du Moulin

Gordes

Caromb

WEB REF: 1214

WEB REF: 1204

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Table Tennis
Restaurant 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Village House • Restaurants 350m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1006 - £2498

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £626 - £2470

Monnoyer

Sleeps 8

Le Mas Martin

Sleeps 4

Mas du Ciel

Sleeps 6

Eygalières

Sleeps 4

Les Heures Claires

Sleeps 4

Vue Lerins

St Cézaire sur Siagne, Grasse

Valbonne

WEB REF: 3573

WEB REF: 3279

WEB REF: 3719

WEB REF: 3731

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Restaurants 2km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Village House

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms
WiFi • Heated Pool • Restaurant 2.5km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi
Beach 15 min walk • Restaurant 2km

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1262 - £2850

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £3096 - £3670

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £2330 - £3380

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £3000 - £4560

Sleeps 8

La Ginestiere

La Truffière

Sleeps 9

Les Hautes Roches

Sleeps 4

Sleeps 4

Le Trayas

Villa des Artistes

Sleeps 6

La Ferronnerie

Sleeps 6

Plan-d’Orgon

Cadenet, Luberon

Saint Didier, Pernes les Fontaines

Collobrières

Vence

Antibes

WEB REF: 3578

WEB REF: 3769

WEB REF: 3320

WEB REF: 3751

WEB REF: 3521

WEB REF: 3767

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Snooker Table • Restaurants 1.5km

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms
WiFi • Village House • Boules Court • Restaurant 300m

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Restaurants 5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Boules
Restaurant 1.5km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated Pool • Restaurants 1.4km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Sauna
Waterparks 5km • Beach 5km • Restaurants 5km

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £2850 - £3998

Available JUN-OCT
Prices from £2546 - £4242

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1860 - £2110

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £1998 - £3215

Available JUL-AUG
Prices from £3050 - £3890

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1680 - £ 3498

We

had another excellent
holiday at Mas la Jasse.
Thankyou. The house and
pool are perfect and in such
a wonderful location in the
Luberon. We will definitely be
coming back to stay again.
Mr Easton, Mas La Jasse, Provence

Le Mas Ventoux

Sleeps 9

La Demeure de Gilles

Sleeps 12

Clos de St Paul

Mas des Issarts

Sleeps

Les Geckos

WEB REF: 1226

WEB REF: 1220

WEB REF: 3205

WEB REF: 1224

WEB REF: 3526

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool
Village House • Restaurants 300m

8 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Village House
Table Tennis • Fenced Pool • Restaurant 100m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Beach 7km • Restaurant 500m

3/4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Beach 2km • Restaurants 1.4km

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £2732 - £4090

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £2318 - £4896

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £3298 - £4288

Available APR-SEPT
Prices from *£1420 - £3850

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £2550 - £4150

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Callas

6-8

Caromb
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St Paul de Vence

Sleeps 6

Vaison La Romaine

Sleeps 7

La Croix Valmer

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CÔTE D'AZUR

Villa St Martin

Sleeps 8

Sous Le Chêne

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 8

Villa Peymeinade

Sleeps 8

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN SOUTH WEST FRANCE

La Maison Fleurie

Sleeps 4

La Ferme des Cigales

vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 4

La Petite Maison

Châteauneuf, Grasse

St Cézaire sur Siagne, Grasse

Peymeinade

La Thèze, Lot

Auradou, Lot et Garonne

Castillonnès, Lot et Garonne

WEB REF: 3527

WEB REF: 1231

WEB REF: 3772

WEB REF: 422

WEB REF: 467

WEB REF: 3150

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Enclosed Grounds • WiFi

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from £3340 - £4220

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from £1895 - £2896

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioned Bedrooms
WiFi • Table Tennis • Restaurants 3km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Restaurant 800m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Fenced and Heated Pool • Table Tennis

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Fenced Pool

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £899 - £3495

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £678 - £1538

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £602 - £1432

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £822 - £2010

Clairefontaine

Sleeps 10

Peymeinade

Villa Glycine

Sleeps

Fayence

10-12

L'Estelan

Sleeps

12-14

Lou Calvel

Peymeinade

Les Arques, Cazals, Lot

Sleeps 5

La Périgourdine

Sleeps 6

La Maison du Lac

Castillonnès, Lot et Garonne

Nontron, Dordogne

Sleeps

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3770

WEB REF: 3414

WEB REF: 3595

WEB REF: 461

WEB REF: 456

WEB REF: 3233

6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Pool Table • Boules Pitch • Restaurants 2km

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Restaurant 300m • Small Party Rate*

7 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis
Shops/Restaurants 5km • Small Party Rate*

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool

Available MAR-OCT
Prices from *£1480 - £3380

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£980 - £4310

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £894 - £2146

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Fenced and Heated Pool
Table Tennis

Available MAR - OCT
Prices from £2668 - £4662

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £844 - £2096

Saint Marty

Castelnau-de-Lévis, Albi, Tarn

Antibes Côte d'Azur

132

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 6

4-5

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £598 - £1694

Maison des Palmes

Sleeps 6

Arsague, Les Landes

Mirandole

Sleeps

6-8

Martel, Lot

WEB REF: 414

WEB REF: 3349

WEB REF: 448

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated Pool • Table Tennis

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathroom • Extra Mezzanine Bedroom
WiFi • Small Party Rate*

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £904 - £2362

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£780 - £2082

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£702-£2222

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN SOUTH WEST FRANCE

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

La Cloche

Sleeps

6-8

Prats-du-Périgord, Dordogne

La Bergerie

Sleeps

6-8

Les Cerisiers

La Borie Blanche, Prats-du-Périgord, Dordogne

Duravel, Lot

WEB REF: 3467

WEB REF: 3468

WEB REF: 3408

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated and Fenced Pool • Table Tennis

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi
Heated and Fenced Pool • Table Tennis

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £804 - £1996

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £758 - £1914

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from *£780 - £2316

Sleeps 8

Beynac, South West France

La Palfessière

Sleeps 8

Castelnau-de-Montmiral, Tarn

Le Caillaou

Sleeps 8

Gondrin, Gers

Maison La Seguinie

Sleeps

WEB REF: 411

WEB REF: 3597

WEB REF: 454

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Extra Mezzanine Bedroom
WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£658 - £1948

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£728 - £1998

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from *£1128 - £2636

Champ Vieil

Sleeps

8-10

Le Manoir du Vignoble

Sleeps 14

Balarin

Les Arques, Lot

Pomport (Bergerac), Dordogne

WEB REF: 3583

WEB REF: 445

WEB REF: 3514

5 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool
Games Room • Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool
Table Tennis • Billiard Table

7 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Fenced Pool

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£976 - £2486

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1966 - £3252
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

8-10

Martel, Lot

Sleeps 14

Balarin, Montréal, Gers

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£1250 - £3122
South West France

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE
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ITALY
TUSCANY UMBRIA LAZIO
LE MARCHE SICILY
Focussing on areas of great natural beauty and cultural
wealth, our selection of properties covers central Italy,
encompassing the vineyards of Tuscany and the rolling hills
of Umbria, the blue-flagged beaches of Le Marche and the
glory of the Eternal City, Rome, as well as the fascinating
island of Sicily.
Yet we feel equal enjoyment can be had from simply
becoming immersed in the Italian way of life: sipping
a morning cappuccino in the square and watching the
world go by, buying fresh market produce and tasting
delicious homemade gelato, and joining the locals on their
passaggiata evening stroll through the streets.

Image:Siena, Tuscany
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUISINE OF TUSCANY
Tuscan cuisine is characterised by fresh seasonal produce and
locally reared meat, perhaps the most famous dish being ‘bistecca
alla fiorentina’, a rare and flavoursome T-bone steak. Olives are key
ingredients, and truffles are often added to pasta dishes in season.
Pecorino is Tuscany’s famous cheese, eaten fresh like ricotta or
mature like parmesan.

THE HISTORY OF LAZIO
Rome is of course the mecca for those interested in Roman sites,
as well as Renaissance treasures, but the wider region also offers
much of interest. Northern Lazio was the heart of the Etruscan
civilisation; at Tuscania, Etruscan remains still exist alongside
medieval buildings, and the Etruscan museum and necropolis
at Tarquinia are fascinating.

La Radura is a fantastic property – completely secluded;
positioned up a mountain for incredible views and
that 'get away from it all' feeling. This northern part
of Tuscany is ideal if you like activities on the river/
mountains – or if you just want to laze around by
the pool. Highly recommended.
L. Steavenson, La Radura, Tuscany

THE TOWNS OF LE MARCHE
Some of Le Marche’s gems are the picture postcard village
of San Ginesio, art nouveau houses on the seafront at Porto
Sant’Elpidio, Ascoli Piceno’s beautiful marble piazza, Jesi with its
impressively intact city walls, and Tolentino where visitors can
make use of the thermal baths as the Romans did in
their day.

THE EVENTS OF UMBRIA
Among Umbria’s annual festivities are the Crossbow Palio in
Gubbio, flag-waving and archery at Assisi’s medieval pageant, and
the world famous jazz festival in Perugia. Lake Trasimeno also plays
host to various events, including a kite festival in spring, then in
July a boat race half on water, half on land!

THE VIBRANT, CAPTIVATING ISLAND OF SICILY
The largest island in the Mediterranean, Sicily boasts a diverse
landscape from gorgeous beaches to mountains and volcanoes,
5 regional parks and 77 nature reserves. It is also a treasure
trove of art and architecture, awash with history and legend, and
the unique Sicilian culture and cuisine which draws visitors back
again and again.

Cefalù, Sicily
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Casa Milly

Italy

San Pancrazio, Lucca Tuscany

Villa Patricia

WEB REF: 3327

Le Croce, Bagni di Lucca Tuscany



WEB REF: 601

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool

This delightful property is set in the hills above the Renaissance town of Lucca, among some of Tuscany’s most beloved
historic villas and gardens, many open to visitors. A new bespoke build borne from the ruins of a medieval farm building, a
sense of history pervades at Casa Milly, whose living spaces are peppered with European antiques and furnishings.
A ground floor annexe with two bedrooms has its own entrance but is also connected to the main house which has four
first floor bedrooms. Four reception rooms give ample space for relaxation indoors, complemented by spacious lawned
gardens surrounding a generous 14 metre pool. Lucca (9km) is a few minutes’ drive away for an evening meal or a bike ride
around its iconic walls, and the beaches around Pisa and Viareggio are just half an hour by car.

This tastefully restored stone property sits on the picturesque, wooded slopes above Bagni di Lucca. Perched on the edge
of the tiny hamlet of Le Croce, its situation makes the most of the panoramic vista that surrounds the property, with far
reaching views over the green hills of the Val di Lima and Serchio valleys, ideal for nature lovers and walkers. Inviting areas
for relaxing have been created throughout the garden and by the pool. Inside, the house is comfortable and welcoming,
with large, soft sofas, a well equipped kitchen, and traditional features such as exposed stone walls and wood beams.
The nearest restaurants and shops are in the riverside spa town of Bagni di Lucca (5km), whilst to the south, the glorious
town of Lucca is not to be missed and is easily accessible for an afternoon's sightseeing.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

140



Sleeps 12 • 6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Restaurant 800m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£3430 - £5898

Italy

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£2234 - £3652

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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ITALY

ITALY

La Radura

Italy

Lucignana, Bagni di Lucca Tuscany



Il Ciocchetto

WEB REF: 640

Il Ciocchetto Tuscany



WEB REF: 648

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

A charming, beautifully restored stone cottage nestling against a backdrop of woods and vineyards, with stunning views
across the valley, this gem of a property is perfect for a couple or small family. From the elegant pool to the stylish interior,
the emphasis is on contemporary comfort with a traditional edge. The owners have taken great care in the restoration
using local materials such as limestone flagstones and wood beams to great effect, which sit well with the smart kitchen
and bathrooms. Calavorno (3km) is the nearest village for basic amenities and a restaurant. Nearby visits include the spa
town Bagni di Lucca (10km), the walled city of Lucca (35km) and, to the north, Barga (12km) and the Garfagnana mountains
for wonderful walking and cycling.

From the well designed property, the pretty garden and private pool to its location close to both Lucca and the Versilia
coast, we feel that Il Ciocchetto is the ideal holiday base for a couple. Inside, the open plan living accommodation features
exposed brick walls and pale colours, whilst the pretty bedroom sits under the eaves with large windows to one side.
The covered terrace, with the pool directly in front, will be the focal spot for outdoor living. Head west to Torre del Lago,
famous for the Puccini opera festival, and the sandy beaches of the Versilia coast (20 minute drive). The proximity of Lucca
(6km) means that evenings will, no doubt, be spent strolling through its cobbled streets, enjoying the 'dolce vita' of this
historic walled town.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE

Italy

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

£798 - £2016

PRICES FROM

PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£658 - £1598
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Madonna del Bagno

Italy



Casale Seano

WEB REF: 666

Mercatale Tuscany



WEB REF: 3159

Sleeps 14 • 6 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis

Surrounded by lush olive groves and majestic Cypress trees, this restored 19th Century stone farmhouse nestles on a
hillside with truly breathtaking views over the Val di Chiana. The large infinity pool is set in verdant gardens with ample
space for sunbathing, and two covered terraces offer shade for dining or relaxing. Inside, the décor has a typically Tuscan
feel with cool terracotta floor tiles, pastel colours and exposed wooden beams. The town of Castiglion Fiorentino (2km)
dates back to medieval times, its fortified walls clearly visible across the valley, and nowadays offers a wide variety of bars,
shops and restaurants. Neighbouring Cortona (13km) is a lively town with a quintessential Tuscan atmosphere; further
afield Florence (88km) is easily accessible for a day trip.

Originally a medieval monastery dating back to 800 AD, this sensitively restored home sits in six acres of grounds, and
affords stunning south-facing views to the verdant Niccone Valley, on the Umbria Tuscany border. Set below the house,
the ample swimming pool is flanked by an outdoor lounge area, whilst an al fresco dining terrace provides the ideal spot
for pre-dinner drinks. Inside beautiful interiors seamlessly feature contemporary and rural furnishings and décor. A separate
annexe built in the same cool local stone as the house, offers an extra element of privacy to a couple within the party.
Essential amenities can be found in nearby Mercatale (4km), and Cortona (26km) or Lake Trasimeno (20km)
are just two of the many attractions in Umbria and Tuscany that can be visited from the property.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Castiglion Fiorentino Tuscany

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool • Jacuzzi

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1938 - £3660

Italy

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£3250 - £4994

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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ITALY

ITALY

Villa Serena

Italy

Campiglia, Colle di Val d’Elsa Tuscany

Seano Valley, Umbertide Tuscany



WEB REF: 617

Nestling in the grounds of its owner's private estate in the heart of Italy's famous Chianti region, Villa Serena will not fail
to impress with its unbroken rural panorama, which captures a sweeping stretch of unblemished countryside all the way
across to the famous stone towers of San Gimignano just 13km distant. Sliding glass doors in the living/dining room and
two of the bedrooms showcase these wonderful views to great effect and make the house particularly light and welcoming.
Well-tended grounds feature mature lawns, trees, and shrubs, and the larger than average swimming pool occupies a
wonderful sunny location in the middle of the lawn and terraces. Colle di Val d'Elsa (2km) is the nearest large town with
comprehensive amenities including the Molino il Moro restaurant – much recommended by the locals for its food and
traditional atmosphere.

Originally a farmhouse, Grillo was also used at one time for drying the grapes for the local ‘vin santo’. Since transformed
into an immaculate and beautiful property, it is set amongst a forest of oak trees with far reaching views across the Seano
Cortona valley from the first floor balcony or bedrooms. Inside, the care and attention to detail is immediately apparent in
the choice of local handmade items of furniture, the vibrant Persian rugs and traditional wrought iron beds. This is truly a
tranquil hideaway, a place to appreciate the wonderful countryside, including walking trails through the forest. However,
you are not too far from village life. A small shop, bar and restaurant can be found in San Leo Bastia (15 minute drive) with
more choice in Umbertide (20km).
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

San Leo Bastia, Cortona Tuscany

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£970 - £3170

PRICES FROM

Cà di Cicala

Italy

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

£960 - £2176

PRICES FROM



Casale Fonteluccia

WEB REF: 621

Cortona Tuscany



WEB REF: 609

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Table Tennis

An idyllic setting for nature lovers, Cà di Cicala is set in seven acres of unspoiled woodland in a hidden valley on the Tuscan/
Umbrian border. The walks through these forested slopes, teeming with wildlife, are delightful and one such farmer’s
track crosses the parking area below the property. The two charming cottages, interlinked by a stone walkway, have
been sensitively restored to reflect the local style, with handmade doors and ‘cotto’ tiles complementing chestnut wood
furniture. Outside, the leafy terrace and pool area overlook the surrounding fields. San Leo Bastia is a 10 minute drive and
has a trattoria and a small village shop and bar, with further amenities in Trestina (15 minute drive). Sansepolcro (37km),
Cortona (25km) and Gubbio (53km) are all intriguing and enchanting places to visit from this property.

This lovely Tuscan cottage sits in spacious, well maintained gardens looking out over olive groves, and enjoys a unique and
privileged location in the foothills of the medieval town of Cortona. The swimming pool on its raised grassy plateau is in
a perfect position to make the most of the marvellous views. Inside, the décor is welcoming in traditional Tuscan style, and
the stunning panorama can be enjoyed from virtually every window. An ideal base for a family or couple, it is just 800m
uphill to the edge of Cortona; whilst its narrow cobbled streets have changed little since the Middle Ages, they are home to
a plethora of shops and restaurants. Enjoyable day trips might include Perugia (48km) and Florence (85km).

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Grillo

WEB REF: 607

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

Italy



Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Tennis Court • Basketball Court

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£804 - £1914

Italy

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£792 - £2110

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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ITALY

Casale Loredana

Giove Umbria



WEB REF: 3364

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 850m

Italy

Embraced by a small olive grove on a gentle sloping hill, Casale Loredana is an artist’s hideaway close to the village of Giove
on the Umbria/Lazio border. This country home successfully marries the original art and conceptual design of the owner
with the warmth of an Umbrian cottage. Paintings, sculpture and witty decorative details tastefully fill the bright spaces
whilst the contemporary kitchen, stylish bathrooms and air conditioning add modern comforts. Outside, the spacious
grounds encompass a children’s pool, private swimming pool and plenty of lawn area, allowing everyone to relax and
take in the surrounding views. Orvieto (30km) is within easy reach whilst medieval Viterbo, Lake Bolsena, Spoleto and
the Renaissance villas and gardens of Lazio make for splendid days out. A short drive will take you to Orte (16km) where
regular, direct trains connect you to Rome.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER

AVAILABLE

*£896 - £3378

PRICES FROM

Casale Le Spighe

Italy



Casale di Preggio

WEB REF: 3276

Preggio, Umbertide Umbria



WEB REF: 3005

Sleeps 9 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Restaurant 2km

Exuding warmth and character, Casale Le Spighe is a beautifully restored villa in its own verdant parkland, close to the village
of Giove (3km) at the southern tip of Umbria. A charming ambience prevails throughout the property, with wood beams, cotto
floors, interesting paintings and colourful rugs creating the perfect backdrop to classic Umbrian furniture. Outdoor living is
equally appealing with ample dining terraces, an expanse of lawn and a larger than average swimming pool complete with
whirlpool corner. Essential amenities including a couple of restaurants can be found in Giove, one of many pretty hilltop towns
to be found in this area of Umbria and its neighbouring region, Lazio. For those seeking city sightseeing, historic Orvieto, with
its magnificent cathedral perched high on an outcrop, is half an hour away, whilst Rome is easily accessible for a day trip.

Commanding spectacular views over the picturesque Umbrian hills and valleys, Casale di Preggio takes full advantage of its
remarkable location with an ample dining terrace and a panoramic private swimming pool next to a beautiful little orchard. Step
inside and you will discover an exceptionally comfortable country house where antique furnishings marry seamlessly with modern
facilities. The dining area connects to a very well-equipped kitchen, with both spaces enjoying multiple access to the outside spaces.
There are three comfortable bedrooms on the first floor and a fourth on the second floor ‘tower’ with its own private terrace. Just
2km away, the village of Preggio is home to a minimarket and a respected local restaurant. Numerous walking and biking trails can
be found in the surrounding hills whilst further afield, Perugia (27km) and Cortona (32km) make for splendid day trips.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Giove Umbria

Small
party rate*

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£996 - £3808

Italy

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£1734 - £3340

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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ITALY

ITALY

Villa Martinozzi

Italy

Giove Umbria 

WEB REF: 3574

A line of cypress trees meanders up to this newly built country home, cradled by a vast enclosed garden, with breathtaking
views over the Umbrian countryside. This spacious villa features polished wood floors, a well equipped kitchen and
comfortable bedrooms, as well as stunning Turkish bath! But the accent here is on outdoor living: various covered terraces
line one side of the house making the most of the views, and an al fresco lounge and dining terrace surround the infinity
pool, with its separate children’s section. Around a mile up the hill is the hilltop village of Giove with restaurants and
amenities. Todi (67km) and Orvieto (42km) make for a lovely day out, as do Viterbo (32km) and Lake Bolsena (53km).

Nestled on the hillside above Lake Bolsena and its medieval town, Casa Francigena is a charming retreat just for two, a
wonderful choice for anyone seeking to rest, recharge and enjoy the famous Italian ‘dolce vita’. Floor-to-ceiling patio
windows line the entire width of the property, giving access onto the covered terrace and garden with hexagonal shaped
pool whilst the interior is a restful mix of natural materials and hues. A stroll through the ‘centro storico’ of Bolsena (2km)
takes in medieval buildings, restaurants and cafes. A scenic drive around the lake reveals pretty villages such as Marta,
Capodimonte and Montefiascone. Explore further to discover an area rich with Etruscan and Roman ruins, medieval
architecture, notably the ‘abandoned’ village of Civita Bagnoregio (15km), beautiful villas and gardens such as Villa Lante
(33km) as well as the beaches along the Etruscan Riviera.

MAY - SEPTEMBER
*£1882 - £4450

PRICES FROM

La Gioia

Italy

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Small
party rate*

Bolsena Lazio 

PRICES FROM

Casa delle Vigne

WEB REF: 651

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£798 - £1628

Patrignone Le Marche



WEB REF: 635

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi

Sleeps 5 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • WiFi • Table Tennis • Table Football

Arriving at La Gioia, your eye is immediately drawn to the glorious uninterrupted view over Lake Bolsena stretching out
before you. This sweeping panorama is yours to enjoy whether poolside, on the terraces or inside the house. Italian stone
has been used to great effect throughout, the local ‘tufa’ walls contrasting well with honed travertine terraces. The interior
has a stylish, modern feel with a large open plan living space giving access onto comfortably furnished covered terraces.
Just over 1km away lies the historic town centre of Bolsena with its lively weekly market and choice of lakeside cafés
and restaurants. Bathing spots and sporting activities are available at Lake Bolsena, and its position near the Tuscan and
Umbrian borders offers the opportunity to discover their attractions too.

This stylish and comfortable home has a setting to rival many, with views stretching across vines, olive groves and fields
towards the impressive Sibillini mountains. Cool, understated interiors create a peaceful haven and comfort is assured with
modern bathrooms and a well equipped kitchen. Outside, a patio area furnished with outdoor sofa and chairs provides a
shady place to relax and enjoy the panoramic views. Although essentially rural, it is only a 10 minute stroll (1.1km) along
a country road into Patrignone, with its shop and bar/pizzeria; a further choice of amenities is available in Montalto delle
Marche (5 minutes’ drive). The sandy Adriatic beaches and the Monte Sibillini National Park are within 45 minutes, and
nearby Ascoli Piceno (30km) is a stunning medieval town.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Bolsena Lazio 

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 950m

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

Italy

Casa Francigena

WEB REF: 3235

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
*£1068 - £3150

Italy

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£780 - £2108

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 149

La Palma

Sicily

Mare e Cielo

WEB REF: 3571

Lascari, Cefalù Sicily 

WEB REF: 3567

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 7.5km

Set in a stunning hillside position above the coastal town of Cefalù, this bright and airy villa is a delight. With a white and
blue pretty interior, a fabulous summer kitchen and far reaching views to the sparkling sea, La Palma has been designed
with relaxed holiday living in mind. Patio doors run the length of the living room and at one end, a picture window frames
the pool area. Three bedrooms are in the main house, with the fourth in the annexe, ideal for those seeking extra privacy.
Visit historic Cefalù (10km) for a stroll around the old centre, where the cathedral dominates over the main square, from
which narrow streets lead to the harbour and beach. Or take the train to Palermo, a melting pot of history and colour,
where baroque buildings stand next to souk like markets.

Enjoyed from the terraces and pool, the stunning view from Mare e Cielo is also perfectly captured and framed by
immense picture windows that form the corner walls of the living area. Sleek and contemporary in style, the interior is ideal
for two families or a multigenerational gathering, with the bedroom accommodation divided between the lower ground and
the first floors. The middle floor walks out to a covered dining terrace with steps leading to the pool area. Lascari (2.5km)
has a number of amenities and 5km further on, the long, sandy beach of Salinelle is popular with kite and wind surfers.
Along the coast to the east is appealing Cefalù: home to a great selection of cafes, bars and restaurants, it is the place to
go for an early evening aperitif, followed by dinner.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Cefalù Sicily 

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beaches 10km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - NOVEMBER
£2826 - £4398

Sicily

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - NOVEMBER
£2846 - £4410

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN TUSCANY

Mulino d’Anna

Chianciano, Montepulciano

Sleeps 6

vintagetravel.co.uk

Il Mulino

Fornoli, Bagni di Lucca 		

Sleeps 6

Ai Castagni

Sleeps

7-8

Casatico, Camporgiano 		

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN UMBRIA

Casale Laura

Casalalta, Deruta

Sleeps 6

vintagetravel.co.uk

La Tranquillità

Sleeps 8

Paciano

Casale Anna

Montelaguardia, Perugia

WEB REF: 3156

WEB REF: 3561

WEB REF: 647

WEB REF: 664

WEB REF: 3742

WEB REF: 3157

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi
Restaurants 1.5km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Fenced Pool • Table Tennis

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Indoor and Outdoor Pools

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurants 1km • Small Party Rate*

6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • WiFi • Gated Pool

Available JUN-AUG
Prices from £2798 - £2844

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1378 - £2080

Available MAY - OCT
Prices from £2050 - £3282

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£1576 - £3598

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £960 - £2410

Sleeps 12

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £1596 - £3388

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN SICILY

Il Cerbone

Sleeps 8

Sansepolcro

Podere La Fornace
Cetona

Sleeps 8

Casa Camilla
Lucca

Sleeps 10

Il Nido

Sant’Ambrogio, Cefalù

Sleeps 4

Cirasa

Sleeps 8

Cefalù

Palomina

Sleeps 8

Cefalù

WEB REF: 671

WEB REF: 3352

WEB REF: 3155

WEB REF: 3569

WEB REF: 3566

WEB REF: 3570

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi
Table Tennis • Small Party Rate*

5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beaches 8km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Beaches 7km

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£960 - £2434

Available JUN-SEPT
Prices from*£1868 - £2820

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £3242 - £3802

Available MAR-NOV
Prices from £1998 - £3998

Available MAR-NOV
Prices from £2564 - £3998

Available MAR-NOV
Prices from £2898 - £4508

We had the most peaceful and perfect holiday. The villa was
beautiful with a fantastic location - wide open views across
the valley but close enough to town to walk in. Wonderful
pool. Thoroughly clean and beautiful villa. The owner was
kind, helpful, friendly and generous. We intend to return.
Thank you to all.

The villa was all we had wished for and more; the views, the
setting, the pool. Everyone in our party of 9 who were aged
10 months to 80yrs was pleased with our choice of villa.
A wine tasting in a fabulous vineyard in Orvieto completed
our visit to Italy.
K. Hall, Villa Martinozzi, Umbria

L. Vincent, Casale Fonteluccia, Tuscany

Villa del Sole

Orciatico, Lajatico

Sleeps 12

Terzetto

Sant’Ambrogio, Cefalù

WEB REF: 3736

WEB REF: 3568

6 Bedrooms • 6 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Restaurants 2.5km

4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Small Party Rate*

Available MAY - OCT
Prices from £2996 - £6580

Available MAR-NOV
Prices from *£2160 - £4934
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Sleeps 8

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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CROATIA
ISTRIA DUBROVNIK
Croatia is one of Europe’s hidden wonders. Over a thousand
miles of beautiful coastline and a similar number of islands
to match. Pick of the country for us are Istria in the north,
Italianate and cone-shaped, and the Dubrovnik region at the
very southern tip, a narrow ribbon of fertile terra magica
flanked by jagged mountains to the east and the dazzling
Adriatic to the west.
Different geographically, but similar in so many ways,
Dubrovnik and Istria are rich in history, culture, architecture,
cuisine, physical beauty and share the same alluring sea.

Image: Rovinj, Istria
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
ENDURING TRADITION IN THE KONAVLE
Konavle’s national costume, especially that for women, has been
preserved right up to the present day and assumes cultural
significance for the Dubrovnik region. Decorated with sumptuous
silk embroidery, produced locally, it’s best seen today at a Sunday
folklore show of traditional songs and dances in the village of Čilipi.

CUISINE
Wherever you go in Croatia, good food is assured. It could be a
village cafe in Istria serving focaccia of air-dried pršut (prosciutto);
a Konavle konoba (country restaurant) serving slow cooked lamb
under an iron lid, or a family-run winery that was producing quality
wines long before they became fashionable.

Pasjača Beach, Dubrovnik

We really enjoyed staying at Adriana and visiting the
surrounding areas, which are fascinating. The villa is
extremely well-looked after, and the hosts were friendly
and helpful. We don't usually return to the same villa, but
in this case, we may make an exception.
The Watts party, Adriana, Istria

DUBROVNIK’S CITY WALLS
A walk around the city’s mighty walls, up to six metres thick in
places, with corners guarded by four forts is highly recommended to
orientate yourself, absorb the atmosphere of the old town, and for
some splendid, unique views. Go early for easy parking and to avoid
the sun’s glare!

LANGUAGE IN ISTRIA
Istria is two borders away from Italy. Road signs are in Croatian
and Italian: so Rovinj is Rovigno for example. In town, two words
precede every street name, so ulica is via and trg is piazza. Most
Istrians speak both Italian and Croatian but worry not, English is
widely spoken too!

ROVINJ
Did we mention Rovinj? It’s a must-see gem, the old town a conical
hill atop a pear-shaped promontory. Bobbing boats, yachts and
ferries squeeze into the harbour whose quayside is lined with
shuttered buildings in weathered pastel shades of terracotta, peach
and mustard. An aesthetic orgy! Don’t forget your camera...

Dubrovnik
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Pula, Istria

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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House and
view amongst
the best in
Istria

o
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Nona Marija

Croatia

Radic’i, Sveti Lovreč Istria 

Bataji, Motovun Istria



WEB REF: 035

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • WiFi • Heated Pool • Table Tennis

A delightful rural vista of olive groves, fields and woodland greet you on arrival at Nona Marija, on the edge of Radici, a
hamlet close to Sveti Lovreč. This welcoming and comfortable villa has air conditioning in the bedrooms and living room,
three bathrooms for three bedrooms and neatly defined outdoor areas, encompassing dining terraces, pool area and a
spacious garden with olive grove. The pace of daily life here is gentle but a short drive along country lanes brings you to
Sveti Lovreč (3.5km), home to amenities which include a minimarket and a couple of cafés. Coastal Poreč (17km) offers a
wider choice of amenities including a superb choice of restaurants, many of which line the quayside and offer the perfect
vantage point from which to absorb the comings and goings of fishing boats and pleasure craft.

For a spectacular eye-catching location Scarlett is hard to beat. This fine Istrian stone property enjoys breathtaking views
from its privileged hillside position opposite Motovun, perhaps the most iconic of Istria’s hilltop towns. Accommodation
flows easily over two levels, the front door opening into the hallway/landing area of the upper level where three of the four
en suite bedrooms are located. The balcony on this floor, shared with the principal bedroom is an ideal showcase for those
unrivalled views. A staircase leads down to bright and airy living accommodation on the lower level and a further bedroom
with en suite shower room. Opening onto the covered terrace, garden and splendid pool area, several sets of double doors
allow light to flood in while perfectly framing the verdant landscape.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

158

Scarlett

WEB REF: 3594

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Air Conditioning • Table Tennis

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£592 - £2548

Croatia

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1250 - £2696

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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CROATIA

Adriana

Višnjan Istria



WEB REF: 3295

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Beach 12km • Restaurant 500m

Croatia

Just a short stroll from amenities including a bakery, two minimarkets and an excellent pizzeria, this wonderfully appealing
town house boasts impressive views across open countryside to the sea and is perfectly situated for exploring Istria.
Meticulously maintained and classically Croatian, exposed stone walls, vaulted beamed ceilings and polished floorboards
add grace and style while a separate self-contained studio on the lower level offers flexibility for sharing parties or mixed
age groups. Outside a lawn and gorgeous sun terrace invite indolence while a perfectly preserved ancient circular kažun
(shepherd’s hut) next to the pool houses the summer kitchen/barbecue. The coast at historic Poreč is just 12km, the
spectacular picture postcard scenery around Motovun within a 20 minute drive and Pula is 40 minutes.
SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

*£456 - £2350

PRICES FROM

Small
party rate*
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All this...
just for two

o
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Bolara

Croatia

Ponte Porton, Grožnjan Istria

Melissa

WEB REF: 046

Sveti Lovreč Istria 

WEB REF: 3298

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 15km • Restaurant 400m

Nestling on the wooded slopes close to the medieval hilltop village of Grožnjan, Bolara is one of the prettiest and most spacious
stone built cottages we have discovered, a perfect hideaway for honeymooners and couples. Originally conceived as a two
bedroom property the owner decided that he liked the space so much he would leave it as a one bedroom house and maybe,
one day, add another bedroom... or maybe not. It contains a wealth of characterful, authentic details such as open-faced walls,
internal arches and solid wood cross beams. The private pool is also a good size and sits in a sunny position surrounded by
lawn and terracing. The effect is a property of immense atmosphere where privacy, peace and back to nature tranquillity are all
assured. Grožnjan (7km) is home to a couple of restaurants, minimarket and galleries and craft shops.

This stylish residence offers a quintessential Istrian experience. Thoughtfully designed around the inviting private swimming
pool, not only are standards of comfort, furnishing and finishing uniformly high but there is the added convenience of
being within walking distance of good amenities. Vaulted beamed ceilings, polished floorboards and exposed stonework
add oodles of Croatian character alongside modern conveniences. Outside, a pergola-shaded terrace, rockery/flower beds
and a mature olive tree populate the garden with a lawn providing ideal play space for younger party members. Once an
important Venetian military centre, the little fortified town of Sveti Lovreč houses two minimarkets, several bars and a
restaurant. Rovinj, Poreč and various well-kept, pebble beaches grace the nearby coastline.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£796 - £1942

Croatia

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - SEPTEMBER
£1214 - £2656

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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CROATIA

Luciana

Mihanic’i, Konavle Dubrovnik



WEB REF: 3624

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • WiFi • Beach 8km • Dubrovnik Old Town 26km

Croatia

We were very happy when the owners of Ivana decided to transform another of Mihanici’s stone buildings into the pretty
cottage Luciana. Enjoying the same panoramic views over the Konavle valley as Ivana, its façade of local stone reveals an
interior that combines traditional hewn wood beams with a fresh, light décor. The front terrace leads to the pool complete
with covered dining area and wood oven. Ljuta (7km) has a popular waterside restaurant, with Gruda (9km) and Čilipi (7km)
providing amenities. Vines and cypresses dot the valley, creating a picturesque backdrop for walking and cycling, whilst
its beaches offer the opportunity to dip into the clear waters of the Adriatic Sea. Take the boat from palm-fringed Cavtat
(12km) to Dubrovnik Old Town – a spectacular way to arrive in this historic city.
SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
PRICES FROM

Ivana

Croatia

£612 - £1628

Mihanic’i, Konavle Dubrovnik



Sele

WEB REF: 3270

Gruda, Konavle Dubrovnik



WEB REF: 3376

Sleeps 2-4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 8km • Dubrovnik Old Town 26km

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Town House • Beach 6km • Restaurant 600m • Dubrovnik Old Town 30km

Charming, appealing, with impressive panoramic views across the verdant Konavle Valley, this compact country hideaway
makes a lovely holiday base. Attractive beamed ceilings and walls of part-exposed stone add character to the comfortable
interior while independent access to each sleeping area enhances privacy for sharing couples or smaller parties. A long
covered entrance/dining terrace to the front and the private pool/sun terrace to the side at first floor level offer a choice
of appealing options from which to absorb those wonderful views. All amenities are found at Gruda (9km) or Čilipi (7km).
Many great walking and biking trails criss-cross the surrounding hills and lanes. The scenic drive to Dubrovnik Old Town
takes around 40 minutes.

This appealing holiday home is just a short walk from good restaurants and amenities. Bright and modern with facilities including air
conditioning, WiFi and well-appointed kitchen, visitors will feel immediately welcome. Mature trees create sundappled shade around
the pool, while the large barbecue, pergola covered dining terrace and raised cocktail terrace create further tempting focal points. The view
encompasses the verdant Konavle valley and iconic Sokol Castle. Gruda boasts two very good restaurants, various friendly café/
snack bars, several well-stocked minimarkets, a butcher, a greengrocer plus a smattering of other local traders including a particularly
interesting arts and crafts shop near the head of the town. Dubrovnik is just a 30 minute, scenic coastal drive away as is the border
with Montenegro – a perfect opportunity to sample the culture (and cuisine) of one of mainland Europe’s most southerly countries.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£456 - £1328

Croatia

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£618 - £1748

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ISTRIA

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

Klaric’i

Klaric’i, Motovun

Sleeps 2

Rosina
Vodnjan

Sleeps 2

Helianthus

Vranje Selo, Vizinada

Sleeps 4

WEB REF: 010

WEB REF: 048

WEB REF: 3491

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Town House • Beach 8.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £614 - £1410

Available MAY-SEPT
Prices from £1150 - £2050

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £632 - £1622

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN DUBROVNIK

Motovun, Istria

Duka

Dubravka, Konavle

Sleeps 2

Starina Mala

Vitaljina, Konavle

Sleeps 4

Bijela Kuc’a

Gruda, Konavle

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3525

WEB REF: 3452

WEB REF: 3548

1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 15km • Dubrovnik Old Town 34km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • WiFi • Beach 4.7km
Dubrovnik Old Town 45km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Children’s Play Area • Restaurant 600m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £448 - £1076

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £510 - £1754

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £1870 - £2950

The setting and the view are stunning. The owners of
the property were lovely and extremely helpful. They
really couldn’t do enough for you. We have decided to
definitely go back again next year. We didn’t venture
very far as the locality was such a lovely area. Absolutely
loved Croatia.
The Sammons party, Duka, Dubrovnik

Rovinj, Istria
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Trsteno, Dubrovnik

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

GREECE
CORFU CRETE KEFALONIA
PELOPONNESE LEFKADA ITHACA
Greece is a land of sunshine and sand, mountains and myths,
history and hospitality all presented in a glorious mêlée of colour
and sound. Amongst pine clad hills fringed by crystal-clear
waters and sun-dappled olive groves, traditional family-run
tavernas offer delicious meze; mouth-watering local appetisers,
crisp refreshing wines and plenty of freshly caught seafood. It is a
21st Century delight to discover such places do, indeed, still exist
in sleepy hamlets, scenic fishing villages and often at the waters’
edge of the many picture-postcard beaches.
Pack a picnic and explore the small ‘secret’ coves around
Corfu and Kefalonia by boat; experience the rich history and
unique flora and fauna of Crete; discover world class beaches
in Lefkada; Ithacan myths and hidden Peloponnesian mysteries.
Greece, a land of endless variety. A people of generous spirit.

Image: Kanoni Beach, Corfu
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
CRETAN CUISINE – THE HEALTHIEST IN THE WORLD?

LEFKADA – WORLD FAMOUS BEACHES

Aubergines or courgette fritters, calamari stuffed with creamy
local cheese, “Dakos” – simple rusks with pureed tomatoes and
feta cheese, grilled fresh fish, and for dessert, lavender flavoured
mountain honey, with thick Greek yoghurt. The Cretans’ longevity
owes much to these seasonal dishes, so delicious and healthy; try
everything and enjoy.

With easy access via a causeway and floating bridge, Lefkada
remains one of the few Greek islands readily accessible by car.
Chief among many charms must be the island’s wealth of wonderful
beaches (including Porto Katsiki, Kathisma, Egremni and Nydri)
some of which are considered not just amongst the best in Greece
but worldwide! Diving, wind/kite surfing and first-class sailing are
all on offer. Inland, verdant hillsides secrete somnolent, traditionsteeped villages and historically important ruins of castles, temples
and monasteries mingle amongst appealing seaside villages such as
Vasiliki, Sivota and Agios Nikitas.

THE MANY AND VARIED BEACHES OF CORFU
The diverse coastlines of Corfu present vast swathes of sandy
beaches in the south and west, and ‘secret’ coves and bays in
the north east. Excellent sailing and water sports abound, and
beachside tavernas tempt with leisurely lunches - part of the fun
is discovering your favourite!

KEFALONIA’S COLOURFUL VILLAGES AND VINEYARDS
Ithaca

This large mountainous island is scattered with hamlets, settlements
and villages over hills and dales. Pastel coloured houses adorned
with bougainvillea, simple village shops and traditional tavernas
remain timeless and charming. Famed for its vineyards, Robola,
Gentili and Metaxa wineries offer wine tastings and tours of the
vineyards.

THE PELOPONNESE – GENTLE UNSPOILT
GREEK CHARM
It could be said that the Peloponnese has something for everyone:
beautiful beaches, imposing mountains, unspoilt towns, villages and
hamlets which appear to have stood still for decades, a wealth of
historical sites, castles and fortresses and an abundance of wildlife,
much of it indigenous to the region. Come for a week and you will
wish you were staying for longer…

ITHACA – MYTHICAL AND MYSTICAL
A short hop across the water from Kefalonia, sleepy Ithaca is
considered by many as the quintessential Greek island. Famously
home to the mythological Odysseus, hero of the epic poem by
Homer, this is an island of pine-clad hillsides, picturesque harbours,
seafront villages and ‘secret’ coves. Wander along the trails, swim in
some of the most crystal clear waters you will see anywhere in the
Mediterranean and enjoy the freshest of seafood dishes in the
laid-back local tavernas. Simple, charming and priceless pleasures all.

Corfu Town

Perfect is how we'd sum up our first time in Kefalonia.
Villa Aeletta was stunning - such tasteful decor and
such an amazing location, with the views, the sunset
and so close to some delightful places to eat! We were
delighted by the beauty of the island in general, but
definitely made the right choice to stay in Maganos as
there are so many stunning places and beaches within
such a short drive. We loved exploring in the mornings
and coming back to the pool for the afternoons.'
The Stephenson family, Aeletta, Kefalonia

Assos, Kefalonia
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 169
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Arhondikó

Corfu

Vatos, Ermones Corfu

Thalassa Thea

WEB REF: 3174

Paramonas Corfu



WEB REF: 3237

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Spa Tub • Table Tennis • Beach 400m • Taverna 400m

It is a privilege to include this distinguished residence in our programme. Originally owned by an aristocratic family some
two hundred years ago, Arhondikó (meaning mansion) is an impressively grand villa with a unique and fascinating history.
Beautifully renovated, this nineteenth century country house has charm and elegance with the interior a lovely mix of
traditional and contemporary furnishings featuring clever stylish touches. From the grounds, stunning mountain and valley
views are revealed, grapevines shade terraces and pretty terracotta pots lead the way to a generous pool and splendid
sun terrace. The nearest taverna and shop are within walking distance (500m and 800m respectively) and Ermones and
Mirtiotissa sandy beaches are both close by. For keen golfers Ermones golf course is a 10 minute drive.

Situated in a perfect spot above Paramonas beach, the dazzling sea views and wonderful sunsets are a sight to behold.
Thalassa Thea is a large modern villa dedicated to al fresco living, with a generous sized pool, barbecue, a fully equipped
outdoor kitchen complete with dishwasher to make meals as effortless as possible! Comfortable and spacious inside, the
bedrooms spread over two floors, each enjoying splendid sea views. A separate annexe for two nestles just below the
main building. At Paramonas beach gently shelving sand slips into crystal clear waters, ideal for children or keen snorkellers.
Two beachside tavernas just a five minute stroll away mean evenings can linger on and a nightcap or two can be enjoyed
beneath the stars.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

170



Sleeps 9 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.5km • Taverna 500m • Golf Course 3km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

MONDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - SEPTEMBER
*£698 - £3994

Corfu

Small
party rate*

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£1074 - £4898

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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Verde Azur

Corfu

Boukari, Messonghi Corfu

Kirki

WEB REF: 3537

Gastouri Corfu



WEB REF: 3600

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Shower Rooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2.7km • Taverna 1.6km • Minimarket 1.5km

Boasting one of the most enviable locations on this tree-lined stretch of coastline, the sea views and tasteful styling of this
contemporary home simply add to its appeal! Just a few steps away across the small shingle beach, the enticing shallow,
turquoise waters of the Ionian Sea beckon for a refreshing dip. The hamlet of Boukari, as well as being one of Corfu’s best
kept secrets, offers a smattering of renowned tavernas, the closest being a mere 100 metres from the property. Verde Azur
has been designed to profit from its unique location with open sea views from the panoramic windows, infinity pool and
terraces. Comfort is assured in the stylish and minimalist interior, the emphasis being very much on days spent relaxing and
doing nothing more than drinking in those views!

Within easy distance of one of Corfu’s most famous landmarks, the Achillion Palace (1.5km), this is a rare and hugely
desirable location. Offering a thirteen-metre long private pool nestling in large mature grounds, plenty of terrace space
for dining or sunbathing and living accommodation equally balanced across the property, Kirki has space to spare both
inside and out and is a great choice for a larger family or group of friends looking to holiday together.Equidistance (1.5km)
between coastal Perama and the traditional village of Gastouri means a choice of tavernas and minimarkets are nearby,
the pebble beach (2.7km) between Perama and Benitses beckons for a cooling dip in the sea while the surrounding hills
are dotted with popular walking trails. Corfu Town itself is only a 15-20 minute drive. Named after the sorceress who
captivated Odysseus, we are sure Kirki will prove equally enchanting to visitors.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

172



Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 50m • Tavernas 100m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1098 - £4452

Corfu

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£898 - £3598

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

Olivia

Acharavi (Roda) Corfu



WEB REF: 3524

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.5km • Tavernas 1.5km

Corfu

Location is the key for this fine, welcoming family home set amongst olive trees and natural countryside and enjoying views
across the sea to the mountains of Albania. Renowned for its picturesque coastline, this north east corner
of the island offers a choice of gorgeous sandy beaches on which to relax, water-based activities to enjoy, interesting
places to explore, villages to wander around and a wide choice of tavernas nearby. As if that is not enough, the design
of Olivia provides comfort and space in equal measure with the convenience of each bedroom having en suite facilities.
Lazy days by the pool taking in the wonderful views and warm evenings lingering over a candlelit dinner are what holiday
memories are made of!
MONDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£848 - £3448

PRICES FROM

Petros

Corfu

Avlaki Kassiopi Corfu

Danai

WEB REF: 3519

Agrillia San Stefanos Corfu 

WEB REF: 3755

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.2km • Tavernas 2km • Supermarket 2km

Locations such as that enjoyed by Petros are very hard to come by! The gorgeous beach of Votana Bay is a mere 200 metre
walk away, as are tavernas and a minimarket, whilst from the first floor terrace a far-reaching vista can be enjoyed over the
pool and across village rooftops to the glittering sea. The comfortable and spacious accommodation spreads out over two
floors, with the ground floor rooms opening onto a covered terrace spanning the width of the house, beyond which the
pool beckons. The spacious, mature grounds offer plenty of opportunities for the energetic members of the party to let off
steam and for others to relax under the shaded terrace, which is a wonderful location for long, lazy meals.
A further choice of bars, restaurants and tavernas can be found in nearby Kassiopi (1.9km).

Close to the celebrated beach of Avalaki as well as the picturesque harbour of San Stefanos, with impressive sea views
across the Ionian Channel, this imaginatively refurbished farmstead enjoys an impressive location in one of the most scenic
corners of Corfu. A clever combination of original features and strikingly modern fixtures and fittings has resulted in stylish
and elegant accommodation, divided between the main house and an adjacent studio for those requiring more privacy.
The living spaces open onto terraces beside the inviting swimming pool, thoughtfully positioned to take in those views.
Soothing pastel colours blend beautifully with exposed stone walls, colour-coordinated fabrics and individually styled
bedrooms. This sought-after corner of North East Corfu, with its numerous tiny and often hidden coves, is ever popular
with families wishing to explore by boat, or to simply enjoy a relaxing meal in the beachside tavernas.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Village House • Fenced/Solar Heated Pool • Beach 200m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£898 - £4124

Corfu

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£848 - £3698

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

Armonia

Paramonas Corfu



WEB REF: 3378

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Jacuzzi • Beach 600m • Taverna 600m

Corfu

Traditionally Corfiot in style, décor and atmosphere this welcoming home-from-home enjoys a desirable, gently elevated
location in the unspoilt southwest corner of the island. Just 600m away, the sandy beach of Paramonas is an enticing spot
at any time but particularly late afternoon and early evening when eye-catching sunsets can be savoured from the terraces
of its two waterside tavernas. Looked after with care and pride by the most charming and considerate of property owners,
Armonia offers everything needed to ensure visitors will quickly feel at home and enjoy an effortlessly relaxing holiday.
Lovely sea and country views can be enjoyed from the poolside and long first floor balcony plus good amenities are only
2km away in sleepy Agios Matheos.
MONDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£576 - £2098

PRICES FROM

Klima

Corfu

Nissaki Corfu

Helena

WEB REF: 2315

Halikounas Corfu



WEB REF: 3450

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 150m • Tavernas 150-300m

Framed by countless olive, pine and cypress trees, the most amazing sea views are yours to enjoy at Klima. The property’s
spectacular, elevated situation affords a mesmerising panorama across the cobalt sea towards the mountains beyond.
Nissaki runs at a quiet effortless pace. A church, several minimarkets, tavernas, some local ‘kafenions’ and an excellent
bakery serving tasty pastries are within a few hundred metres, all conveniently close yet never intruding on Klima’s tranquil
ambience. Internally, the fresh contemporary décor of this comfortable house creates a peaceful cosy atmosphere. The
bedrooms are airy and bright, enjoying direct access onto the pool terrace. The charming patio is a particularly peaceful
spot in which to sit back, enjoy a good book and admire the attractive panorama.

Naturally unspoiled, the south west corner of Corfu is home to gorgeous scenery as well as some of the island’s most
attractive (and quietest) beaches. And there are very few houses in this beautiful area which can compete with the location
of Helena, a spacious and welcoming family home within walking distance of two informal local tavernas, the protected
nature reserve of Lake Korision and just 150m from the long sandy dune-backed beach of Halikounas. Simple and
tasteful décor, air conditioning and a well-equipped kitchen create a most relaxing atmosphere. French doors in the living
room look over the shaded front terrace to the pool and garden where attractive lawns provide ample space for play or
relaxation. Sitting on a juniper and cedar clad hillside, do visit the picturesque little market town of Agios Matheos (7km).
Agios Georgios (6.5km) has a minimarket, cafes and local tavernas.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

176



Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Heated Pool • Beach 450m • Taverna 300m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£696 - £2354

Corfu

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£776 - £4198

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

Lithos

Megala Chorafia Crete



WEB REF: 3272

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 5km • Taverna 1.5km

Crete

With wonderful views of the brilliant blue ocean, Lithos enjoys one of the best positions above magnificent Souda Bay.
A Cretan oven and barbecue sit on a lower terrace with rattan sofas, a coffee table and outdoor dining area all encouraging
al fresco living. Traditionally styled, the interiors boast wooden rafters and cool stone floors with personal touches
adding to the welcoming atmosphere. A first floor balcony offers sweepingly impressive views of sea and sky, perfect for
spectacular sunsets. Megala Chorafia (1.5km) a traditional village of the Apokoronas Mountains has a local ‘Kafenion’, a mini
market and two tavernas whilst the sandy beach of Kyani is 10 minutes drive; this means that for many guests taking a car
is not essential for dining out or shopping.
TUESDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£646 - £2274

PRICES FROM

Villa Kourouni

Crete



Niki

WEB REF: 3587

Kissamos Crete



WEB REF: 3546

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Gated pool access • Taverna 3km • Beach 11.2km

Wind up the mountain track to Kourouni and a rich reward awaits! When it comes to views, it would be hard to beat those
enjoyed from Villa Kourouni, a mesmerising combination of countryside, coast and open sea. Just below Stalos (2km) caters
for every day needs with a minimarket and two tavernas. A little further the golden sandy beaches of Kato Stalos or Agia
Apostoli (4km) beckon. Much thought has gone into the layout, all on one level, with high ceilings, plentiful use of local
stone, and an equal bedroom/bathroom ratio. Should you tire of the views (impossible!) of the ever-changing seascape,
wander to the other side of the house and take in the sights of Lefki Ori white mountains from one of the shady
terraces – an ideal spot for a post luncheon snooze or to indulge in some quiet reading time.

The location of this unique property is nothing short of remarkable! From the house windows, numerous terraces and,
particularly, the enticingly elevated private pool there are quite spectacular views to enjoy across the scenic Tsikalaria
Valley – a magnificent, unspoilt natural haven. Bird watchers, walkers, cyclists or any lover of nature could not be better
positioned for easy access to dozens of well-marked trails criss-crossing this tranquil area of rolling hills, filled only with
birdsong and the soporific tinkling of sheep bells. Seamlessly combining old and the new, the simply-styled interior sees
beamed ceilings and exposed Cretan stone walls merging with more modern fixtures and fittings to create a comfortable
and characterful home. Nearby you will find the Rotunda Paradise Park (4.8km), Topolia Gorge (9.9km) and Kissamos
(7.2km) which has excellent amenities and tavernas as well as access to the popular sandy beach of Nopigia.

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Apano Stalos (Chania) Crete

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Heated Pool • Beaches 4km • Shops/Tavernas 2km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£926 - £2574

Crete

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£562 - £1298

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

Anna

Apano Stalos (Chania) Crete



WEB REF: 3596

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 2km • Tavernas 1km

Crete

Quintessentially Greek in style and character, there is so much to recommend this comfortable family house: gorgeous
outdoor space with a lovely private pool and separate children’s pool, far-reaching views across olive grove-fringed valley
to the sea, a short drive to several beaches as well as the fascinating Venetian town of Chania and walking distance (1km)
to sleepy Apano Stalos with its minimarket for everyday essentials and three excellent value local tavernas. Such appealing
environs will surely encourage indolence but there is so much to see and do nearby. Bustling Agia Marina (3km) and
neighbouring Platanias offer large taverna-lined beaches, boat trips and water sports including scuba diving, parascending
and jet skis. The wildlife-rich lake of Agia is about a 15 minute drive and good walking, cycling and mountain biking is easily
found in the surrounding hills and countryside. Anna is a lovely spot in which to really make the most of this sunny island.
TUESDAY CHANGEOVER

£674 - £1998

PRICES FROM

Patitiri

Crete

Korakies Chania Crete

Amfitriti

WEB REF: 3513

Livadia, Elafonissi Crete



WEB REF: 2283

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Beach 4.6km • Shops 1km • Taverna 400m • Village House

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 10km • Taverna 1.5km

The owner’s loving refurbishment of this quirky village house is very much in evidence with the use of original materials
sitting comfortably alongside modern pieces. This skill extends to the furnishings and décor, which have been carefully
chosen to compliment those features and enhance character. Clever use has also been made of the outside spaces,
creating hidden corners, shady terraces and a wealth of sunny spots. Very popular is the poolside covered dining area and
adjacent summer kitchen, ideal for relaxing on those warm evenings, in the privacy of your own grounds. Golden sandy
beaches are just a short drive, whilst closer to home, a renowned taverna is 400 metres away and local amenities such as a
minimarket, bakery and cafes are only 1km.

With dramatic and sweeping sea views from the pool terrace, Amfitriti’s thoughtful design includes an inviting open space
that merges the living, dining and kitchen areas together, a dedicated sleeping area sitting to one side with a queen-size
bed, spa bath, shower and private cloakroom alongside. Around the house, a décor of vivid and pastel shades harmonises
perfectly with the property’s natural stone walls. The south west of Crete is widely considered one of the finest spots on
this wonderfully sunny island: unwind on the long and sandy Elafonissi beach (10km), enjoy a good book by the pool or
spend a lazy afternoon swimming, windsurfing or snorkelling over the nearby coral reef.

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

180



PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£952 - £2898

Crete

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£848 - £1598

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

GREECE

Ontathaki

Crete

Maleme Crete

Spartia Kefalonia



WEB REF: 3367

Grace and space characterise this meticulously restored county house. Dating from the late nineteenth Century, it exudes
a special ambiance that is enhanced by skilfully chosen furnishings, a carefully chosen colour scheme and a tasteful mix of
both modern and traditional. With the living rooms flowing easily across the ground floor, the bedrooms have been laid out
so that sharing families can enjoy their own space, with a separate studio off the courtyard providing yet another option.
Mature trees and lawns surround the inviting pool and shady terraces provide the perfect spot for relaxing while the more
energetic can participate in a table tennis tournament and a cool off in the pool. A minimarket and taverna are no more
than 700 metres away, whilst the nearest beach with additional tavernas is reached within 1.2km.

Imaginatively designed both inside and out, every aspect of Marina encourages effortless relaxation. A wonderful choice
for anyone seeking to rest, refresh and ‘recharge’, summer escapes to the sunshine do not come more appealing than at
Marina. There is an impressive amount of space to enjoy; starting outside, surrounded by lawn and shady mature trees,
two beautiful private pools vie for attention. Equally welcoming, the air-conditioned, open-plan interior is furnished with
care and decorated in soft, soothing pastel shades. An expansive mezzanine/bedroom with free-standing bathtub provides
further evidence of the owner’s deft, creative touch. Just 2km away, the sleepy village of Spartia is home to couple of local
tavernas, a bakery and a minimarket for everyday essentials.

Kefalonia

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£824 - £2848

PRICES FROM

No1 Old Vineyard

Horafakia Akrotiri, Chania Crete

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£658 - £2316

PRICES FROM



Alena

WEB REF: 3449

Spartia Kefalonia



WEB REF: 3615

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.2km • Minimarket/Taverna 150m

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Shower Rooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2.8km • Minimarket/Taverna 2.3km

Furnished, equipped and decorated to a notably high standard, and just over one kilometre from two of the most attractive
beaches on Crete, No1 Old Vineyard is a wonderfully positioned property enjoying tranquillity, privacy and views, yet close
to local life and culture. Innovatively designed, the property flows easily over three floors, including a large, open plan lower
level with kitchenette, living area, shower room and twin beds. Outdoors, the grounds house an interesting selection of
indigenous shrubs, an herb garden and a lovely private pool bordered by a spacious sun terrace. The property is within easy
walking distance of several tavernas and a well-stocked minimarket. Also easily accessible is Kalathas Beach (2.8km), a fine
swathe of sandy coastline facing a picturesque little island and where two further tavernas will surely tempt you.

Designed and styled with equal taste, flair and imagination as gorgeous sister properties Christina and the hugely popular
Marina, Alena also boasts a similarly stunning location with unbroken, far-reaching views across verdant hillside to the sea
and neighbouring island of Zante. Generously proportioned both inside and out Alena abounds with numerous simple,
signature touches that are the hallmark of stylish owners; smoothed walls in soothing natural shades, hanging rails of
rounded iron, free standing oak-edged mirrors and washbasins of rounded hollow stone being a few of the more notable
features. A good-size pool with wide Roman steps, extensive sun terracing, lawned grounds and a lovely barbecue area
with adjacent shaded dining terrace mean the exterior could not be better suited to relaxed summer living and glass
fencing along the property border ensures you never miss one breath taking moment of those amazing sea views.

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Marina

WEB REF: 3730

Sleeps 2 • 1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2.5km • Taverna 2km • Minimarket 2km

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER

Crete



Sleeps 7-9 • 5 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Minimarket 500m • Beach 1.2km • Taverna 700m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£676 - £2124

Kefalonia

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£948 - £3124

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 183

GREECE

Ruggero

Fiscardo Kefalonia



WEB REF: 3459

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 350m • Shops/Tavernas 700m

Perched just above Emblisi beach, this delightfully stylish and contemporary cottage offers breathtaking sea views and a
location that is pure convenience. Being within walking distance of the beach itself (350m) as well as Fiscardo’s excellent
amenities (700m) which include numerous waterfront restaurants around the vibrant harbour, the need to rely on a car to
maximise holiday enjoyment can be kept to a minimum. Arranged over two floors, panoramic windows ensure the relaxing,
pastel-shaded interior stays bright and welcoming whilst keeping those exceptional sea views ever-present. Enhancing
comfort and privacy options for sharing parties there is a bedroom (and bathroom) on each level, each with attractive
vaulted, colour-washed pine ceilings and doors to either the pool terrace or a balcony. With watersports, boat hire, lovely
beaches and striking local scenery Fiscardo is widely considered one of Kefalonia’s most desirable areas.

Kefalonia

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

£748 - £2998

PRICES FROM

To Throni

Kefalonia

Tselendata, Fiscardo Kefalonia



Hlazeika

WEB REF: 2309

Paleo Skala, Skala Kefalonia



WEB REF: 2279

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Village House • Beach 1.6km • Taverna 1.8km

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Pool Table • Beach 4km • Taverna 600m

The word ‘unique’ can be over-used however there is, in this case, no more appropriate way to describe To Throni.
Owned by an extremely talented interior designer, exquisite taste and an enviable eye for detail have been used to
magnificent effect in dreaming up this sophisticated and stylish property. Positioned to take full advantage of dazzling
views across the narrow channel to Ithaca, the pool is flanked by a centuries old olive tree and lovely terraces for sunning
and dining! The interior is a classic example of understated elegance. Muted shades create a cool, calm oasis throughout
the living area and the bedrooms continue the quirky yet refined style. The hamlet of Tselendata is just 2km above
charming Fiscardo village. Whilst nearby, a track leads down to Foki Beach (1.6km) and its simple beachside taverna.

Situated at the top of a sloping private road, surrounded by rolling hills, this impressive four bedroom villa is spacious both
inside and out. Modern and comfortable, the airy, light and elegant interior is appealing and easy on the eye. The pale
rose coloured hue of the exterior is echoed in exposed stonework, creating a warm and welcoming glow. Outside, a wide
terrace and attractive shaded dining area surround the infinity pool which imperceptibly merges with the distant horizon,
while the vibrant blue ocean blends seamlessly into a vast, cloudless sky. The nearest taverna is 600m away (at the bottom
of the private road) and it is just a 4km drive down to the bright lights of Skala and the wide sandy beach itself, where a
large selection of supermarkets, restaurants, cafés and bars await.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£664 - £2878

Kefalonia

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£918 - £3684

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 185

GREECE
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Incredible
views and
private access
directly to
the sea

o
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Rosepetra

Maganos, Fiscardo Kefalonia



WEB REF: 2337

Sleeps 5 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 3.2km • Taverna 500m

Superb sea views, lovely facilities and walking distance to the shops and two tavernas in Maganos village are perfect
ingredients for a relaxing holiday! The pretty pink (rosa) and stone (petra) exterior gives this splendid villa its name. The
wonderful swimming pool and terrace with its tranquil atmosphere certainly makes the most of the panoramic expanse of
glittering sea before you. Tastefully decorated, the décor of the open plan interior is a mix of traditional and modern that
suits the informal, charming ambience. All bedrooms are light and airy, the double and twin having French doors that open
onto the pool terrace. Hiring a boat to explore gives the chance to flit in and out of the many coves and inlets around
Fiscardo, so find a bay completely to yourself for the day and take a picnic.

Kefalonia

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
PRICES FROM

Aelia

Kefalonia

*£614 - £2648

Maganos, Fiscardo Kefalonia

Small
party rate*



Christina

WEB REF: 3402

Spartia Kefalonia



WEB REF: 3616

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 4km • Shops/Tavernas 580m

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2.6km • Minimarket/Taverna 2.1km

Laid back, relaxing and with striking sea views across to the Paliki Peninsula, Aelia is a wonderful choice for an effortless
Mediterranean holiday. Great territory for ramblers, nature lovers and cyclists, some of Kefalonia’s most attractive and unspoilt
countryside is found around here! Fresh, uncluttered and attractive, vaulted beamed ceilings, matching wood-styled flooring and
exposed stonework enhance the calming ambience of Aelia’s interior. The impressive views can be enjoyed from both bedrooms,
the shaded dining terrace and the private pool, where an infinity edge mystically confounds the boundaries of land, sea and sky.
Nearby, local amenities can be found under 600m away in sleepy Maganos, offering minimarkets, a greengrocer and two popular
tavernas, while two of the island’s most attractive beaches Alaties (4km) and Ai Jerusalem (4.6km) are just a short drive away.

Beautifully proportioned, well appointed and stylishly minimalist this remarkable property offers the most mesmerising
panoramic views across the sun-dappled azure waters of the Ionian Sea to Zakynthos. And with private steps leading from
the pool terrace directly down to the sea itself, Christina undoubtedly enjoys one of the most exclusive and privileged
locations of any house in the Vintage portfolio. Five bedrooms each with an en suite shower room, a bright open plan
living area, sauna, steam room and even a small gym, ensure the interior certainly does not lack appeal however it is surely
outside that is destined to be the focus of holiday attention. Here private, lawned grounds, a haven of rural tranquillity,
house a summer kitchen with shaded dining area, gorgeous infinity-edged pool and plenty of sun-soaked terracing across
several levels. Sleepy Spartia (2km) has a bakery, minimarket and two popular local tavernas.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

186

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MAY - OCTOBER
£682 - £2546

Kefalonia

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1276 - £5776

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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GREECE

GREECE

Maistro

Kefalonia

Katsarata, Fiscardo Kefalonia

Perachori, Vathy Ithaca



WEB REF: 3543

The tiny hamlet of Katsarata commands spectacular views of the entrance channel to Fiscardo harbour and the neighbouring
Ionian islands of Ithaca, Arkoudi, Meganissi and Lefkada. Perfectly positioned to make the most of this sought-after location
the sweeping panorama offered by Maistro is amongst the best we have seen in Kefalonia. Part of the private, gated Casa
Vento estate, Maistro sits secluded behind stone walls overlooking terraces of colourful shrubs and ancient olive trees.
Inside, the compact living area is comfortably furnished, natural local materials creating a tranquil, harmonious ambience;
outside, those remarkable views mean the pool and spacious outdoor terraces will surely become the centre of holiday
activity. Nearby, Foki Beach (2.7km) has a popular taverna, Fiscardo (4km) has all amenities and many excellent restaurants.

Nowhere can the benefits of Naias’ enviable location be enjoyed more than from the property’s numerous and spacious
terraces that offer striking vistas across olive tree-clad countryside to the iridescent Ionian Sea. Inviting and attractive
the internal décor is an effortless blend of traditional stone and woodwork with vibrant fabrics and tasteful furnishings.
Thoughtful design ensures that both levels of the house have access to a terrace or balcony from where all guests can
revel equally in those marvellous views. A little further along the unmade track that leads to/from the house you will find
the pretty cove beach of Kaminia (1.5km), while the capital of the island, Vathy is just a 10 minute drive. Here, all amenities,
including many popular harbourside tavernas, are found and boats can also be hired to explore the nearby coves and swim
or snorkel in the inviting turquoise waters.

TUESDAY CHANGEOVER

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Aloni

Ithaca

£646 - £2498

Paleo Skala, Skala Kefalonia



£648 - £2224

PRICES FROM

Atokos

WEB REF: 3001

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

Perachori, Vathy Ithaca



WEB REF: 3789

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2km • Taverna 2km

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 5km • Shops/Tavernas 4km

Offering up wonderful sea views for a truly lasting first impression, Aloni’s splendid semicircular pool reflects the history
of the original site as a thresher’s circle. Comfortable outdoor furniture ensures many hours are spent admiring the views
towards the vivid blue Ionian Sea. To one side, a shaded terrace houses the barbecue for al fresco dining. Inside, the
intimate open plan interior mixes contemporary and traditional décor, giving a welcoming airy finish and relaxing
atmosphere. On the upper floor, both the twin and double bedrooms enjoy equally stunning panoramas from the patio.
Ideally located with a choice of splendid sandy beaches close by, this quiet, rural spot is just 2km from Skala beach and
the village with a good choice of amenities.

A stylish property simply inviting relaxation, Atokos sits on verdant hillside with a mesmerising view over the treetops to the
sparkling Ionian Sea, seemingly within touching distance! Decorated with cooling tiles and fresh colours the interior has
an open plan living area with a bedroom and shower room on each floor. An appealing sitting/dining terrace and inviting
private pool vie with the wonderful views for the right to be centre of attention. Excellent amenities and a lovely waterfront
lined with cafes and restaurants are found at Vathy (4km) with boat trips leaving from the harbour to visit secluded
beaches. Situated on the gentle slopes of Mount Petaleilo, nearby Perachori (1.5km) has a local taverna, minimarket and
gorgeous views towards Vathy. The white pebble beach and inviting shallow waters of Sarakiniko are a 15 minute drive.

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

188

Naias

WEB REF: 3460

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.5km • Shops/Restaurants 2.5km

PRICES FROM

Kefalonia



Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 2.7km • Shops/Tavernas 4km

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£596 - £2452

Ithaca

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£512 - £1974

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk 189

GREECE

Tentoura

Sivota Bay, Sivota Lefkada



WEB REF: 3497

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 6.5km • Shops/Tavernas 1.4km

Surrounded by ancient olive trees and enviably positioned above the unspoilt marina of Sivota, Tentoura is a charming
and simple Greek villa boasting sleepy vistas of boats meandering into the harbour below. Two double bedrooms on the
lower level benefit from direct access onto the part-shaded terrace which borders the private pool and enjoys panoramic
views across the hillside. The open plan living/dining area also provides access onto a balcony, via wide French doors which
draw the sunshine and fresh sea air in to this bright and lofty space. Only 1km away, Sivota has a bakery and minimarket
alongside a good choice of restaurants and tavernas in which to sample the local cuisine. Slightly further afield are the
picturesque beaches of Desimi, Mikros Gialos and Steno, all within a 20 minute drive.
SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

Lefkada

190

APRIL - OCTOBER
£448 - £2448

PRICES FROM

Valia

Lefkada

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

AVAILABLE

Lygia Lefkada



Menta

WEB REF: 3503

Sivota Bay, Sivota Lefkada



WEB REF: 3496

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1km • Tavernas 1.4km

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 6.5km • Shops/Tavernas 1.4km

From Valia’s commanding location, just above the coastal town of Lygia, many a pleasant hour will surely be passed gazing out
over the azure waters and the ever-changing colours of the distant mountainsides. The upper floor open plan living room has
a high-pitched ceiling, tall sliding glass windows and a large balcony enjoying panoramic views towards the mainland, which
provides an inspirational location for outdoor meals. Three appealing air-conditioned bedrooms are neatly located on the lower
level, each with access to balcony space. Outside you will find a family-friendly private swimming pool with an infinity edge and
designated children’s section, a split-level garden offering an ample paved sun terrace as well as a grassed section just below the
pool, accessed via stone steps. Nearby Lygia (1km) has a lot to offer: waterside restaurants, tavernas and a family friendly beach.

Simply styled Menta welcomes guests with an abundance of laid back Lefkan charm, sitting upon a gently graduating
hillside above the charming village of Sivota, where sleepy vistas of yachts shimmer in the cobalt coloured bay below.
Welcoming in the sunshine and refreshing light summer breeze, wide doors in the two large double bedrooms provide
direct access onto the ground floor terrace, whilst on the upper level, a large balcony off the twin bedroom and living room
is yet another prime spot for admiring that wonderful vista across the bay. Just 1km downhill from Menta, pretty Sivota
has a bakery, a good minimarket and several waterfront tavernas whilst larger shops and an attractive beach can be found
at Nydri, about a 20 minute drive away. Other impressive beaches that lie within easy distance are Afteli (6.5km), Mikros
Gialos (6.7km) or Porto Katsiki, one of Greece’s most beautiful.

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

SUNDAY CHANGEOVER

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£924 - £2948

Lefkada

AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£498 - £2498

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CORFU

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

Stefania

Acharavi (Roda)

Sleeps 4

The Artist's House
Vigla

Sleeps 4

Evie

Nissaki

WEB REF: 3577

WEB REF: 2301

WEB REF: 2333

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 1.5 km • Tavernas 1.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 3.5km • Taverna 3.5km

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 700m • Tavernas 600m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £2198

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £928 - £2658

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £518 - £2026

Sleeps 5

Kioni, Ithaca

Myrto

Kalami

Sleeps 6

Frini

Kalami

Sleeps 6

Fylira

Kalami

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3171

WEB REF: 3126

WEB REF: 3172

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 125m • Tavernas 125m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 125m • Tavernas 125m

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 120m • Tavernas 120m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1268 - £3278

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1288 - £3298

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1288 - £3298

Erato

Kalami

Sleeps 6

Pythia

Sleeps

Kalami

6-8

Niovi

Sleeps

WEB REF: 3181

WEB REF: 3175

WEB REF: 3170

3 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 125m • Tavernas 125m

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 75m • Tavernas 75m

4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 75m • Tavernas 75m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1268 - £3278

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1498 - £3658

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1498 - £3658
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MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

6-8

Kalami

Egremni beach, Lefkada

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN CRETE

vintagetravel.co.uk

DISCOVER
MORE

vintagetravel.co.uk

Hammam House

Sleeps 2

Carob Tree Cottage

Sleeps

2-4

The Old Bakery

Vamos

Patelari, Platanias

WEB REF: 2339

WEB REF: 3476

WEB REF: 2304

1 Bedroom • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Village House • Beach 7km • Taverna 300m

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Heated Pool • Table Tennis • Beach 5km • Shop 5km
Restaurants 4km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 7km • Taverna 1km
Small Party Rate*

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £696 - £1676

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from *£646- £1824

Available MAY-OCT
Prices from £686 - £1398

Vamos

Sleeps 4

Falassarna Beach, Crete

Blue Sea

Maleme

Sleeps 4

Xara

Kaliviani

Sleeps 4

Epavlis Plaka

Sleeps

4-6

Plaka Almyrida

WEB REF: 2305

WEB REF: 3165

WEB REF: 2259

2 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 100m • Taverna 300m

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Heated Pool • Beach 1.5km • Taverna 4km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Village House • Beach 1km • Taverna 200m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £1494 - £2676

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £2498 - £4198

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £898 - £2498

Fantastic holiday. Helena and her son were so
lovely, nothing was too much trouble. We have
had such a wonderful holiday and are so sad to
be home!
The Granshaw family, Helena, Corfu.

Thea

Megala Chorafia

Sleeps 6

WEB REF: 3163

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 3km • Taverna 1.5km
Available MAR-OCT
Prices from £854 - £2624
194

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

Rosepetra, Kefalonia

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431

BOOK ONLINE AT vintagetravel.co.uk
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MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN KEFALONIA

vintagetravel.co.uk

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN LEFKADA

vintagetravel.co.uk

We had the most fantastic holiday, the villa
was superb, so much so, we've already booked
the same one for next year for 3 weeks. We
love Kefalonia, and the villa location, for us, is
absolutely perfect, 2 minutes from village of
Maganos and a 10 minute drive to Fiscardo.
If you need to recharge the batteries and chill,
this is the place! Fantastic!
Aeletta

Maganos, Fiscardo

Sleeps 2

Melia
Spartia

Sleeps 2

Markandoni
Paleo Skala

Sleeps 4

Mastiha

Sivota Bay (Sivota)

WEB REF: 3725

WEB REF: 3740

WEB REF: 2281

WEB REF: 3529

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 4km • Shop and Tavernas 565m

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 2.8km • Taverna and Minimarket 2.3km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 4km • Taverna 500m

3 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 6.5km • Shops/Tavernas 1km

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £558 - £1724

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £724 - £2224

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £676 - £2526

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £498 - £2498

Sleeps 6

The Clough family, Rosepetra, Kefalonia

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN PELOPONNESE

Jasmine

Fiscardo

Sleeps 4

Rabia

Mousata, Trapezaki

Sleeps 6

Melanthi

Maganos, Fiscardo

Sleeps 6

Elitsa

Gialova, Messinia

Sleeps 2

Paleokastro

Sleeps 2

Gialova, Messinia

Gialova Kalivi
Gialova, Messinia

WEB REF: 3617

WEB REF: 3504

WEB REF: 3325

WEB REF: 2269

WEB REF: 3249

WEB REF: 3186

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 1.4km • Tavernas 1.4km

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 1.4km • Shops/Tavernas 600m

3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 3km • Taverna 600m • Small Party Rate*

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 900m • Taverna 900m

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 900m • Taverna 900m

1 Bedroom • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 900m • Taverna 900m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £2294

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £756 - £2696

Available APR-OCT
Prices from *£644 - £2628

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £624 - £1398

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £674 - £1324

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £598 - £1326

Sleeps 3

MORE OF OUR PROPERTIES IN ITHACA

Excellent service from Vintage Travel from start
to finish. Traditional customer care which is
difficult to find. Well done; please keep your
impeccable standards.
The Sergeant family, No 1 Old Vineyard, Crete

Eos

Perachori, Vathy

Sleeps 4

Nereus

Perachori, Vathy

Sleeps 4

Ino

Perachori, Vathy

Sleeps 4

Petrino

Gialova, Messinia

WEB REF: 3544

WEB REF: 3545

WEB REF: 3790

WEB REF: 2270

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 1.5km • Shops/Restaurants 2.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi
Beach 1.5km • Shops/Tavernas 2.5km

2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 5km • Shops/Tavernas 4km

2 Bedrooms • 1 Bathroom • Air Conditioning
WiFi • Beach 900m • Taverna 900m

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £448 - £1924

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £448 - £1924

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £512 - £1974

Available APR-OCT
Prices from £798 - £1754
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FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954

261 431
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CYPRUS
For hundreds of years, travellers have been inspired to
explore this fascinating island of dramatic landscapes,
fabulous scenery, gorgeous beaches, sparkling blue seas,
balmy climate and a colourful history. Being the third largest
island in the Mediterranean, after Sicily and Sardinia, there
are plenty of picturesque towns and villages, as well as many
miles of coastline, to explore.
The birthplace of the legendary Aphrodite, Cyprus has
a colourful history and has been ruled by many nations,
including the Egyptians, Romans, Venetians, Turks and the
British, to name a few. Each has left their own cultural mark
on such influences as architecture, religion, cuisine and
language which has evolved into a rich mix of traditions
throughout the island. A further ingredient is a friendly and
hospitable people proud of their inheritance.

Image: Protaras
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
MOUNTAINS TO BEACHES
From the high peak of Mount Olympus in the Troodos mountains
to cool forests of pine and cedar, fertile plains (covered with banana
plantations and orchards) to the dramatic coastlines with rugged
cliffs descending steeply into the sea, alongside bays with soft, sandy
beaches (many with a Blue Flag), Cyprus is an island of contrasts.

A FUSION OF FLAVOURS
The Cypriots consider their cuisine to be a fusion of Greek, Turkish
and Middle Eastern flavours: a meal typically starts with ‘mezédhes’
– a platter of hot and cold dishes, accompanied by Cypriot bread
and, of course, halloumi - followed by lamb, pork, chicken or fish.
Locally produced wines are always on offer and are of excellent
quality (after all, the history of winemaking on the island can be
traced back nearly 6000 years). Colourful platters of seasonal fruit,
such as mango, guava, pomegranate, and orange, always play a part
in every meal.

KATO PAFOS
Awarded UNESCO World Heritage status, Kato Pafos (Lower
Paphos) is an adventure playground for history lovers. Discover the
medieval castle standing guard at the harbour, Roman villas with
elaborate mosaic tiled floors, the Roman Odeon where summer
concerts are still held and, slightly further out of town, the Tombs of
the Kings, an extensive necropolis carved in soft sandstone.

EASTER CELEBRATIONS AND FESTIVALS
The biggest event in the Greek Orthodox calendar, ‘Pascha’ (Easter)
is celebrated with exuberance by one and all in Cyprus, with
processions, Mass and lots of eating and drinking. ‘Kataklysmos’ or
the ‘Flood’ festival takes place in many of the coastal towns fifty
days after the Orthodox Easter. Events include swimming galas and
boat races, not forgetting the traditional custom of throwing water
at each other! Throughout the summer, villages hold traditional
festivals, often in homage to flowers or fruit, from oranges to roses.
Opera concerts take place in front of Paphos Castle and September
sees wine festivals, the largest taking place in Limassol.

THE CLIMATE
Spring is heralded with the appearance of colourful flowers in the
meadows, the slopes of the hills turning green, the streams full
of crystal-clear water and the days are warm and sunny. Summer
brings high temperatures, lots of sunshine and lasts long into
September and October. In fact, Cyprus has on average 11 hours of
sunshine per day from April to October!

DISCOVER MORE
New for 2020, find our full Cyprus collection online at
vintagetravel.co.uk
Paphos
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CYPRUS

Villa Thalassa

Coral Bay West Cyprus



WEB REF: 3795

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 300m

Cyprus

Enjoying stunning sea views from the garden, pool and roof terrace, the aptly named Villa Thalassa (meaning sea) sits in
a splendid location on the coast between Coral Bay and Sea Caves. From morning to night, whether you are sunbathing
by the pool, enjoying an alfresco lunch or an early evening aperitif on the roof terrace, the sparkling waters of the
Mediterranean Sea are your constant companion. The spacious interior is simply styled with white walls and tiled floors.
All bedrooms have en suite facilities, making Thalassa an appealing choice for a group of friends or a multigenerational
gathering. At the end of the garden, a gate opens onto the coastal path which stretches in both directions. Amenities are
close at hand with a seafront restaurant recommended by locals a 15 minute walk and shops a 5 minute drive.
WEDNESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1098 - £3498

PRICES FROM

Yria

Cyprus

Coral Bay West Cyprus

Oniro

WEB REF: 3794

Coral Bay West Cyprus

WEB REF: 3793

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.3km • Restaurants 350m

For those seeking amenities within walking distance, look no further than Yria, a smart newly built villa in the heart of
Coral Bay. Step out of the door and a short stroll (350m) brings you to the shops and restaurants of this lively coastal town,
with the nearest beach only a 15 minute walk. Coral Bay offers a wealth of activities to please all including water sports
and sea cruises, as well as easy access to places further afield. Whether days are spent out and about or simply strolling
down to the beach, Yria is a welcome base for a holiday. The contemporary interior has tiled floors, modern furnishings and
en suite facilities in all bedrooms. Outside, the inviting terrace has space for sunbathing, alfresco dining and of course, the
all important private pool.

Newly built in a residential area at the heart of Coral Bay, Oniro offers that ideal combination of a stylish property within
walking distance of amenities and beaches, whilst the crisp white walls and angular lines of the eye-catching façade create
a distinct look and hint at the contemporary interior. A sleek and uncluttered feel abounds inside with tiled floors, glossy
white and black fittings. The pool, set against dark tiles, is a pop of colour. With lively Coral Bay on the doorstep, there is
no need to travel too far. Take time, though, to explore the area: Paphos (12km) is a bustling interesting town, with a fishing
harbour and great museums. A trip along the coast brings you to the Akamas peninsula, where the stunning landscape
provides a pretty backdrop for walking and hiking.

WEDNESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 1.3km • Restaurants 350m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£698 - £2852

Cyprus

WEDNESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£698 - £2852

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954
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Popi

Cyprus

Pomos West Cyprus

Ifigenia

WEB REF: 3796

Peristerona West Cyprus

WEB REF: 3797

Sleeps 8 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Children’s Pool

At one end of Chrysochou Bay sits Pomos, a fishing village that retains a gentle pace of life and old world charm in an
idyllic setting overlooking the sea and backed by the wooded slopes of Paphos Forest. Situated on the edge of the village
(2km) and only 300m from Paradise beach, a quiet sandy cove with rock pools, Popi is a smart, contemporary villa with sea
views. Two sets of sliding glass doors on the façade ensure these views can be enjoyed whether in the kitchen or relaxing
on the sofa. Poolside there is space for sunbathing and dining alfresco by the barbecue. Explore the bay area and discover
traditional villages, a variety of beaches, crystal clear sea ideal for swimming and plenty of tavernas offering local dishes.

Mesmerising views over the surrounding countryside towards the sea on the horizon unfurl before you on arrival at Ifigenia,
a substantial property close to sleepy Peristerona (5km) and Polis (9km). The broad rural panorama, criss-crossed with olive
groves, fields and orchards, can be enjoyed from the terraces, garden, pool and balconies of this traditional home. Families will
appreciate the facilities available, including the large garden, children’s pool, table tennis, volley ball net, and basketball hoop.
Inside the accommodation is spacious, has air conditioning throughout and each bedroom has its own bathroom facilities.
The village of Peristerona has a supermarket and a couple of tavernas with Polis offering a wider choice. A variety of beaches
are within a 30 minute drive, including Latchi (13km) and Baths of Aphrodite (18km).

WEDNESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

204



Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Beach 300m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£598 - £2198

Cyprus

WEDNESDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£752 - £2452

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954
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TURKEY
THE LYCIAN COAST
Exploring this vast country we became instantly enamoured
with the beautiful Lycian Coast, which demonstrates all the
qualities we cherish: unspoilt beaches, crystal clear waters,
breathtaking scenery, fascinating local culture, charming
towns, mouthwatering cuisine and a warm and welcoming
people. The Kalkan area features the fine white sand
beaches of Kaputas and Patara, just a short drive
(or boat ride!) from the town itself. European and Asian
cultures are evident in the vibrant boutiques and buildings
lining the narrow cobbled streets, and reflected in the
menus of the harbourfront restaurants. Kas is a lively,
bustling town, full of life all year round, nearby Islamlar sits
on the lower slopes of the Taurus Mountains – a gentle
oasis cooled by freshwater streams tumbling down to the
sea below. Further west, Göcek and Fethiye offer yacht and
boat hire and a wealth of restaurants.

Image: Kaputas Beach
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OUR
HIGHLIGHTS
BEACHES
Kaputas and Patara are two of the most stunning sandy beaches on
the Lycian coast and both can be reached by water taxi from Kalkan.
Patara is a designated national park characterised by dunes and
marshes rich in birdlife, flora and fauna and is also a breeding ground
for the endangered loggerhead turtle.

COUNTRYSIDE
Just inland and slightly above the coastline the terrain is dotted with
gorges and streams cascading from the Taurus mountains; fertile
valleys, lush vegetation, colourful wild flowers, fragrant herbs and
birdlife, a haven of peace and tranquillity and a far cry from the
hustle and bustle in the towns below. Also a great place for biking
and hiking.

The villa was first rate, set in a beautiful and peaceful location
with spectacular views. It was comfortable, well-equipped
and particular highlights were the pool and garden. We would
highly recommend it to others. Also noteworthy was the
excellent support we received locally which was over and
beyond anything we have experienced from Vintage before.
The Comben party, Mira, Islamlar

ANCIENT SITES
Carved high into cliff faces many well preserved Lycian Tombs
can be seen throughout the area, one particularly good example
being found at Myra. The UNESCO World Heritage site of
Xanthos is of great archaeological significance as it also houses an
amphitheatre and acropolis. On opposite sides of the Xanthos river
valley Tlos and Pipnara were once two of the most important cities
in ancient Lycia.

CUISINE
What a mix; the freshest of fish and meats, colourful fruits, plump
vegetables, spices, nuts, and sweetmeats of honey, nuts and
cinnamon – all will appear in some form on most menus. And no
day is complete without a glass of Turkish tea, apple and mint being
the most popular, or (not for the faint-hearted!) a strong coffee.

Kalkan
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TURKEY

Aviv

Kalkan Lycian Coast



WEB REF: 3729

Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • Jacuzzi • WiFi • Sea Views • Restaurant 1km

Turkey

All on one level and bursting with a contemporary style, Aviv offers guests a wonderful level of quality, remarkable range
of facilities and a location that is only a five minute drive downhill to the shops, cafes and restaurants of Kalkan. The town
consists of a wonderfully vibrant mix of old and new with ‘beach clubs’, a lively marina and small sandy beach bordering
the atmospheric old quarter. Very well appointed for 4 guests and enjoying excellent privacy, the predominantly open plan
space is adorned with bright artwork and features a bespoke kitchen with central island dining area. All rooms face the
ever-present sea views, as equally inspiring at night as by day. The two double bedrooms are of a high standard, one having
the added features of a sunken jacuzzi as well as a home cinema projection screen!
MONDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£1148 - £2298

PRICES FROM

Royale

Turkey

Kalkan Lycian Coast

Manzara

WEB REF: 3288

Kalkan Lycian Coast



WEB REF: 3704

Sleeps 10 • 5 Bedrooms • 5 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • Jacuzzi • WiFi • Restaurant 5km

The quality of this wonderfully located property shines through. A light, airy interior with marble floors, vaulted ceilings,
walls of exposed brickwork and cooling whitewash, lovely furnishings, a sun-soaked infinity edge pool… and that is before
we even mention the beautiful sea views, proximity of the coast, two restaurants and all amenities. Amongst properties of
similarly high stature (sister property Queen is just below), Royale sits in a peaceful, select enclave which, for convenience
alone, is one of Kalkan’s most sought after locations. Two beach clubs, a water sports facility and the many atmospheric
harbour side restaurants of Kalkan Old Town are all within walking distance. A car obviously being far from essential, this is
definitely a case of “summertime… and the living is easy”!

Manzara is a truly splendid villa on a privileged sea facing hillside 4km from Kalkan old port. Sweeping views over the scenic
coastline improve with each level you climb of this prominent and prestigious villa. Tastefully designed over three floors, a
living room with impressive high ceiling and minimalist decor, Manzara affords guests an abundance of comfort that oozes
easily from all rooms. All bedrooms are en suite with air conditioning. Two spacious bedrooms are to be found on the second
floor. A further two at pool level, and one just below, are accessed externally only. A large tantalizing infinity pool and jacuzzi
is surrounded by comfortable loungers from which to admire the setting sun. Wine and dine undercover around the outdoor
living/dining area on the first floor or on the front terrace, the vista ahead of you will not cease to astound.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Table Tennis • Sea Views • Restaurants 60m

MORE PROPERTIES ONLINE vintagetravel.co.uk

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£1598 - £2154

Turkey

SATURDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
*£1128-£4148

Small
party rate*

FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 01954
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TURKEY

Queen

Kalkan Lycian Coast



WEB REF: 3764

Sleeps 6 • 3 Bedrooms • 3 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Sea Views • Restaurants 60m

Turkey

Queen is a wonderfully located property within walking distance of Kalkan Old Town, where the quality shines through
in all rooms. Interiors are light and airy with marble floors and tasteful furnishings as well as a vaulted ceiling in one
upstairs bedroom. Add to this a sunny infinity edge pool, the beautiful first floor sea views and proximity of the coast
and restaurants. Queen is located just in front of sister property Royale - both of a similarly high stature. The villa sits
in a peaceful, select enclave which is one of Kalkan’s most sought after locations largely because of the two beach clubs,
a water sports facility and the many atmospheric harbour side restaurants of Kalkan Old Town that are all within walking
distance. A car is not essential here which makes Queen an easy and relaxing holiday villa destination.
MONDAY CHANGEOVER

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER

AVAILABLE

£1598 - £2154

PRICES FROM

Temiz

Turkey

Islamlar Lycian Coast

Mira

WEB REF: 3732

Islamlar Lycian Coast



WEB REF: 3556

Sleeps 8-9 • 4 Bedrooms • 4 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Sea Views • Restaurant 800m

An architecturally sublime property, located in the traditional hillside village of Islamlar, just a 15 minute drive from Kalkan.
The stone and wooden exterior, blends beautifully with a designer interior, fusing white washed boards with modern
convenience and splashed with brightly coloured furnishings. Of particular note is the first-floor studio with Juliette
balconies and a smart wooden beamed ceiling that covers a central viewing gallery to the ground floor. The kitchen has
wooden worktops and views over the garden where ‘foodies’ are sure to enjoy culinary delights prepared in a light and airy
space. A double bed in the studio and further master bedroom on the ground floor, both with access to separate shower
rooms, completes the layout of this tasteful holiday home. Outside there is dining furniture and a relaxed Turkish seating
area to enjoy evenings under the stars.

A world away from 21st Century hustle and bustle, the authentically Turkish hamlet of Islamlar is a restful rustic refuge
where day-to-day life continues at the same somnolent pace it has done for generations. Set amidst this undulating, richly
verdant landscape, with fabulous views over coast and country, Mira is perfectly suited to anyone seeking a comfortable,
well-appointed rural retreat which, at the same time, is only a short drive from the coast and excellent amenities. With
vaulted beamed ceilings, floors of polished cedar wood or intricately patterned tiles, hand carved/painted furniture plus
numerous panoramic windows and doors to light up this gorgeous interior, this is a property tailor-made for effortless
summer living. Catching the sunshine all day long, a spacious sun terrace borders the private pool, nestling in attractive
grounds of lavender beds, mature shrubs and olive trees.

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM
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Sleeps 4 • 2 Bedrooms • 2 Bathrooms • Air Conditioning • WiFi • Restaurant 1km
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PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

MARCH - OCTOBER
£998- £1550

Turkey

MONDAY CHANGEOVER
AVAILABLE
PRICES FROM

PRICE FOR PROPERTY PER WEEK

APRIL - OCTOBER
£1026 - £2476
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT
VILLA HOLIDAY TODAY
From a traditional mountain retreat to a contemporary villa
just steps from the beach, the perfect location awaits you.
It couldn’t be easier to book.
ONLINE AT

BOOKING YOUR TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS

vintagetravel.co.uk

Please note that when booking a holiday through Vintage Travel you
are entering into a contract with cancellation fees and other legally
binding elements. Please ensure that you read our full Terms and
Conditions and the accompanying Important Information. You can
find these on our website at vintagetravel.co.uk or you can request
a copy directly from us.

Book securely 24 hours a day

CALL OUR KNOWLEDGEABLE
TEAM ON 01954

261 431

No automated telephone systems, just good old-fashioned
customer service from our dedicated team.

BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE

OFFICE HOURS:

We understand that financial security is an important factor when
booking your holiday and for that reason we continue to secure all
monies paid to us through ABTA (V5643/P6716) and
ATOL (ATOL 2787).

Monday – Friday 09:00 – 17:30
Saturday 09:30 – 13:00
Closed Sundays and Bank Holidays.

2787

SO MUCH MORE ONLINE
This brochure is just a taste of what we offer. Online at
vintagetravel.co.uk you will find our full villa collection,
including detailed property descriptions, galleries of tempting
photographs, live availability, customer comments, suggestions
and recommendations from our team as well as ideas for a few
optional extras to make your holiday perfect! You will also find all
your essential holiday information including guidance on travel
arrangements, car hire, personal holiday insurance and our full
booking terms and conditions.

vintagetravel
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@vintage_travel
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Our destinations

FRANCE
CROATIA

ITALY

Istria
Le Marche

South West
Tuscany
Galicia

Provence and
Côte d’Azur

Dubrovnik
Umbria

Catalunya

Costa Verde
and Minho

SPAIN

Menorca

Valencia
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Andalucía
Algarve

Lefkada
Ithaca

TURKEY

Kefalonia
Sicily
Peloponnese

GREECE
Lanzarote

OUR DESTINATIONS
Whether it is a romantic hideaway for two in Italy, an elegant town house in Andalucía,
a cubist architect-designed seafront villa in Crete, a grand chateau in France or a masia
in Catalunya – we have a property to suit. From the picture postcard beaches of Greece,
the winter sunshine in Lanzarote to the vibrancy of Turkey, each of our stunning
destinations offers a unique holiday experience.

Lycian Coast

Crete

CYPRUS

TELEPHONE

01954 261 431
EMAIL

holidays@vintagetravel.co.uk
vintagetravel.co.uk
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